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(SOME ADVANTAGES ... ) 
Acceleration. By attending summer school it 
is possible to complete the 4-year bachelor's 
degree program in 3 years. Graduate and under-
graduate courses are offered in most depart-
ments of the university. 
Short term. Summer school is divided into 2 
terms, 5 weeks each. Short duration and full-
term courses are available both days and 
evenings. Students who wish to take only one 
or two courses can complete their work in 
half the time, freeing up the rest of the season 
for other activities. 
Licensure renewal. Particular emphasis is placed 
on course offerings for teachers returning to 
maintain licensure requirements, as well as for 
those working towards an advanced degree. 
Early entry. A special program of freshman 
courses is available for high school seniors who 
begin their university work in the summer 
immediately after completing high school or 
who wish to complete pre-professional courses. 
Smaller scale. Enrollment during summer is less 
than during the regular academic year. This 
means smaller class size and greater opportunity 
for individual help and advising. 
Faculty, courses of instruction and standards 
are the same as for the regular academic year. 
The university reserves the right to withdraw or 
modify offerings and special features of the 
summer terms. 
The St. Cloud 
community 
The city of St. Cloud is located in central 
Minnesota, just a little over an hour's drive 
from Minneapolis and St. Paul, a major metro-
politan area. Although population of the St. 
Cloud area is nearing 70,000, the city con-
tinues to have a friendly small-town atmosphere. 
The campus is located within walking distance 
of downtown and lies along the west bank of 
the scenic Mississippi River close to several 
parks and attractive residential areas. 
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A brief history 
Currently a comprehensive state supported 
educational institution of more than 10,000 
students, St. Cloud State University began as 
the state's third normal school in 1-869. De-
velopment has followed the pattern of growth 
of similar institutions in other parts of the 
country . The campus expanded during the 
1960's and early 1970's to nearly double its 
size . The major part of the facility is comprised 
of modern, attractive buildings. 
St. Cloud State University is divided into 
five colleges: Business, Education, Fine Arts, 
Industry and Liberal Arts and Sciences. In 
addition, there is the School of Graduate and 
Continuing Studies. The University is fully 
accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools and by the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion. It also is accredited by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and 
the National Association of Schools of Music. 
Things to do 
in summer school 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activities 
summer schedule includes a variety of indoor 
and outdoor campus events. Recreation facil i-
ties in Halenbeck Hall and the tennis courts are 
open to the summer students and faculty dur-
ing both terms. Guest le.cturers and artists en-
hance the summer academic program. A special 
attraction is the annual Lemonade Concert 
featuring the Minnesota Orchestra with an 
accompanying "Art on the Mall" sale . 
SUMMER THEATRE . Theatre L'Homme Dieu 
is situated on 23 acres of wooded property near 
Alexandria, Minnesota, one of the state's finest 
resort areas. It is operated by the Alexandria-
St. Cloud State University Performing Arts 
Foundation, a non-profit corporation which 
was formed as the result of vigorous local and 
regional interest in high quality professional 
theatre. 
The theatre itself is a 260-seat proscenium 
theatre. Housed at the rear of the stage is a 
large scene shop. Rehearsal and eating areas are 
in the main lodge, while several new cottages 
provide living accommodations for the com-
pany, students and staff . 
In its seventeen highly successful seasons, 
Theatre L'Homme Dieu has presented over 130 
plays to audiences totaling wel I over 130,000 
people. The season, which runs from June to 
August, consists of productions performed by 
a professional acting company supported by a 
student company of actors and theatre techni-
cians. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL CENTER. The air 
conditioned Atwood Center offers a wide 
variety of social, cultural, and recreational 
programs made possible through the efforts of 
students on the program board and the Atwood 
staff. Schedules of events are available at the 
main desk in the Atwood Center. (cont'd.) 
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Both indoor and outdoor recreational activi-
ties are offered. The Recreation Center offers 
bowling, billiards, table tennis, foosball and 
other forms of entertainment. Quiet games 
such as chess or bridge are popular also and 
occasional tournaments provide incentive for 
practice. Outdoor recreational programs have 
included tennis, bicycle rallies, frisbee tourna-
ments, canoe outings, and trips to professional 
athletic events. Popular aspects of the summer 
recreational program are the Rental Center and 
the Outings Center . Rmtal of camping and 
hiking equipment, car. ,es, etc. at attractive 
rates, plus shared information about where to 
go and how to get there, make the .outings area 
an inviting stop. 
A series of art exhibits by students and 
professionals is featured in the gallery and in 
Services 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES -
CENTENNIAL HALL 
Learning Resources Services Center includes all 
the usual l ibrary and audiovisual materials 
(print or nonprint) and associated equipment. 
The hours that Learning Resources Services will 
be open for student and faculty use are as 
follows: 





. 7: 15 a.m. - 4:00 p,m. 
7: 15 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 
. 7: 15 a.m. - 4:00 p .m. 
. 1 :00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m . - 10:00 p .m. 
Whenever a holiday occurs during a term, 
special hours will be posted. 
SCS UNIVERSITY STORES. Bookstores are 
available to students on the university campus. 
Hours are as follows: 
University Bookstore, Stewart Hall 
basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Atwood's Shortstop, Atwood Center: 
Monday-Friday 
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p .m. 
Closed weekends 
Art Shop, Stewart Hall basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7: 30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
the display cases. For those with other in-
terests, there is a regular free film series (some 
of which are suited to family viewing), occa-
sional guest lectures or discussions, and an 
informal music or theatre event planned for an 
outdoor setting. 
The Atwood deli and snack bar are ava ilable 
to all campus people. During the summer, 
Atwood Center conference rooms are available 
for student/faculty and staff meetings as well 
as off-campus conference groups. 
Atwood summer hours are as fol lows: 
Open Monday and Wednesday until 
6 :00 p.m. 
Open Tuesday and Thu rsday until 
8:30 p,m. 
Open Friday until 4:00 p,m . 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday 
CONTINUING STUDIES. The Center for Con-
tinuing Studies developes and coordinates 
regular and short term courses and specif ically 
designs workshops as requests for programs are 
referred to "the Center. Resources from the 
total University will be utilized to offer under-
graduate, graduate or non-c redit programs to 
meet specific needs. For current information 
concerning summer program schedules, or to 
submit a request for a particular program, 
contact the Center for Continuing Studies, 
Whitney House, or call 255-3081 . 
HEAL TH SERVICES. Routine clinic hours are 
Monday through Friday from 7 :30 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. with a physician and registered nurse in 
attendance. The Health Service provides care 
to all students who have paid a current health 
service fee. For a more detailed description of 
medical care offered by the Health Service, 
consult the Student Handbook. 
Any x-ray , laboratory tests or special pro-
cedure that must be done some place other 
than the Health Service is the financial responsi-
bility of the student; therefore, all students are 
encouraged to have insurance coverage. 
HEAL TH INSURANCE. The State Un iversity 
System has a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by Guarantee Trust Life In-
surance Company. If you are not covered by 
you r parents' plan or do not have an individual 
plan, you should consider the student health 
insurance plan offered to full-time university 
students . 
The cost of this plan per quarter and/or 
summer terms: 
Student Only: $20.00 
Student and Family: $120.00 
(Optional maternity extra on Family 
Plan ) 
If you want insurance coverage check the 
appropriate box on the registration form when 
submitting your class schedule . Additional 
information abut specific coverage is available 
in the Health Service or Student Life and 
Development Office. 
COUNSELING SERVICES. The Counseling 
Center will be open during both summer terms. 
Due to minimal staffing during this period, 
services will be ava ilable to a limited number of 
students. 
STUDENT PARKING. Summer students may 
park their cars in lots "C," " J, " "K," "M," and 
the south end of "N" on a first-come, first-
served basis. No parking permits are required 
for these lots. Overnight parking is permitted 
only in lots "C," "J" and "K." Overnight 
parking in other university lots is prohibited 
except on Friday and Saturday. NOTE: 
Some campus parking lots have restrictions 
which must be observed. 
FINANCIAL AID. Financia l assistance is made 
available to all students who meet the program 
eligib ility requirements under the National 
Direct Student, Minnesota Guaranteed, and 
Emergency Loan programs. In addition, 
employment opportunities exist under the 
Work-Study program. For detailed information 
about these programs and app lication materials , 
please contact the Financial Aids Office, Room 
121, Administrative Services Building. 
Federal regulations stipu late that students 
receiving financial assistance during the summer 
must be in attendance at St. Cloud State 
University at least half-time the quarter im -
mediately preceding (spring) or immediately 
following the summer session(s) (fall) in order 
to be eligible to receive financial assistance. 
Federal regulations also stipulate that a student 
must be enrolled at least half-time during the 
summer in order to be eligible for considera-
tion for financial aid. 
UNIVERSITY HOUSING. Single and doubl e 
rooms for men, women and married couples 
are available in the residence halls. Approxi -
mate rates w;II be : $75.00 per person/per 
session-double room; $90.00 per person/per 
session-single room. The residence halls will 
open for occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p.m. 
Sunday, June 10 and will rema in open for both 
summer terms. If you are interested in reserv-
ing a room in a residence hall during this period , 
you may write directly to the Director of 
Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud State University , 
St . Cloud, Minnesota 56301 for the necessary 
application materials. During the summer 
terms, reservations are for residence hall rooms 
only . Students should furnish personal items 
including linens and blankets for a twin size 
bed. Food service is available at Atwood 
Center on a cash a la carte basis. The halls also 
provide small kitchen units which are available 
for snack preparation. Room refrigerators may 
be rented. 
Graduate programs 
St. Cloud State University offers varied oppor-
tunities for study at the graduate level. Pro-
grams are available in most teaching fields and 
for the preparation of specialized school service 
personnel, in the areas of business administra-
tion, professional counseling, and in several 
liberal arts fields . 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
INFORMATION MEDIA. The Specialist De-
gree Program in Information Media (Library 
and Audiovisual Education) is a sixth year 
degree program designed to meet the special-
ized needs of media personnel at all levels. 
Individualized programs can be developed to 
prepare for administrative positions in the 
media field, for positions in elementary-
secondary schools, junior-senior colleges, 
university media centers, or in industry. Stu-
dents will also be able to develop programs to 
provide the competencies required for Minne-
sota licensure in library, audiovisual education, 
media generalist and media supervisor. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. Spe-
cialist degree programs in educational adminis-
tration are available. These programs permit 
the student to specialize in Elementary School 
Ad1J1inistration, Secondary School Administra-
tion, General School Administration or Special 
Education Administration. The programs 
satisfy the requirements for Minnesota licensure 
in the areas of educational administration. The 
department also offers courses for those in-
terested in adult basic education. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. Plans 
A, B and C are available for students who want 
to major in Elementary Education . ELED 601 
is required during· either of the first two terms 
enrolled. Student and adviser design the M.S. 
Program around the background, skills, and 
career goals of the student. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY 
STUDIES. A program centered around the 
study of young children in the context of 
parents and families. Students are provided 
with course work as well as practical experience 
with children and families. A prekindergarten 
teaching license is available along with majors in 
Early Childhood Education and Administration. 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Pro-
grams are available in both Junior High School 
and Senior High School Teacher Education. 
Special seminars and programs related to 
junior and senior high school age students are 
included. Candidates are required to complete 
a concentration in subject-matter area(s). Two 
teaching fields are recommended for the junior 
high school program; one field is required for 
the senior high school program. Programs are 
available on both a thesis and non-thesis plan. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. For 
admission to most of the secondary teaching 
majors at the graduate level, a minimum of an 
undergraduate minor is required. In some 
programs an undergraduate major is required 
for admission. Specialization is offered in the 
following areas: Art, Biology, Business Educa-
tion, English, Geography, History, Industrial 
Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, 
Physical Science and Social Science (including 
Economics, Sociology and Political Science). 
A few of these programs are available under 
Plan A only. (Please refer to the Graduate 
Bulletin). 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. M.S. 
programs are offered for the elementary school 
principal, the secondary school principal, the 
community education director, and the school 
business official . These programs have been 
approved by the Minnesota State Department 
of Education. Only a non-thesis starred paper 
plan is available. Minnesota licensure requires 
the completion of the Specialist degree or a 
Sixth Year program in educational administra-
tion to qualify for the elementary and second-
ary school principalship as well as the school 
superintendency. 
READING CONSULTANT. Students enrolled 
in the program for Reading Consultant are 
given opportunities to practice in the analysis 
and correction of reading disabilities under 
supervised conditions. Successful completion 
of this program qualifies the person for licen-
sure as a remedial reading teacher, developmen-
tal reading teacher or reading consultant. This 
program is available under both Plans A and B. 
SPEC_IAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. A 
Master of Science degree with Plans A, B and C 
is available to students desiring to major in 
special education. The following areas of em-
phasis are available for students desiring to 
teach handicapped students: Educable Mentally 
Retarded, Trainable Mentally Retarded, and 
Special Learning. Disabilities. In addition, a 
Fifth Year program is available. 
For those students interested in Special 
Education Administration, a Specialist Degree 
Program is available. 
INFORMATION MEDIA. (Library and Audio-
visual Education). With the current emphasis 
on the various aspects of communication and 
their relationship to Instructional Materials 
Centers, the graduate program in Information 
Media has been developed to support persons 
in the media (print and non-print) and curricu-
lum areas. Requirements for basic licensure as 
well as the graduate degree can be met in sum-
mer terms and are available only under Plan B. 
Plan A programs are available for non-teaching 
degrees. 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING. The program 
provides the student with skills and knowledge 
necessary to function as a counselor in a variety 
of community agency settings. 
REHABILITATION COUNSELING. The 
rehabilitation counselor provides and coordi-
nates services for persons with mental, emo-
tional, physical, and/or social disabilities which 
interfere with productive functioning and self-
fulfillment. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELING. 
School counselors assist with the educational, 
vocational, personal, and social development of 
students. In carrying out their responsibilities, 
counselors work with students, parents, 
teachers, school personnel, and community 
agencies. 
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPISTS. This 
program offers a combination of course work in 
the basic areas, seminars, clinical practicum 
and research to qualify the graduate for the 
Certificate of Clinical Competence awarded by 
the American Speech and Hearing Association. 
Available on Plan A or Plan B. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts degree 
have thus far been developed for students 
desiring to major in Art, Biology, English, 
History or Mathematics. Undergraduate 
preparation in teacher education is not required 
for admission to these programs. For specific 
information about each of these programs, the 
student should consult the latest Graduate 
Bulletin. 3 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
The program leading to the Master of Business 
Administration degree is available for students 
who are interested in obtaining a background 
in Business Administration . It is not necessary 
to have an undergraduate degree in business to 
be admitted. Realistic opportunities are pro-
vided for making business case analyses. 
Through seminars, students share their findings 
with fellow students, the faculty, and business 
leaders in the St. Cloud area . 
FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is available for 
teachers who do not desire to work for a 
Master's degree or for teachers who do not 
otherwise qua I ify to work for the Master 's 
degree. It is anticipated that the fifth year of 
work will be integrated with the first four years 
of the student's preparation . A minimum of 45 
credits is required, one-third of which must be 
taken at the graduate level. The minimum 
honor point ratio required for successful com-
pletion of this program is 2.25 (C+). 
What you must know 
about summer school 
GENEIRL INFOrnMTION 
Students who are interested in pursuing degree 
or license programs are required to submit an 
Application for Adm ission to Advanced Studies. 
Students must have two official copies of their 
undergraduate transcripts sent to the Graduate 
Studies Office by the institution(s) where the 
work was completed . M.A. and M.S. appli-
cants must complete and furnish a score on the 
Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test; 
the Advanced Test in the major field is also 
required by many departments. MBA students 
complete and furnish a score on the Graduate 
Management Admission Test (GMAT) rather 
than the Graduate Record Examination. After 
these materials have been received, the applica-
tions of eligible students will be processed to 
the major department for a recommendation on 
the application . When the student is accepted, 
an adviser is appointed. Completed application 
materials, including transcripts and test scores 
should be received in the Graduate Office at 
least 30 days prior to the opening of the sum-
mer term for which the applicant expects to 
register. Students who are not formally 
accepted prior to the opening of the summer 
term or students who do not intend to pursue 
an advanced degree may register for course 
work as a Specia l Student. 
ADMISSION 
UNDERGRADUATE : New undergraduate 
students must submit an application for ad-
mission. Write the Office of Admissions and 
Records for admission information and 
materials. 
GRADUATE : New graduate students must 
write to the Graduate Studies Office for admis-
sion information and materials. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS: New students not pur-
suing a degree at St. Cloud State University are 
automatically classified as a special student 
when they register . No special form is required 
to be completed. 
The Summer Quarter is divided into two terms. 
All regular courses scheduled for the first term 
will meet from June 12 to July 13 ; all regular 
courses scheduled for the second term will 
meet from July 17 to August 17. Courses 
scheduled to meet Monday evenings will begin 
June 11 and July 16. Dates for short term 
courses are specified. 
A grade sheet wil I be sent to each student at 
the end of the quarter. Grade sheets and trans-
cripts will not be available before the end of 
the quarter. 
Proper registration is your responsibility . 
Advisers will assist in the selection of courses; 
however, ultimate responsibility rests with the 
student. Read the class schedule carefully. 
Refer to the latest Undergraduate and Graduate 
Bulletins to insure that you are meeting general 
education, major and minor requirements. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following 
pages are listed, by department, the courses 
offered during the Summer Quarter of 1979. 
Descriptions of the courses may be found in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulle-
tin. 
The University reserves the right to with-
draw or modify any course or to change in-
structors. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS. 
Students registering for workshops, institutes 
and tours carrying the designation "Permission 
Only" should refer to the special registration 
instructions listed under "Workshops." Regis-
tration for workshops, institutes and tours 
which do NOT carry the designation "By 
Permission Only" is the same as any other 
course. Follow the registration instructions 
as listed or register the first day of class. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY. Permission of the 
department chairperson is needed for all classes 
listed as "By Permission Only," including 
independent study courses. Students need to 
submit the proper written permission form with 
the Course Request Form. Forms are available 
from the department chairperson. 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
Offerings which will meet Minnesota State 
Board of Education Regulations for licensure 
will be available at St. Cloud State University 
during the First and Second Summer Terms. 
For complete information write to Douglas 
Risberg , Director, Center for Educational 
Change, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud , 
MN 56301 . 
ADVISING. All students enrolled Spring 
Quarter who have not been officially admitted 
to a major program of study must confer with 
their faculty adviser before registering for 
Summer Quarter classes. Faculty advisers will 
give students a signed permit to register which 
must be presented along with the course 
request form at registration. 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION. Please 
contact the Office of Admissions and Records 
in writing, giving your name and social security 
number, if you wish to cancel your registration 
at any time. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change you r 
address at any time during the quarter, you 
must contact the Office of Admissions and 
Records before the last week of the quarter. 
PRE-REQUISITE. An asterisk(*) behind th e 
course number indicates there is a pre-requisite 
for the course which is listed in the General 
Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin. You must 
have th e instructor's permission to register for a 
class if you are not currently registered for or 
have not completed the pre-requisite. 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001-099 = no credit 
100, 200 = Freshmen and Sophomores 
300, 400 = Juniors and Seniors (Student must 
be admitted to a major program in the College 
of Business, be intending to major in a program 
in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 
Education , Fine Arts or Industry, be a transfer 
student registering for the first or second time, 
or be in an approved two-year program to regis-
ter for 300 or 400 level classes.) 
500, 600 = Graduate (must have completed 
Baccalaureate degree) 
CO-REQUISITE. If a course lists a co-requisite, 
the student must also register for that class. 
GRADING OPTION. SU-REG= For this class, 
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading is required 
for all students. SU-YES= For this class a 
student has the option of electing a S-U grade 
or the conventional letter grade. This option 
must be made at the end of the second class 
meeting. All other classes will be graded on the 
A, B, C, D, E system. 
PENAL TIES. Fees must be paid prior to the 
third day of classes or there will be a late fee of 
$5.00. Changes of class schedule at the request 
of the student after the beginning of classes will 
be $2.00 per change. 
TIME CONFLICTS. You must not schedule a 
time conflict (two courses which meet at the 
same time in the same term) without written 
permission from one of the instructors involved . 
Submit permission slip with your Course Re-
quest Form . 
VARIABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR 
as credit means the course can be taken for a 
variable credit. The number of credits must be 
approved by the department chairperson. 
Forms are available from the department chair-
person. 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 90-minute periods. 
3-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 70-minute periods. 
2-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses will arrange one 
additional class period each week. 
CLASS LOAD. The maximum load which a 
graduate student may carry is 16 credits or 9 
credits in any one summer term . The maxi-
mum undergraduate load is 10 credits for any 
one summer term. Students wishing to register 
for an "overload" must secure permission. 
Forms are available from the College Dean for 
students admitted to a major, the Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs Office for students 
not admitted to a major. Overloads are not 
permitted at the Graduate level. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7:30 a.m. to 9 :00 a.m. 
0915-1045 = 9 : 15 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
1100-1230 = 11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p,m. 
1245-1415 = 12:45 to 2:15 p,m. 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p ,m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6 :00 p,m. to 9:30 
p.m. (with some variations). 
M=Monday; T=Tuesday; W=Wednesday; R= 
Thursday; F =Friday 
REPEATING. If you are repeating a course 
(taking it over to improve your grade) you must 
mark "repeat" on your registration form at the 
time you register. 
AUDITING. If you are auditing a course (taking 
it for no credit) you must mark "audit" on 
your registration form at the time you register. 
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE 
(drop & add) 
Students wishing to drop courses must do so by 
Monday, July 9 for first te rm classes and 
Monday , August 13 for second term classes. 
The periods for adding classes to your schedule 
are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
11 :00 a.m . to 11 :30 a.m., Monday, June 11 in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom. 
7:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 12, to 2:00 p.m., 
Friday , June 15 in th e Office of Admissions 
and Records, room 117 in the Admin istra-
tive Services Building. 
No additions to first term will be accepted after 
June 15 for classes beginning June 12. 
SECOND TERM 
10:30a.m . to 11:00a.m., Monday,July 16, in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom. 
7:30 a.m. , Tuesday, July 16, to 2:00 p.m., 
Friday, July 17, in the Office of Admissions 
and Records, room 117 in the Administra-
tive Services Building. 
No additions to second term wil I be accepted 
after July 20 for classes beginning July 17. 
Students who fail to officially drop from a 
course will receive a grade of "E ." Students 
withdrawing completely from the university 
must process a withdrawal form in the Office of 
Admissions and Records, Room 117, Adminis-
trative Services Building. 
REGISTRhTION FOR EVENING 
AND OFF-QINPUS COURSES 
Evening students who did not advance register 
and pay f ees may register and pay fees in the 
Administrative Services building, room 123, 
between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m. the first night of 
class. (Monday evening classes w ill meet June 
11 and July 16.) 
Registration for off-campus courses will be con-
ducted at the first class meeting; no advance 
regist ration will be held. Tuition will be paid at 
the time of registration . Information about a 
specific course may be obtained from the de-
partment offering the course. 5 
6 
Advance registration 
All students who are eligible to attend St. 
Cloud State University are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes scheduled must be paid by June 1 for 
Summer Quarter or your class schedule will be 
canceled. 
1. Students enrolled in day classes during 
Spring 1979 will have registration materials 
prepared for them. Students must present 
some form of identification !University ID, 
driver's license, etc.) to receive registration 
materials. Materials will be completed in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom on May 4 
from 8 :30 a.m. to 2 :30 p.m. Advance 
Registration ends May 4 for Summer 
Quarter at 2 :30 p.m. 
2. Students enrolled in evening or off-campus 
classes Spring 1979 may submit a request 
for courses on the form in the back of this 
booklet before May 4. 
3. Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1979 
may submit a request for courses on the 
form in the back of this booklet before May 
4 . 
4. New entering degree students will receive 
registration instructions when accepted for 
admission to the university , They may not 
advance register. 
5. New students not pursuing a degree at St. 
Cloud State University are automatically 
classified as a special student when they 
register. They may advance reg ister. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "trial" schedule to make certain 
you do not schedule a time conflict in the 
same term. Permission from one instructor 
must be presented at registration to schedule 
a time conflict. 
2. Write your name and social security number 
in the appropriate space provided on the 
Trial Schedule Form. If you do not have a 
social security number, you must report to 
the Office of Admissions and Records . 
Your registration will not be processed 
unless you have a social security number or 
a nine digit number approved by that office. 
3. List the four digit course reference number, 
department name, course number, section, 
credit, class time and class days on the Trial 
Schedule Form. 
4. For each first choice, list an appropriate 
alternate course in the alternate section of 
the Trial Schedule Form. Do not use 
different sections of first choice courses as 
alternate courses even if it is offered in a 
different term. 
5. The class schedule has a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term . You may select two 
of the free time blocks. However, in doing 
so, you should realize that: 
A. Designating free time means that you 
will not be assigned any courses during 
that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the 
chances of having your schedule com-
pleted . 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or 
other university obligations. You should 
block out the entire term if you are unable 
to attend classes during that term. I Use 
9990 if you cannot attend the first term and 
9995 if you cannot attend the second term.) 
6 . Complete the Course Request Form (or 
Course Request Card if registering on May 4 
in Atwood Center). Carefully copy the 
course reference numbers from your Trial 
Schedule. Make certain you place your first 
choice of classes on the left and your 
alternate courses on the right side of the 
form . An alternate course must be on the 
same lines as the first choice course and 
must not be a different section of a first 
choice course . 
Please recheck the course reference num-
bers in the class schedule to make certain 
you have listed the courses and free time 
blocks correctly for the proper term. Do 
not schedule time conflicts within the 
same term. 
7. If you wish to audit a course !receive no 
credit), check the appropriate box after t he 
course reference number. 
8 . If you are repeating a course, check the 
appropriate box after the course reference 
number so that your honor point ratio can 
be adjusted at the end of the quarter. 
9. Your approved class schedule and fee state-
ment will be mailed to the billing or loca l 
address by May 18. All fees for Advance 
Registration must be paid by June 1 for 
Summer Quarter . 
Students receiving a partial schedule 
!fewer than the number of credits re-
quested) must pay fees by the deadlines f or 
credits received. !See General Registration 
for instructions regarding completion of 
partial schedule.) 
If you wish to change your schedule 
!drop and/or add) , you must pay you r f ees 
to reserve your scheduled classes. 
10. If your fees are not paid by the deadline, 
your class schedule will be canceled and yo, 
must report for General Registration t o 
create a new class schedule for the Summer 
Quarter. (See General Registration .) 
11 . You may drop a course scheduled at Ad-
vance Registration anytime before June 1 
by presenting your unpaid fee statemen t to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. (Tui 
tion will not be assessed for courses droppe, 
before June 1.) A full refund will be made 
for all classes dropped before June 12. No 
refund will be made for courses dropped 
after June 11. A full refund for second 
term classes will be made for all classes 
dropped before July 17. No refund wi ll be 
made for second term classes dropped after 
July 16. 
General registration 
General Registration is for students who did 
not register at advance registration, registe red 
at advance registration but did not pay fees 
before the deadline, or received a partial 
schedule at advance registration . General 
Registration and fee payment will be held on 
June 11 for first and second term and July 16 
for second term in the Atwood Center Ball-
room. Th e following schedule wi ll be used: 
PARTIAL SCHEDULE 
REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Students who did not receive the number of 
credits requested at advance registration are 
given a "partial schedule." Students must bring 
their receipted fee statement to be admitted to 
the registration area. 
Last digit of Social Security Number 





(Jul y 16) 
8:30-8:45 a.m. 
8:45-9:00 a.m . 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
6, 7, 8, 9, 0 
6, 7, 8,9,0 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
PARTIAL SCHEDULE REGIS-
TRATION CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
June 11, 9:00-11 :30, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
June 12-15, 7:30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 
in the Administrative Services Building. 
SECOND TERM 
July 16, 9:00-11 :00, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 17-20, 7 :30-4 :00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in 
the Administrative Services Building. 
FULL REGISTRATION 
TIMETABLE 
Students who did not register at advance regis-
tration or who had their class schedu les can-
celed because they did not pay fees by the 
deadl ine are to register at "full registration." 
Last Digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term 
(June 11) 
9:00-9: 15 a.m. 1 
9:15-9:30 a.m. 2 
9:30-9 :45 a.m . 3,4 
9:45-10:00 a.m. 5 
10:00-10:15a .m. 6,7 
10:15-10:30a.m. 8 
10:30-10:45 a.m . 9. 




9 :15-9:30 a.m. 8 
9 :30-9:45 a.m. 7,6 
9:45-10:00 a.m. 5,4 
10:00-10: 15 a.m. 3,2 
10: 15-10:30 a.m. 1 
FULL REGISTRATION 
CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
June 11, 11:00-11:30, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
June 12-15, 7:30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records , room 117 in 
the Administrative Services Building. 
SECOND TERM 
July 16, 10:30-11 :00, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 17-20, 7 :30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in 
the Administrative Services Building 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop 
and Add) page 4 . 
GR4DUATION 
Students wish ing to graduate Summer Quarter 
should submi t an Application for Graduation 
to the Office of Admissions and Records (under-
graduate) or to the Office of Graduate Studies 
(graduate) prior to June 25. No applications 
for summer graduation will be accepted after 
July 20. Summer Quarter commencement will 
be held on August 16. 
TUITION & FEES 
TUITION** 
The fo llowing schedule of tuition charges is 
effective in the Minnesota State Universities for 





$10.65 per credit hour 
$21 .15 per credit hour 
Res idents . . $13.65 per credit hour 
Non-residents $27.40 per cred it hour 
*Workshops and Designated Off-Campus 
Courses (no separate costs for non-residents) 
Undergraduates . . $ 10.65 per cred it hour 
Graduates .. ... $13.65 per credit hour 
* A reciprocal agreement regarding in-state 
tuition fees for studen ts has been reached with 
the states of North Dakota and Wisconsin. 
North Dakota and Wisconsin residents will be 
charged in-state tuition fees at St. Cloud State 
Universi ty. Students should contact the Office 
of Admissions and Records before May 1 for 
the proper forms . 
FEES** 
With the exception of workshop or tour credits, 
mandatory studen t fees will not exceed $40.60 
per quarter or $20.30 per summer term. 
**By the action of the State University Board, 




A. Daytime Students 
1. State University Board regulations stipu-
late students are responsible for paying 
tuition and fees for those courses and 
credits for which they are enrolled when 
classes begin 7 :30 a.m., June 12, First 
Term and 7:30 a.m., July 17, Second 
Term. To receive a refund for the 
dropped portion of their class schedule, 
students must drop classes no later than 
June 11 (1st Term) and July 16 (2nd 
Term). After these dates, unless the 
students' class schedule is reduced by the 
Un iversity , no refund will be issued for 
d rapped courses. 
2. Students withdrawing completely from 
the University must process a withdrawal 
form in the Office of Admissions and 
Records, Administrative Services Build-
ing, Room 117. The following refund 
schedule applies to total withdrawal 
from classes. Up to and including the 
5th instructional day, 60% refund ; 
6th through 10th instructional day, 20% 
refund; and thereafter no refund w i ll be 
given. 
B. Evening Students 
State· University Board regulations state that 
if there is notification of withdrawal prior 
to the first class meeting a full refund will 
be given. Prior to the second class meeting, 
60% will be refunded; prior to the third 
class meeting, 20%; and thereafter, no 
refund will be given . No partial refunds will 
be made for courses dropped by a student 
unless he withdraws officially from the 
whole of his course work. If a student must 
withdraw, he should immediately contact 
the Office of Admissions and Records, St. 
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minne-
sota 56301 ; Telephone 612-255-2111. 
C. Short Courses 
No refunds will be made for short courses 
(duration of less than two and one half 




A . Registration for on-campus summer Work-
shops, Institutes and Tours NOT li sted as 
"By Permission Only" shall follow all dates, 
deadlines, and procedures as listed under 
Advanced and General Registration or 
students may register the first day of class. 
Please refer to the section entitled "Regis-
tration ." 
B. Registrat ion for those Workshops, Institutes 
and Tours carrying the designation " By Per-
mission Only" are courses in which the 
instructor's permission is required for 
registration, therefore, a special regi stration 
procedure has been established. 
Students must immediately contact the 
instructor for permission to enroll after 
which the instructor will forward registra-
tion instructions to the student. 
Workshops, Evening 
and Short Courses 
·1First Term 
JUNE 11-JULY 13 
Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week . Graduate students may 
register for up to a combined total of 9 credits 
of course work per term. Credits· in excess of 
the 9 allowable w ill be dropped by the univer-
sity with no refund _to the student. 
For f inal confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this Bulletin. 
BIOLOGY 
BOUNDARY WATERS CANOE AREA: 
NATURAL HISTORY AND HUMAN USE 
Flora, fauna, ecology, and past and present 
management of the BWCA--includes 9 days of 
canoeing and backpacking. For non-biology 
majors. 
BIOL 410; July 2-13; 4 credits; J. Peck 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
BASIC PROGRAMMING 
Fundam ental programming techniques in the 
BASIC language, program structure, and com-
puter solution of problems. 
CSCI 495-595; June 25-29; 2 credits; 
J. Johnson 
INSTRUCTIONAL TIME-SHARING (ITS) 
WORKSHOP 
Provide operational skill in using the MECC 
time-sharing system with an overview of how 
the computer can be used in elementary and 
secondary schools and what programs are 
available in a participant's own area of interest. 
Develop beginning program competency in the 
BASIC language. 
CSCI 495-595; June 18-22; 2 credits; 
J. Johnson 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
DRIVER EDUCATION-SPECIAL 
EDUCATION SEMINAR 
A practical seminar devoted to a specialized 
program for special education students utili z-
ing driver education materi als and curriculum 
as a base. 
DTS 495-595; June 12-13; 1 credit ; 
E. Rowe 
MOTORCYCLE RIDER INSTRUCTION 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL 
A course designed to prepare high school 
instructors in how to organize, administer and 
conduct a high school motorcycle safety 
program. 




Th is workshop will provide information , ma-
terials, and teaching strategies for elementary 
and secondary teachers rel ative to the establish-
ment of bicycle/pedestrian safety programs in 
the schools. Materials will be organized, 
reviewed and presented in a practical setting. 
DTS 495-595; July 9-12; 2 credits; 
E. Rowe 
EARTH SCIENCE 
GEOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY OF 
ALASKA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA 
A field trip through the badlands of North 
Dakota, Eastern Roc kies, the Canadian Rockies 
and finally to the Pacific Coast Range of 
Alaska. Return trip will follow along the 
Alaskan Coast to Prince Rupert, through 
the Cascade Mountains, then back to St. Cloud. 
ESCI 495-595; June 11-July 6; 4 credits; 
I. Watkins 
MODERN CARBONATE ENVIRONMENTS 
Modern carbonate sedimentary deposits of the 
Florida Keys will be investigated . The environ-
ments include: the coral reefs, back reef lagoon, 
patch reefs, carbonate mud banks, tidal chan-
nels, carbonate sa nd bars, near shore carbonate 
platforms, intertidal zone and mangrove 
thickets . 
ESCI 495-595; June 18-27; 4 credits; 
L. Soroka 
WEATHER FOR EARTH SCIENCE 
TEACHERS 
An introduction to the study of meteorology 
including weather elements, general circulation 
patterns, cyclones and anticyclones and their 
associated weather . Laboratory and demon-
stration exercises are a part of the workshop. 
ESCI 495-595; June 11 -22; 4 credits; 
A . Anderson 
EDUCATION 
EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF 
EXEMPLARY MINNESOTA MIDDLE 
SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
Designed to be a follow-up course to "A Work-
shop for Implementing and/or Maintaining an 
Effective Middle School."' Participants will have 
an opportunity to interact with teachers and 
administrators in functioning Minnesota middle 
schools to learn of the operation and programs 
of those middle schools. 
ED 695; June 18-22; 2 credits; L. Putbrese 
IMPLEMENTING AND/OR MAINTAINING 
AN EFFECTIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Designed for teachers and administrators who 
are currently in a middle school setting or 
whose districts are planning to implement a 
middle school. The workshop will provide a 
comprehensive study of program components 
essential to middle schools. It will also assist 
middle school teachers in meeting the MCAR 
3.054 relicensure regulation. 
ED 695; June 11-15; 2 credits; L. Putbrese 
ENGLISH 
COMPOSITION: INVENTION 
A study of classical, medieval, modern, and 
contemporary theories of invention in the writ-
ing process and the application of these theories 
to the teaching of writing. 
ENGL 495-595; June 27-July 13; 3 credits; 
C. Abartis 
GRAMMAR REVIEW 
A review of the basic elements and concepts 
from English traditional pedagogical grammar 
and structural grammar with applications to 
the diagnosis and correction of grammatical 
errors in writing. 
ENGL 495-595; June 11 -26; 3 credits; 
P. Keith 
INTRODUCTION TO FICTION 
The art of fiction as represented in the drama 
or short story or the novel. 
ENGL 125; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
J.B. Anderson 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER CREATIVE WRITING 
WORKSHOP IN POETRY AND FICTION 
A discussi on of poetry and fiction writing 
techniques and ideas. Includes student writing 
exercises as well as visits from published profes-
sional poets and fiction writers from the mid-
west area. No prerequisites or prior experience 
required. Course cannot be used as a substi-
tute for ENGL 332 or 334 for creative writing 
minor. 
ENGL 495-595; June 11-22; 3 credits; 
W. Meissner 
WRITING FOR GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS, 
AND INDUSTRY 
Study and practice in the standard types of 
writing required in government, business and 
industry; proposals, resumes, sales and adver-
tising articles, business and adm inistrative 
letters and technical reports. 
ENGL 339; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
D. Otto 
WRITTEN COMPOSITION: BASED ON 
LITERATURE 
Further development of critical thinking and 
writing skills, the development of a research 
project and the writing of a research paper. 
This course is a continuation of ENGL 162, 
but it emphasizes the skills needed for writing a 
research paper. Prerequisite: ENGL 162. 
ENGL 163; Evening Course; 4 credits; Staff 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOGRAPHY OF MINNESOTA 
Regional treatment of the geography of Minn-
esota including distribution of surface features, 
natural resources, climatic differences, crops, 
and human activity . 
GEOG 376; Evening Course; 3 credits; 
G. B. Erickson 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
NUTRITION WORKSHOP 
Nutrition Education : Is it by chance or by 
choice? Identify your student's nutrition 
related needs; apply current issues to instruc-
tion; use the community as a classroom. 




Indians, explorers, early settlement, territorial 
period, and statehood. 
H 1ST 346; Evening Course: 3 credits : 
J. Massmann. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND 
CIVILIZATION 
Analysis of contemporary technology and its 
effects on the individual and society. Special 
emphasis is placed on change created by tech-
nology, as well as such topics as modern indus-
trial structure, the labor force, leisure, auto-
mation and th e resulting social consequences. 
IND 192; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
R. Ryan 
PATTERNMAKING AND FOUNDRY 
PRACTICE 
Split and loose pattern construction with and 
without cores, pattern exchange, and casting 
techniques used when working with aluminum, 
brass , pewter and silver. 
IND 495-595; July 5-13; 3 credits; G. Nestel 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (CONSTRUCTION) 
Technical study for specialists in the construc-
tion industry . Recent developments, experi-
mentation and technical reports. 
IND 665; June 13-July 13; 3 credits; Staff 
(continued, next page) 9 
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IFirst Term JUNE 11-JULY 13 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
ADMINISTRATION OF MEDIA 
Basic theory and techniques of administering 
media programs and service. 
IM 475-575; June 25-July 13; 4 ,3 credits; 
F. Hill 
MINNESOTA AND WISCONSIN 
MEDIA TOUR 
An eight-day tour wi th visits to producers of 
media materials and places of educational 
and historical interest in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin . 
IM 510; June 11-18; 3 credits; 
A. Schulzetenberg 
ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF 
MEDIA 
An introductory survey of the various facets 
of organization and supervision of media 
resources in library and audiovisual services . 
IM 606; June 25-July 13; 3 credits; 
A . Schulzetenberg 
PREPARATION OF MEDIA 
Designing, producing, and utilizing projected 
and non-projected materials for instructional 
use . 
IM 471 -571 ; July 2-13; 4,3 credits; 
M. Nelson 
RECENT TRENDS IN MEDIA 
Consideration of the latest t rends and thinking 
in the various areas of media hand I ing and use. 
IM 662; June 12-22; 3 credits; H. Jensen 
SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF MEDIA 
T he selection of media materia ls, including 
t heory, principles, t echniques, and basic tools. 
IM 476-576; June 12-22; 4, 3 credits; 
D. Keable 
SEMINAR : ADOLESCENTS YOUNG ADULT 
MATERIALS AND SERVICES 
IM 683; July 2-13; 2 credits; G. Westby 
SEMINAR : MEDIA FOR TEACHERS 
IM 683; June 25-July 6; 4 credits; L. Smelser 
SEMINAR : MICRO COMPUTERS 
IM 683; Evening Course; 3 credits; 
R. Josephson 
SEMINAR : STUDENT FILM MAKER 
IM 683; June 12-22; 2 credits; M. Turner 
Conferences, reports, readings, discussions, 
problems, and research in a special facet of 
media . 
MASS COMMUNICATION 
COMMUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
The solution of real community and education-
al communications problems using the four-
step public relat ions process. Emphasis will 
be on media relations including news release 
writing, brochure and newsletter production. 
During the second week the emphasis will be 
on practical application of publ ic relations and 
media campaigns. 
COMM 495-595; June 18-29; 2 or 4 credits; 
J. DeSanto 
TELEVISION REPORTING, EDITING 
AND PRODUCTION 
An introduction to and adva nced work in tele-
vision location reporting, in studio reporting , 
copy editing, video/audio/fi lm production and 
edit ing of news and public affairs program-
ming. For begin ning and advanced students. 
Color production . 
COMM 495; June 18-July 14; 2 or 4 credits; 
Staff 
MATHEMATICS 
CALCULATORS IN THE CLASSROOM 
The use of hand-calcu lators as an instructional 
aid in developing se lected mathematical con-
cepts and problem solving skills. (Grades 6-12) 
MA TH 495-595; June 18-29; 2 credits; 
D. Miller 
MUSIC 
ART AND MUSIC OF NATIVE AMERICAN 
Selective exam ination of represen tat ive art and 
musica l works o f the Native American of North 
America . Emphasis is placed upon perceptual 
viewi ng and li stening with multi-media develop-
ment of sight and sound. 
MUSM 124; June 12-27; 2 credits; 
T . Abbott 
CLASSICAL GUITAR 
Gu itar techniq ues including the use of the right 
hand fingers , reading of notes in the first fi ve 
frets, and chords played as arpegg ios. 
MUSP 106; Evening Course; 1 credit; 
E. Wilkens 
DOUBLE REED CONSTRUCTION 
T he construction of reeds for oboe, bassoon , 
and English horn, with attention t o varyi ng 
shapes and facing, intonation problems, t one 
procurement and adjustment of reeds to fit 
the individual and instrument. 
MUSM 446-546; June 12-27, 4 credits; 
D. Ernest 
MUSIC FOR RECREATION 
Emphasis upon the practicum, singing of and 
leading of others in singing of songs for recrea-
tion and enjoyment . Resource materials, con-
ducting techniques, and various accompaniment. 
MUSM 130; Evening Course; 2 credits; 
T. Abbott 
WORKSHOP : BRASS INSTRUMENT 
LITERATURE 
The study and performance of brass instrument 
literature, intended for use by school and 
privat e teachers and performers. 
MUSM 481-581; June 23, 24, 30 and July 1; 
2 credits; A. Moore 
WORKSHOP : CHORAL DEVELOPMENT 
Problems and techniqu es re lated t o building 
and maintaining a successful choral program. 
Areas of vocal technique, diction, rehearsal 
t ech nique, choir organization , and conducting 
will be studied. 
MUSM 482-582; July 9-12; 2 credits; 
S. Fuller 
PHILOSOPHY 
INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 
Basic issues in such areas as the theory of 
knowledge, th e mind-body problem, morality, 
politics and religion. 
PHIL 160; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
D. Boyer 
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS IN 
THE HUMANITIES 
A critical and comparative exam ination of 
phi losophica l problems, concepts, and theori es, 
found in the humanities. From preclassical 
t imes to ea rl y Christianity . 




Strategy, singles, and doubles. Techniques 
used in advanced tennis tournaments. Students 
must furnish racket and balls . 
PE 231 ; Evening Course; 1 credit; C. Basch 
JAZZ WORKSHOP 
This course exp lores what makes jazz so unique 
to America through the various styles of move-
ment. 
PE 495-595; June 25-29; 2 credits; 
T. Schwerdtfeger 
MODERN DANCE WORKSHOP 
This course is designed to widen the students' 
concept of modern dance. This course also 
aims to enhance the participants' creativity 
and awareness through improvisation and com-
position. 
PE 495-595; June 18-22; 2 credits; 
T. Schwerdtfeger 
TRACK AND FIELD WORKSHOP 
Covering the area of mechanics of track and 
field athletics with spec ial emphasis on the 
following events: running, hurdling, jumping, 
throwing. 
PE 495-595; July 9-13; 2 credits; 
K. Thompson 
VOLLEYBALL RULES INTERPRETATION 
WORKSHOP 
NAGWS and Federation Rules interpretation, 
officiating techniques, and discussion of how 
the rules affect the strategies of the game. 




Examination of life's activities and philosophies 
to determine current life styles and a review of 
various life style issues. Participants will be in-
volved in generating alternatives, identifying 
priorities, developing commitment, and a 
behavioral plan of action designed to improve 
quality of living. 




Practical skills for social and personal decision-
making: analyzing policy, avoiding contro ls, 
clarifying goals, predicting results, and getting it 
together. Relates decision-making to assertive-
ness, values-clarification, ideology, and futur-
istics. Applications t o curriculum will be 
encouraged. 
SSCI 495-595; June 18-29; 4 credits; 
A. Downes 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
RECENT TRENDS IN TEACHING SOCIAL 
STUDIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOL 
The secondary school social studies program 
viewed in light of new methods, curriculum 
trends, materials, and philosophies. 
SST 640; June 18-July 6 ; 3 credits; W. Nunn 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL SYSTEMS: ISRAEL/U.S.A. 
Different kinds of socia l systems in lsrael --e.g ., 
kibbutz, development towns, Bodouin Arab 
community, religious communities, etc. Israeli 
culture, institutional structures, stratification , 
intergroup relations, and social change . 
American contrasts . 




A bilevel workshop designed to provide educa-
tors with a background for teaching aviation/ 
aerospace. Methods and materials stressing 
"back to the basics through aerospace educa-
tion." 
TECH 495-595; June 11 -29; 6 credits; 
J. Colomy 
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 
A stu dy of current microcomputer systems 
using the AA355 microcomputer trainer to 
• illustrate input/output operations, assembly 
language programming, troubleshooting tech-
niques and microcomputer applications . 




A presentation of current microprocessor com-
ponents, circuits, and machine level program-
ming using the AA292A computer circuits 
trainer. Participants should have prior ex-
perience with digital circuits. 
TECH 495-595; June 18-22; 2 credits; 
L. Lafler 
(continued, next page) 11 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EDUCATORS WORKSHOP 
An update course for jun ior high, high school 
and junior college instructors. Topics include 
B & W systems, color negative and color paint-
ing, direct positive, chrome and view camera 
operation. 
TECH 495-595; June 11-July 6; 6 credits; 
R. Hockert and J. Gammell 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS 
An in-depth study of basic solid state electronic 
circuits. Content includes diodes, Zeners, 
power supplies, transistors, amplifiers, FET, 
MOSFET, VJT, oscillators and integrated cir-
cuits. 
TECH 495-595; June 11-22; 4 credits; 
J. Goke 
SOLID STATE MOTOR CONTROLS - PART 1 
The theory and operation of sol id state motor 
controls. 
TECH 495-595; July 2-7; 2 credits; Staff 
SOLID STATE MOTOR CONTROLS - PART 2 
Advanced study of the theory and operation of 
solid state motor controls. 
TECH 495-595; July 9-13; 2 credits; Staff 
THEATRE 
ACTING AND MOVEMENT IN 
MUSICAL COMEDY 
Concentrated work with musical comedy: song 
interpretation concepts/ techniques are learned 
leading to performances; theory and practice in 
choreographing audition materials; dance steps 
and movement combinations learned . 
TH 495-595; June 27-July 13; 4 credits; 
W.H. Conrad 
CREATIVE MOVEMENT FOR 
PERFORMING ARTISTS 
The communication potential of personal 
motion is observed, explored and discussed; 
sensory awareness and kinesthetic sensitivity 
are developed through exercises and improvi-
zation; elements of movement are mastered to 
foster efficient use of the body's energy and 
control of tens ions. 
TH 495-595; June 13-26; 4 credits; 
W.H. Conrad 
WORKSHOP IN PLAY PRODUCTION 
A practical course for persons involved in 
secondary school and community theatre 
production. Topics of discussion will include 
directing, acting, auditions, budgeting, play 
selection , promotion, costuming and technical 
aspects. Other areas of individual concern will 
be considered. 
TH 495-595; June 18-29; 4 credits; 
R. Longtin 
2Second Term JULY 16-AUGUST 17 
Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week. Graduate students may 
register for up to a combined total of 9 credits 
of course work per term . Credits in excess of 
the 9 allowable will be dropped by the univer-
sity with no refund to the student . 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this Bulletin. 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
ADVANCED LABORATORY 
METHODOLOGY WORKSHOP 
This workshop will provide orientation and 
basic practicum experience in range, simulation 
instruction. Each student will be required to 
observe demonstrations, evaluate fellow stu-
dents and to organize and conduct mini-lessons. 
DTS 495-595; July 17-20; 2 credits; 
E. Rowe 
SPEED AND ENERGY VALUES 
CLARIFICATION IN DRIVER AND 
TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION 
This workshop will provide the necessary infor-
mation, experience and teaching techniques 
applicable to a high school driver education 
instructor so as to enable the instructor to 
better teach and cope with those topical areas 
of which one's values tend to affect behavior. 
Special emphasis on speed and energy issues. 
DTS 495-595; July 26-27; 1 credit; 
J. Palmer 
SUPPLEMENTS TO LABORATORY 
INSTRUCTION 
This workshop will provide practical and hypo-
thetical experience in the following areas of 
laboratory instruction: trailering, night driving, 
skid control. 
DTS 495-595; July 31-August 1; 1 credit; 
J. Palmer 
TEACHING STRATEGIES-CHEMICAL 
USE AND DRIVING 
The workshop will provide experiences and skill 
development in the use of attitudinal and 
affective domain techniques to minimize the 
negative affects of chemical use and driving. 
DTS 495-595; July 24-25; 1 credit; J. Palmer 
EARTH SCIENCE 
MINNESOTA WATERS: RIVERS 
A laboratory -field study of the rivers of Minne-
sota. Special attention will be placed on the 
hydraulics and hydrology of rivers. Work-
shop members must have at least college-level 
algebra. This workshop will be a fairly rigorous 
study. Full day field trips. Use of flumes, 
current meters, tracing methods will be intro-
duced. 
ESCI 495-595; August 6-17; 4 credits; 
C. Nelson 
WATER ENVIRONMENT 
A study of the physical interrelationships 
between oceans, lakes and rivers. 




DEFINING THE BASICS IN EDUCATION 
A second look at the Back-to-the-Basics Move-
ment. Competency-based education, minimum 
skills and national and state assessment will be 
reviewed . Movement toward identification and 
refinement of fundamentals in subject matter 
and student development. 
ED 495-595; July 26 and August 2; 1 credit; 
K. Kelsey 
DETERMINING COMMUNITY ATTITUDES 
TOWARD EDUCATION 
Based on the Annual Phi Delta Kappa - spon-
sored Gallup Polls of Public Attitudes Toward 
the Schools. Review and interpretation of the 
first ten polls and development of surveys and 
surveying techniques for local school districts. 
ED 495-595; July 23 and July 30; 1 credit; 
K. Kelsey 
TEACHER CENTERS AND INSERVICE 
EDUCATION 
Designed for educators who are interested in 
the teacher center movement. Topics will 
include: types of teacher centers, federal legis-
lation, funding, philosophy, governance, pro-
gramming, and inservice networks. 
ED 695; July 24 and 31; 1 credit; K. Kelsey 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SELECTING/DEVELOPING AN ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PROGRAM 
Rational e and criteria for elementary school 
sc ience program selection/development will be 
employed in reviewing and evaluating currently 
available programs and materials. 
ELED 495-595; July 17-20; 2 credits; 
K. Kelsey and J. Coulter 
ENGLISH 
COMPOSITION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL 
ENGLISH CLASSES: EXERCISE EXCHANGE 
AND EVALUATION 
This course w ill attempt to turn some of the 
current rhetorical theories and pos itions into 
useable, stimulating secondary classroom 
exercises and/or assignments for the entire 
range of elective courses in secondary schools . 
ENGL 495-595; August 1-17; 3 credits; 
J. Rylander 
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 
IN COMPOSITION 
Survey of computer programs, materials and 
app li cations used at St. Cloud State University 
t o augment instruction in composition. 
ENGL 495-595; July 16-31; 3 credits; 
W. Tosh 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
PRIMARY GRADES HEAL TH 
CURRICULUM PROJECT 
A practical, participative experience in learn ing 
about the Seattle Model method of health 
instruction in the primary grades. 
HE 495-595; July 16-20; 2 credits; 
F. Osendorf · 
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION 
CURRICULUM WORKSHOP 
A Health Education curricul um for the fou rth 
grade will be developed. · 
HE 495-595; July 23-31; 3 credits; 
G. Serdula 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
SOLAR ENERGY : CONCEPTS AND DESIGN 
A study of the concepts of residential solar 
heating and cooling including design of a com-
p lete solar system for a res idential building. 
IND 484-584; July 17-August 1; 3 credits; 
A. Schwaller 
SOALR ENERGY : FABRICATION 
AND INSTALLATION 
Provides opportunities to lea rn and practice 
m inimal sk il ls required for constructing and 
installing simple solar collectors. 
IND 434-534; August 2-17; 3 credits; 
P. Bergstrom 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
INFORMATION MEDIA IN SOCIETY 
T he role of media, personnel, and organization 
in society; a study of materials of lib rary and 
audiovisual service. (A general course for 
graduate students; not open to Information 
Media majors.) 
IM 604; July 17-August 3 ; 3 credits; F . Hill 
INFORMATION STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL 
Principles of information storage and retrieval 
w ith emphasis on needs of the media center. 
Analysis of processing systems, manual punch-
card and computer application . 
IM 644; July 17-August 10; 3 credits; 
D. Rydberg 
MOTION PICTURE IN MEDIA I 
Principles of designing and using motion picture 
films, the documentary, theoretical, education, 
experimental and industrial f ilms in education. 
IM 618; Evening Course; 3 credits; 
R. Josephson 
READING, LISTENING, AND 
VIEWING GUIDANCE 
T ypes of materia ls for children and adolescents , 
their eva luat ion and use. Methods and ap-
proaches used in effect ive reading, listen ing, 
and viewing gu idance. 
IM481 ; July 17-27; 4credits; L. Busse 
READING, LISTENING, AND 
VIEWING GUIDANCE 
Materials of varying formats (book and non 
book) used by children and youth in the learn-
ing process, with an emphas is on application. 
IM 639; July 17-27; 3 credits; L. Busse 
REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY 
IN MEDIA 
Reference and b ibl iographic works, including 
theory, pract ice, tools, and bibliographies. 
IM 477-577; July 30-August 10; 4, 3 credits; 
G. Westby 
SEMINAR : ORAL AND MEDIA DOCU-
MENTATION OF LOCAL HISTORY 
Conferences, reports, read ings, discussions, 
problems, and research in a special facet of 
media . 
IM 683; July 17-27; 2 credits; N. Clarke 
SYSTEMS DESIGN AND EVALUATION 
OF MEDIA 
Principl es in system design; using and eva lu -
ating media systems; practice in design ing and 
using media models in relation to specif ic needs. 
IM 658; July 17-August 10; 3 credits; 
D. Fields 
TECHNICAL PROCESSES IN MEDIA 
Th e basic processes for acquiring, cataloging, 
classifying, and organizing materials. 
IM 478-578; July 17-August 10; 4, 3 credits; 
B. Hedin 13 
14 
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MASS COMMUN fCATIONS 
PRINT JOURNALISM PRODUCTION 
WORKSHOP 
This workshop will provide comprehensive 
experience in print production, from planning 
of a publication through developing verbal 
and graphic copy to design, typesetting and 
keylining. A workshop publication will be 
actually produced . 
COMM 495; July 16-August 17; 2, 4, 6 
credits; B. Norlem 
TELEVISION JOURNALISM 
PRODUCTION WORKSHOP 
Television news production employing all 
skills, knowledge and techniques needed to 
produce color TV news programs. Emphasis 
upon individual work in reporting, photogra-
phy, cinematography, writing, production and 
announcing, including studio location and 
commercial p roduction. Color production. No 
prerequisites. 




The utilization of electronic sounds in the 
organization of contemporary music. 
MUSM 404-504; July 17-24; 2 credits; 
J. Flom 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC COMPOSITION 
The study of techniques and procedures uti-
lized in electronic music composition . 
MUSM 405-505; July 17-August 1; 2 credits; 
J. Flom 
WORKSHOP: CLARINET PEDAGOGY 
For all who desire to learn to play clarinet and 
especially for public school music teachers 
whose major instrument is not the clarinet. 
Tone quality, refinement of technique and 
pedagogical materials will be emphasized. 
WORKSHOP : WOODWIND PEDAGOGY 
Intended for public school instrumental music 
teachers who feel a need to improve their 
teaching knowledge of the woodwinds. lnstru-
ment(s) to be emphasized will be determined 
according to the needs of class participants. 
All participants will be expected to learn by 
performing on the instrument(s) to be studied. 
MUSM 486-586; July 21-22; 1 credit; 
R. Layne 
PHILOSOPHY 
ELEMENTS OF RELIGION 
What is religion? What is the nature of religious 
faith or religious beliefs? A study of some of 
the elements important to religious interpreta-
tions of life. 
PH IL 140; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
R. Corliss 
INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS 
Factors, issues, or controversies involved in 
reaching moral decisions. 
PH IL 122; Evening Course; 4 credits; 
J. Bahde 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ATHLETIC TRAINING: AN OVERVIEW 
An overview of athletic training theory and 
practice usage. Will provide an update and 
review of athletic training through immediate 
care, evaluation, treatment and rehabilitation. 
PE 495-595; July 23-27; 2 credits; R. Raine 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ASIAN-AMERICANS: THE MOST 
SILENT MINORITY 
The Asian experience in America. Attitudes 
and problems of Asian-American youth . 
Impact of cultural values and the forces of 
racism on their life styles . This course has 
applicability for people in the home, school, 
and community. 
SSCI 495-595; July 17-August 3 ; 3 credits; 
A. Wolfer 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
TEACHING FUTURE COPING SKILLS IN 
HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES 
Designed for social studies teachers who want 
experiences developing projects making use of 
the various teaching strategies presently used by 
futurists. Emphasizes demonstration teaching 
viewed by and shared with all class members. 
SST 695; July 17-27; 3 credits; L. Hott 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CAREER AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAM-
MING FOR THE SPECIAL STUDENT 
Current legislation and trends. Task analysis 
and occupational analysis and programming for 
the special student. Lecture, seminars, and site 
visitation. 




SKILLS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
An opportunity to develop skills in communica-
tion with students (and colleagues) in one-to-
one relationships, with guidance on how these 
skills might be taught within the classroom 
situation. 
SPC 495-595; August 6-16; 4 credits; 
R. Kendall 
TECHNOLOGY 
"° PHOTOGRAPHIC EDUCATORS WORKSHOP 
,.. An update course for junior high, high school, 
and junior college instructors. Topics include 
B & W systems, color negative and color print-
ing, direct positive, chrome and view camera MUSM 483-583; August 3-4; 1 credit; 
R. Layne INTERMEDIATE TENNIS operation. 
Strategy, singles, and doubles. Techniques used TECH 495-595; July 16-August 3; 6 credits; 
WORKSHOP: FLUTE PEDAGOGY in advanced tennis tournaments. Student must J. Zackoski 
Intended primarily for public school music furnish racket and balls. 
teachers whose major performing instrument is PE 231; Evening Coruse; 1 credit; N. Olson .._} TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
not flute. Deals with principles of tone produc- 'A ..,.. A five day workshop designed to meet the 
tion, the systematic expansion.of technique to SEMINAR IN PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE needs of electronics teachers interested in the 
the complete practical range of the flute , and :ti. discussion and evaluation of current research various aspects of two-way communications. 
methods and literature. and conditioning trends in exercise physiology. The course will cover theory, application, 
MUSM 484-584; July 28-29; 1 credit; PE 620; July 16-August 10; 3 credits; operation and repair of the systems. 
R. Layne J. Kelly - TECH 495-595; July 16-20; 2 credits; Staff 
TRIAL SCHEDULE FORt1 
Advance Registration Ends May 4, 1979 Graduate students may register for up to a combined total of 
9 credits of course work per term. This form is for your own use in preparing a trial schedule. 
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MTWR F 0730 -0900 BB 316 
0005 
MTa'Rf 
ACC T '380* 02 
09 1 5 -1 0 '+5 90 
COS T ACCOUNTING I 
317 
CO U6 ACCT 361* 0 1 TNT E.IH1£U ACCT I 
MhRF 12'+5- 1415 f:Jb 31 7 
0 □ 07 ACCT 385• 0 1 INC OME U X 
MhPF 11 00 -123 0 Bb 318 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
t+ MCLEAN S 
4 GE R~ER C 
14 GERBfP. 0 
14 MCLl='.AN 
OOC9 AC C T lf 81• 0 1 ,1,0VANC~O ACC OUNTING q CAR L SON R 
MhRF 09 1 5 -104 5 8B 3 1 8 
-□□ ll ,t, CCT &1 8 &• 0 1 AU DI TP.IG TH EORY '+ SCH WIEGER B 
Hlt.RF 1 2 45-llfl S !Hi 3 H:1 
0013 ACCT 496• 0 1 ACC T FO R NO~PROFIT S q SU:-.IOBY L 
IHIIQF 11 00 -123 0 ~B H6 
0010 ACCT 5 8 1• 0 1 .I OVA t.CE(I ACCOU~JTIN G u CA RLSO N R 
MhP.F 09 1 5 -lOlfS e.i, 31d 
0012 ACCT 5 .S b• 0 1 Au rJITlNG THE OI.Y q SCl·IIH EGER B 
HH,RF 1211 5 -1"15 S& 31 8 
_ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR5E SL CT COU!'.?SE TITL E' HRS I NSTRUC T OR Ml 
0020 A(;CT 29U 0 1 ACCOUNT 11'-,G I 4 GER0ER 0 
MhRf 0915-1 0 115 Bi:J 117 
0021 ACCT 292 Cl .ACCOUNT ING I I q l'IINARS L 
HHiP F 0 915-lOi.5 BC 316 
0022 •c c T 2 'il2 • 02 ACCCU~T ING I I 14 M! NARS L 
MTwPF ll '.10 -1230 Bb 31 b 
0023 ACr.T 293• l!l ACC OUNTING I! l q KOSER S 
MTW RF 11 00 -12J 0 Ba 11 7 
0033 ACCT 2';3. ".l3 ACC OU1'4 TI NG III I.I kOSER S 
MHiRF 0Ci15 -ll l0 Bb 31 b 
00 2 '1 ACC T 3ij O• 0 1 COST A CCOUNT I P... G I I.I L U 0 
MT.RF 09 15-1 045 83 317 
0032 ACCT 36 1• 02 I~TE RMEU ACCT I q SWANSON M 
MTW RF 11 '=10 -1 230 Be 3 1 8 
0025 ACCT 3A2• OJ ltH[RMELi AC CT II I.I b ER BER Cl 
MTWRF 11 00 -1 230 98 3 16 
002b H C T 3bH 0 1 INTE RHED A(CT III I.I SWANSON M 
MhRF 073C-09 GO BG 317 
0030 ACCT '1 90 0 1 COS T AC( OUTING II q LU r, 
MT.RF 1245-1'115 Bb 31 b 
0031 ACCT ll 9~• 0 1 SMH L SUS CASE ANAL Y I.I STAHLECKEP W 
B Y PE RtHSSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRANt.EO 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF 0£ 0 T CR St HC T CO URSE: TI TL !:: HRS INS TRUCT0° #l 
01!:i l AMS T l L l 0 1 AMER C!VI LI Zf. TI ON I ll MORG AN W T 
Mh RF 09 15- 1 0 45 SH 223 
01 55 AMST 1 G2 0 1 A'1 Ff.l ClVIllLa.TlON II ll MORG AN I. T 
Mhl RF lll"llJ-17.3-'1 SH 229 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CPE F Ct.P T Cr'?SE S£C T C".!U RSf. TITL': HRS Itli S TRUCT0P Ill 
020 1 111\aTH 4<,(l V 0 1 Fil::L C :-1l THS l-r'11H1 RO ll HATCHl:R E 
&Y PE RM I SSI01l O"l lY 
l'I 0 URS ARiHNGEIJ 
CJ2L3 ANTH 59 '} ,:,: Ul Fi l'" L O Mt TH :':. .-,riTHP0 4 HATCHE R E. 
B Y PERMISSION ONLY 
HOU?S AR~~NCE0 
17 
CREF OEPT CRSE SlCT couRSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ol 
C327 .Hn 535 0 1 Ali~ tHCH; AR T I 14 SHf.RARTS T 
MTlriRf li. C0 -1', C: O K'O.C 2')4 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CR£-F DEP T CRSE SLC T C('IURSE TITLE HRS lNSTRUCTO~ 11 
OP.U l e:IOL \ U l 2 1 LIF" E + AOU ATIC ENIIIR q KNUTSON K 
P'\h RF 0'1 15-1 0 115 I'~ 125 
Ci8 28 BIOL l L U G l HU"'M,; ~I 0L- GO1 PPIN q HOP WOOD J. 
Hlw RF 073U - !J9L.0 HS 1 25 
oa=i 1 8IOL 1 L7 0 1 P LA NTS + C[IIILilATTO q CLAPP T 
MTt.-RF ll G0 -1 23:J ., S 2~3 
G!W3 ts l OL 2 (.. 1 0 1 RIO LCbY 1--GH , PRPl ii CLAPP T 
HT WRF C73G - C9u 0 f"S l b EXTRA U B ARkAN GEO 
09 7 0 bIO L 2119 r. t EC!R LE WIL D PLANTS 14 EULL W 
MhRF lU'I 0 -1 ?3') "' ~ 21£ EXTRA LIB ARIUNGEO 
0832 B IO L H , 3,t; D l CE. LL ~IO LOGY 
HY.PF OP 0 - 08 11 0 "'S 2 '- 5 
0985 !3 IOL 3 '111• 0 1 nChOblU LOGY 
HT.RF f,'I I'::-1 2 l 5 MS 2'5;J 
0973 9IO L 4 C3 Cl 
B Y P[ Rtl SSION ON LY 
H OIJRS ARR l NGEO 
RESE.6RCH 
01,09 GIO L 'IU~ C l Bll"l L 0C, TEC HNH.1 UES 
MWF ll OG -1 2.!0 °1-1 1 !~ 
JOHNSO M V 
5 CRON N J 
VR GRl::WE A 
KRAa.\ER D 
61(:0 1 IHOL 41D 5 1 5 i.CA-~AT HIST + MGMT q PECK .J 
BY P ERM I SS I ON O~ LY GRA0 1 fl:G OPTIONS 
EE' GI N/£1';0 DA TE 1"17/ i:2 - 1'17/ 1 3 
HOU~S AR1U,~C: EO 
C8!>2 f:IOL q1a IJl 8IOAS5 AY-AO UA TIC E NV q l(N UTSO~ K 
MT ■ ~F l l;! G-1 230 MS 65 EXTRA U B Al)RANGEO 
ti8314 BI OL '1 £ 14 C l COl"IMON PLANT S OF Mt! q PARTCH M 
MW 1 2115- l bC.-'1 r~s 2 1 2 F 1 2 1.1 5 -1Q1 5 '"' 5 
0813 BlOL 'l ;'.:5 0 1 COM MON ANIMALS OF '"'N q KRA~ER 0 
HT WR F [1730 - 0ql,(1 8H 2H, EXTRA LA b APRANGEO 
0 97 13 
TO 
f'I('!L Qil]'I< 01 PL A :'-l T ECO L OGY 4 PARTCH M 
1143 □ -lb □ D ~s 12'15-l b..1'J "' S 2 1 2 
0822 BI OL lit,11 • Cll HLl~Afla t.Ntf PHYS I q J OHN SON V 
l'IH. RF 0915 - 10115 "15 21:!7 EXTRA L.58 AR'RANGEO 
0829 BIO L I.I H'I* 0 1 VIOCiL OGY 3 CRO~N J 
Hh f. F C73 G- J8 4tJ M$ 284 
08 17 n o L 5 1_, 9 n 1 910LOG TECHi~II.IUES 2 ~ RA "'E P C 





CB l 4 
MTI. RF 
i!I Ol 5 13 I i 1 
11 00 -1230 1-"S 
OI0L 5;,_q ".i l 
1 2115 -lb Cr, I'S 
e IOL s.-~ Ul 
0 73J - 09:'.:0 PH 
B!OoliS5AY -A OUAT!C ENV 4 KNUTSON K 
b5 EX TRA L t.I") ARKANGEO 
C0"H0N PL AN T S OF M"I " PARTCH ,.. 
l1 2 F 1 2115 - 1 111 5 ,..5 
C~•~M ON ANIMALS OF ,..tj 14 KRA~ER D 
2Jb EX TRA Ll E IIRRANGED 
U979 ~lOL 5 <.l.;c Cl P LA ~ T ECO LOGY Ii PA~TCH M 
l43C -1 6!JO "IS TP 1245 - 16..1 0 M~ 2 1 2 
0 82 3 blClL St. 11,t; r l HUMt.r-. ~. i·i AT j;, HYS I 4 J OHNSON V 
~T ... RF c•:n::-1r,ljc:; r-- s .:rn EXTRA Ll~ Al?RAJIIGt:O 
083Cl 5 1 0L ~cl+* Cl 
t-'. T1rRF 13 73 (; - :; Ht+C MS 
L&.25 2 1,Cl l 6 L 1 C' l 
6Y PERMISSJCfla 0"lLV 
HOURS ~1'..F,:~1--,(E_ O 
L 9 t,il t ] ("J L f.L"': G l 
B'r P[P~:ISSif'~I c ~! L'r 
HOW RS 1\./rn ~r,cln 
VI POL Of;Y 
2 !i4 
J CRO'IN J 
QE.A[; lNGS -- PLAl'<T fCO L VP PARTCH r,: 
~~l:. St.1J.!<CH'IN 1 IOLOGY vq GRE I.'[ A 
SU-REQ 
2 12 
2 1 2 
212 
212 
CREF DEPT C R SE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTIWCTOR #1 
0 652 BEO A 3 09 0 1 BUS CO~ MUN!CATIONS 14 REHA ROS E K 
MTwRF 11 00 -1230 Bb 217 
tJ6S3 BtOA ULJ5 0 1 PHIL VOCATIO~lAL ED 3 HEYE R WARREN G 
B E GIN/E ND OAH 0~/ 12-0b/27 
MTioiQF G80 □ -l2 UO Btl 210 
06S 5 BEOA 4 :l 7 0 1 AOUL T EU PROGRAMS 3 KOBE J OI-IN 
BEG IN/E tiO DAT E !J6/2 8-(') 7/13 
HTWRF 0600 -12 0 3 et! 2 1b 
{J657 Bt.OA 1103 0 1 COOROINATIOh TECH 3 STINSON L MARILYN 
MT.,.RF 121f5-11415 BB 210 
06514 BE.OA S ti5 0 1 PH IL VO CATIONAL ED 3 f'l(YER WARREN G 
BEGI~/ENO on:: 06 /12-0 6 /27 
MH. RF aaau -1 2uo es 2 1 E> 
0 65b a nlA SU 7 IJ l AOUl T Ell PR OG IU~S '3 KO BE JOHN 
B[GBI/ENO DATE 'lb/ 28 -07/13 
MhRF □ ~'J0 -12 0 0 B b 21b 
Ob58 8EO A SU'I 0 1 COORDINATION TECH 3 STINSON L "IARILYN 
HH,RF 1 2 '45-11415 9d 216 
06SQ B E. OA b i::6 □ l ANA.LYSIS RESEARCH 3 HAO SEN RUSSELL 0 
MhRF 09 15-1 0 45 BB 217 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CR C:°r DE PT CR5E SE CT COURS( TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
0660 BEO• '495 0 1 IIIORO PROCESSING Wt<SP 3 HJ.LL ROAERT R 
BEGINHNO O.eTE 0 7/ 17- 0712 14 
MT.RF OBC0 -17C O BB 217 
C6b l f.EO A 595 [l l WO RD PROCESSING WKSP 3 HALL ROBERT R 
BE UIN/E~O- O.HE 0 7117- 07/2 14 
HhRF oarrn -11 0 0 ee 211 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
CRE F DEP T CRSE S(CT cou RsE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
1 201 CHEM lll2 0 1 UNnERSTANOH,iG CHEM '4 ERICt< SON J H 
~Tl.RF ll l;C- 1 230 !'. ~ 12 5 
12 D5 CHEM 2Ul 0 1 CHEM LIF E PROCE SS E S ! 4 JAMES R E 
MWF 0 725-09 0 5 MS 122 TR C!725-U905 MS 37 S 
121 0 CHF"I 2ll• 0 1 GE., ERAL C11EMIS TRY 1 q ERJCKSON J M 
11.tF 090~ -1 055 11~ 122 TP 0905 -105 5 BH 3•• 
12111 CHF. M 2 1"* 0 1 GEN E RAL CHEMISH:Y 3 5 OENO I NGE R R 0 
HhPF 11 0 □ -1 2U5 M5 1 22 Ml'iiRF 1 2 10-1314 5 EIH 3145 
1 22C CHC:M 2~1"' 01 PlO-ORriAN J C CHEM 1 14 NICKLE S W C 
"" C9CS ·l 055 • s 1 07 ,. oe~Morna~. "~ D 3S2 
12 30 CHfM 3 .:' 7 Gl PH YS SCI F OR t.L TCHS 3 JAME S R E 
Mh P F ll C0 -1 23[! 8 H 31"15 
1 2 3 5 
HTloR 
CHi::11 353* r:: 1 INTRO f.lOCHlMIS TRY 
t 2 4 0 
MhRF 
ono - 0P.5 5 ~s 
CHEM I.I 12• 8 1 
11 00- 1145 "'lS 




1 214 1 
Mh:P F 
CH£M II LH· 0 1 
11S0 -13 25 t4S 
RAOIOtH(MIS TPY LAC 
" 
12 b0 Chf l'I 512• fl l P ACIOC.H LMISlPY 
P,,Tl,P F ll!J0 -111+5 MS 10 7 
l 2bl (H~M 513* n1 RA:JIOC Ht l'!ISTQ Y u e 
MhRF 1150-1 325 /'I S 
CHEMISTRY /SECOND TERM 
c ::;,E r oTPr CRsE SEC T c OG Rsl=: T ITLf 
l 2U2 
l'lh~F 
CH E M 1 ::1 2 0 2 UNOERSTANDH.G CHEM 
11 00 -1 ?31) MS . 1 22 
4 N ICt<LE S W C 
1100- 135 0 /'IS 
2 C ARPEN T ER J H 
2 CARPEN T ER J H 
2 CARPENTER J H 
2 CAi(PENTE:R J H 
HRS IN STRUC TOR #1 
4 SORENSEN D T 
FOR SCIENCE 110, METRIC SYSTEM, SEE 
KENNEDY K. A 
SC IENCE SEC T ION 
q SONENSE'N O T 
0905 -1 055 MS 




CH!:: M 2 11• C2 GENER AL CHEM I SHH 1 
':•:l'.'J5 -l :J55 ";5 l r:'1 7 TR 
CHE ,-. .?12* 0 1 GENO::R AL CHE,-.ISTRY 2 
·~9'15 -l i:i:> S r-: s 1 ?2 wF 
'4 MC MUL L EN J C 





CREF ,OEPT CRSE SECT 
1222 CHEH 2!:2• 0 1 
1,; 0URSE TITLE 
B I O- ORGANIC CHF.t-i 2 
HRS I NSTRUCTOR l:H 
Ii LAAl(SQ J l.l 
MI.F 0725 - 0QlO MS l ?5 TQ 173i.:. -1 02G ~S 
1225 CHEM 325• 0 1 OUANTIUTIVE ANAL 4 MCMULL EN J C 
MhRF 11 00 -114 0 MS 1')7 HTWRF 114 5-1400 ~S 
1232 CH!:M 3;:::7 02 PHYS SC I F OR t:: l TCHS 3 KENNEDY K f.. 
MhRF cns -t 045 9H 305 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRE F -OEl-'T CRSE SEC T COURS E TITL E HRS IN STRUCTOR 1'1 
li Ol l CSCI 1 69 01 CO..,PUTERS If\ SOCIETY 4 JOHNSON JAMES 
HT.IRF 0730-09 00 MS 114 
4012 CSCI 270 01 FUND OF PROG 1H MMING Ii C A RR RALPH 
MTltrlRF 1110-1230 "1S 114 
14 052 cscr" li~S 0 1 INST TIM ESHAi_lE ITS 2 JOHNSON JAMES 
382 
3 J7 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BlG IN/ ENO DATE 06/1 8 - 0 6/22 
HTWQF 0930 - 1600 "1S 1 1 ':t 
4 051.i CSCI 49 5 02 BASIC PROGRA~1 ,'1ING 2 JOHNSON J~MES 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BESI N/ ENO DA TE 0 6 /25 - 06/29 
MhiRF 0930 -1 6JO MS 119 
4 053 CSCI 595 0 1 1NST T IMESHARE: ITS 2 J OH NSON Jt!H ES 
BY PERMISSION O~ L Y 8EGIN /EN O D.HE Df.,/18 - 06/22 
MTifRF 0930 -1 6U □ MS 11 9 
1!0 55 CSCI 5"15 02 BAS I C 2 J OHNSON JM1 E S 
BY PERMIS~ION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE Of./25 - 06 / 29 
MHIRF 0930 -l bC0 MS 119 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRSE SECT COUJ::5E TITLE HRS H,STRUCTOP jjl 
11023 CSCI l o9 □ 2 CO"',PU TE i-cS IN SOCIETY 4 GROVER LAPRY 
MHIRF G915 -1 0 4 5 HS llCJ 
4 024 CSCI 4t, 5 01 D I SCRETE CO MP STRUCT 14 GROVER LA~RY 
MT\o:Rf 073C - D900 MS 1 1 0 
14025 CSCI St:5 'Jl DISCRE.TE COMP STRUC T 3 GROVER LA RRY 
MH.RF 0730 - 0900 MS ll CJ 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS lNS TRU C T00 jj 1 
7 880 CJS 101 01 SURVEY CRIH JUSTICf.: 4 T[PRILL R 
MTwRF 09 15-10145 ' SH 1!"!3 
7881 CJS 287 0 1 nsEARCH IN CRIM JU S 4 TER RILL R 
MT Wfff 1 100- 1 23 □- SH 1 0 3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CR SE SECT COURS£ TITLE 
ia82 
MTWRF 
CJS 10 1 
07 30-09 0 iJ SH 
0 2 SURVfY CR!~ JU STICf 
103 
7884 CJS 244 0 1 I NTE 1HIISHIP 
Hr?S INSTRUCTOR #l 
4 CHESTER B 
VR PROUT R 
BY P"ERMI:iSION ONL Y GRADING OPTIO N S 
HOURS ARRANG EQ 
7883 CJS 3$1 0 1 CORfiECTIONAL CMTY 4 CHESTER B 
BY PER MISSION O,'R Y 
MT.-RF 0915 -1 0'4:S SH 103 
78 85 CJS 488 0 1 I ND IVIDLiAL RESEARCH 4 PROUT R 
BY P,[ RMiSSIOl>I ON LY 
Hh' RF 073D- □ 9tJO SH l 113 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF OE.P T C,RSE SEC T COUF-:SE TITL E HP.S !N STRUCTOP #l 
3815 D TS 2 9 5 Cl DEF DR -THE ORY + PRAC 2 SCHULTZ D 
MlliiRF 0730-0~15 1-111 214 
3 816 DTS 3'ifJ 0 1 OR + TRAF SAF ED I 4 PALMER J 
Hllo/RF 0730-0900 HH 1 21 
3817 DTS 11-92 01 HOTORCYC. L ES + REC VE 2 STAFF 
HTWRF 0730 - 0815 HH 23:::! 
SU - RECl 
EARTH SCIENCE/FIRST TERl'yl_ 
CRE.F - -(I LPT CR SE ~. [ Cl COU k SE TITL':: HRS !NS TKUC TOR II 1 
2601 ESCI 1 0 4 01 THE ATMOSPHERIC ENV 4 ANDERSON ALAN 
TR 18 00 - 2150 MS 11 5 
2620 ESC I 477 01 EARTH SCIENCE INST 4 ANDERSON GARRY 
GRAD I NG OPT IONS 
MTWRF 0830-1500 MS 
SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 06/25-07/06 
2 1 
2602 ES CI 4,;;5 '.: l ~[b.T Hl ~-ESCI TEACHfR 4 Ar-. DERS ON iu.p,, C 
GPAE'H,G UPTION.S S l!-~ED 8 E G!N/[NO DATE Of-./ 11-06/22 
1',T\d1F 08 :Hl - 1 51.JO t-'IS- 2 1 
2603 ESC J 495 J ;:' MO ('ER N Ct.Rt!ONATE ENV ~ SOROKA LEONARD G 
BY PE PM ISSION O~LY O;EGlN/fllO DA T£ 06/18-06/27 
MHIRFSSU000 -17 \..iU MS 2S 
2604 ESCI 495 04 GEOLOGY-HISTORY - ALAS 4 WATKINS IVAN W 
GRADING OPTIONS S U-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 06/11-07/06 
BY PE RMIS SION ONLY 
MTWRF 0800-1700 MS 28 
-2621 ESC I 577 
GRADING OPTIONS · 
01 EAR TH SC I ENCE I NS T 4 ANDERSON GARRY 
SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 06/25-07/06 
MTWR F 0830-1500 MS 21 
26L5 E.SCI ~95 QI WEATHER-ESCI TEACH~R 4 A · N □ E RSON .ALAN C 
GRADINJ OPTION::, SU-R EO R[GIN/END DATE 06/11 - 06/22 
.MT..:Pf o&:rn -1s ~; a MS 21 
26u6 £S CI 595 G2 HO OEP N CAKBON AT E ENV 4 SOROK A LEONARD G 
BY PERM!SSION O~LY 
MTl.'PFSSQO:J0 -17 00 MS 28 
BEGIN / ENG DATE 06/18-06/27 
2607 ESC I 595 04 GEOLOGY-HIS TOR Y ALAS 4 WATKINS IVAN W 
GRAD ING OPTIONS SU- REQ BEGIN/ END DATE 06/11-0/7-06 
BY PERM I SS I ON ONLY 
MTWRF 0800-1700 MS 28 
EARTH SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
c P. E.F" DEP T cRSE S~CT COURSE TITLf. , 
261 0 ESCI HS 
TR 180 0 - 21 50 1--1S 
2611 ESCI 4 95 
GRAD ING OP TIO NS 
MTWRF . 0 630- 1 6 0 0 !-1S 
2612 ESC I 595 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
MTWRF 0830-1600 MS 
01 WATER Ei"-11/IRONM[NT 
124 
03 MN WATERS PlVERS 
SU-R~O 
21 




HRS INSTRUC TOR Ill 
4 NELSON CHAR LE S L 
4 NELSON CHA RLES L 
BEGIN/END DATE O.f!/06 - 08/17 
4 NE !-SON CHAR LES L 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/06-0 8/17 
CR[f 
1 52 1 
MT WRF 
DE PT CRSE SECT 
ECON 25Q 0 1 
09 15-104 5 SH 
COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
LARSEN A F INTRO DUCTIOM TO ECO i• u 
2 1 2 
1 522 
MTWRF 
EC ON 2 73 01 PRINCIPLES OF ECON I 4 MAS IH N 
0915-1('45 SH 2 11 
1 523 ECON 27 ~ 0 1 PRINCIPLES OF ECO tJ 2 4 HASIH N 
MhR F" ll-J 0 - 12 3 !1 SH 209 
1524 ECON 2 8 1 01 ECO ,'l OF CRH1[ ♦ JUS TI C 4 -.HITE M 0 
MTWRF Ct;-15 -1 045 SH 
152 5 EC ON 1>71 01 
MH. RF 11 00 -1 230 SH 
201 
MONEY ANO BANKING 
21)1 
4 l!IHITE M 0 
1526 ECON 475 rJl NATL 1NIJ E"'PL OYHEl'-. T 4 bLEISNEP R F 
Mh:RF 0915 -1 □ 4, SH 2Q9 
1 527 ECJN 571 01 MO~H:Y AND BANKING 4 IIIHITE H D 
MTl!I RF l l:J0- 12 :::; J SH 2"1 
1 528 E.CON ' 575 01 NA TL INC EMPLOYMENT 4 GLEISNER R F 
MTio'Rf 0915-1045 SH 219 
1529 ECON 611 IJl TRA DE OFFS 4 LA~ S. EN A F 
BY PEPMISSION (JN LY 
MhiR F ll ft0 -1 2JD SH 2 12 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
Cl?Ef DEPT CRSE SE.C T COURSE TITLE HRS I NS T RUCTOR lfl 
17 1 7 '.:D 472 □ l F0°MATS A6E LEAPNI~G 3 NAYOUCJAK JOSfPH 
BEGIN/ END DATE 07 /17- IJH/0 1 
t', h RF 1 1 0 C-14 D'J Eb A233 
1 715 (D 473 0 1 A:iSESS PLCMT ASE CUR 3 NAYDUC!AK JOS EP H 
BEG I N/END DATf 08/U2 - [Hs/ 1 7 
Hh RF" G730-l03 0 El, A233 
17 U6 ~D 49 5 0 1 OEFHdNG BASICS ED l. KELSEY KEN 
BEGIN/ EN D D ATE 1)7/26 - (18 / 02 
0 9 30 -1 7JO Ea' 8 113 
17 04 EO 4 95 02 D[T COMM ATTITU DE FD 1 KELSEY KEN 
eEG IN/ ENO 0,IITE 07/ 2 3- (' 7/3'"1 
0930 -1 700 fl, Bl 13 
1718 EO 57? n 1 F OPr-11\TS AB[ LEARNING 3 NH OUCI AK JOSEPH 
BEGIN/ENO D ATE 07/17 - 1)8/ ~ l 
Mh RF ll ::JD -1'Hi0 EB A233 
1716 ECJ 573 DI ASSES S f' LCMT ABC: CUR 3 NAYDUCIAK JOSEPH 
BEGIN/ENU DATE 08/02 - 0€/ 17 
MhRF 0730 -1 030 E l:! A233 
172 e fD Sl:l2 G2 $!,;HOOL DISCIPLINE 3 HAGEN 0 
GRA D ING OPTIONS su-REO BEGIN/ENO D ATE 0 7/16-08/10 
MTWR F rn:rn -08 4 □ EB Al21:i 
17 0 7 EO 595 01 DEFINING B ASl CS ED 1 KE L SE Y HN 
BEG IN/ END DATE 07 /Z 6 - n E.J 02 
R 09::i:D - 1700 E6 8113 
1705 ED 595 02 PET C0'1H ATTITUDE ED 1 KELSEY KEM 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/23 - 07/30 
C93C- 17 C.10 Ee E113 
I 
1713 E. D 603 0 1 CUR R CO,..STRUCTION 3 MO RX VERNON 
BEGIN/ E ND DATE 07/17 - 08/10 
MTWR F" D915 -l!"l30 EB A230 
1714 [ti E- 28 02 SC.Hl + SOCIAL ORDER 3 MORTRUDE LOWELL 
BEGIN/E.ND DATE 07/17-08/1 □ -
HTw'f!f"' 11n 9 -12 1s E1'. . A227 
173 3 E(, 659 C2 PROB IN AMERICA N ED 3 PARX T 
BEGl"'l/ENC UATE 07/lb - l"!S /1(1 
HTWRF OJ 1S- 1030 · EB 8110 
17 34 ED 664 01 CHILO STUDENT RIGH T S 3 PURDOM 8 
BY PER11ISSION CNLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
~EGIN/ENU DA TE 07/16-08/10 
MHrnF 09 15-l OJO EB 4128 
17 (.; l ED 695 01 TCHR CErHRS HISER ED 1 KELSEY KEN 
lf EGIN/'E'NO - □ -ATE 0'11,2Q-'07 /31 
T 09J0-17 UO EB . 81 1 3 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
Cl?EF" DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE Ti ll £ HRS IN5>TRUCTOR Ill 
175 0 EDAO 6U4 01 SCHOOL FINANCE 3 RENZ L ELAND 
BEGIN/END DfoTE 06/12-0(,/,0 
MTwRF 0 73C -1 030 EB B116 
17 53 [ Ot!O 61 1 0 1 JR HS MIDD L E SCH ADM 3 PUlBRE'SE LARRY 
BEGIN/EN D UATE 06/26 - 07 /13 
MlliiRF 1630- 1 945 EB Al28 
1754 EDAO 617 0 1 F OLJ NC CVMMUNITY EDUC 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
BEGIN/E.NO D ATf 00/28-07/13 
MTWRF ono- 10115 EB Bl 1 8 
1758 EOAD 641 0 1 fIEL O STUDIES 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
BEGIN /E. NU □ AH 06/ 1 2 - 07/13 
HOURS ARRANGED 
5 FARRAH GEORGE 
GRADING OP TI ONS 
17 $ 9 EDAD 641 02 FIELD ST UDY RE.SEARCH 2 FARRAH GEORGE 
SU-REQ 
BY PERMISSION ON.LY GRADil'-46 OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/END DA TE 06 /12- 0 7/13 
HOURS ARRANG ED 
175 5 EOtiD 650 0 1 SCHOOL LAW 3 GRUN ERUO JAMES 
BE GIN/ENU 0.G-TE 00/28-07/13 
MhRF 1300-1615 EB Al28 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
3801 ors 4Y5 0 1 OR ED - SPEC t:D SEH l ROWE E 
BEGIN/END DATE 06 / 12 - 06113 
TW 0730 - lSUO Afo',C 
3 803 DTS 4 95 02 HT RCYC L INSTP. H I SCH 2 SCHOPPE E 
BY PERMIS SION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REO 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/ 1 8 - 0t./23 
HTW RFS 0 730-15 00 AHC 
3805 DTS 495 03 PE D fl.I CYCL SA F PROG 2 110-'f. E 
BV PERMISSION ON L Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEl:il N/lNO 0.ATE D7/ 09 - fJ7/12 
HhR 0730 - 15 0 0 AMC 
38U2 DTS 595 Cl OR E U- SPEC ED SEH 1 ROwF E 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/12 - :Jb/ 1 3 
TW 07 3 □ -lSOrJ ll~C 
3804 OTS 595 02 MTRCYCL IN STR HI SCH 2 SCHOPPE E 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO REGIN/ENO DATE 06/ 1 8 - 06/23 
HhRFS 0730 -1 5/JO AMC 
38 06 ors 595 03 PED OICY CL SM PPOG 2 ROWE E 
GRADING OPTIONS 5U - REO BE.GlN/[1\0 DATE 07/09 - 07/ 12 
HT'IIR 0730-lS UO Afo\C 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
c"RCT--□ t.P T CRSE s·rcr COURSE TITL E HRS INSHWCTOR 111 
3818 OTS 394 0 1 BASIC AUTO ~A.INT ' FLI CEK f 11Hdff 0915 -1 025 HH l?l 
38 19 OTS '91 DI OR ♦ uu·r SAF E.D II 4 MATTHIA S H 
MhiRF 0730-09L,0 HH 230 
3807 □ TS 495 Oil ADV, LA B METHOD 2 RO\iif E 
BEGIN/END OHE 07 /17-01/2 0 
TWRF 0730 -1 500 AMC 
3809 ors IISS 05 TCHN G S TPAT - CHEH U~ E 1 PALMER J 
BY PERM IS SION OtlLY f!EGIN/(ND DATE 07/211-07/25 
TW 0730-1500 WH 1A 
3811 ors 4 95 Ob SPEED ENERGY VALUES l PALME.R J 
BY P ER MISSION ONLY BEGIN/END OATE 07/Zb-07/27 
RF 0730- 1 500 AMC 
3813 o r s 4 95 07 SUPL T O LA I:! INSTRUCT 1 PALMER J 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/ 31-08/01 
TW 0730-1500 AMC 
3808 DT S 595 04 ADV LAB METHOD 2 RO• E E 
BEGJN/ENO DATE 07/17 - 07 /20 
h RF 07 30 -1 50 0 AHC 
3810 OT S 595 05 T CHNG STRAT - CHEM USE l PALMER J 
BEGIN/OW OATE 07/24-07/25 
! TW 0730-1500 WH 1A 
3 8 12 DTS 59S Ob SPEED ENERGY VALU ES 1 P AL MER J 
BEGIN/[NO DA T E 07/Zb - 07/27 
RF 0730-1500 AMC 
38H DTS 595 07 surL TO LAB INSTRUC T 1 PALMER J 
BEGIN/END DA T E fJ7/31-0 8/0 1 
TW 0730 -1 500 AMC 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CP.~•- SECT COUliSf. TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •I 
2281 ECFS &05 01 I SSUE S AND TOPICS 7 MAYALA JACK 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
TR 0830-103 □ Eb Bl0b 
' 2282 ECFS 622 0 1 PAR[NT/FAtHLY STUDY 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
CO-REQUISITE 
HWF 0830-1130 EB 
2283 ECFS b72 
BY PERM I SSION ON LY 
C0-REQU[S!Tf 
HWF 1130- 1300 £p, 
2284 ECF5 6'1"3 
BY P[RMI5StnN ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
19 
2 ECFS f.7 2 2283 
B1D6 
01 FIELD ~XP PAR[NT/FAH 2 
2 E.CFS 022 2282 
Bl'JO 
f)l fil: L D EXP EAR L Y ED 4 MAYALA JACK 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DEPT CR SE SlCT couqsE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR It! 
GAMBER G I( 1 5.rn ECON 259 02 INTRODUCTION TO ECON 4 
MTR'RF U9 15-1 01f5 SH 21 1 
15 3 1 EC ON '" 02 PRINCIPLES OF ECON 1 4 LUK SETIC H " A ~TWRF 09 1 5-Ir:)'+5 SH 2'.19 
1 532 ECON 274 02 PRINCIPLES Of ECON 2 ti GLEISNER P F 
MT WRF 11no-123 □ SH C09 
1533 EC ON 377 0 1 EC ON AN O IT S BUS APP 4 LUK SE TICH 'II A 
MTWRF 11 00 -1230 SH 2 12 
l 534 ECOfll "60 01 PU BLIC FINANCE 4 L OFG REEN H A 
Mh,RF 11 00 - 12 ~0 SH 20 1 
1 535 ECON "71 02 MONEY A NO BANKING 4 GLEISNER R F 
MH.RF 09 15- l OlfS SH £ 12 
1536 [CON SbO 0 1 PU9LIC F !NANCE. 4 LOF GREEN H A 
HhRF 11 □□ -12 30 SH 20 1 
15 3 7 ECON 5 71 02 HONEY AND BANKING ti GLEISNER q F 
Mh,RF 09 1 5 -1 0 45 SH 2 1 2 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF --~CRS~ SECT COURS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTQq ltl 
17.::'.l ED 470 0 1 AE,~ ACT P!::RSPE.CTI IJ E" 3 NAYOUCIAK J OSEPH 
i:lf.GIN/~NO D4TE nE>/l2 - f:ti/Z 7 
MhiRF 1 1 0 0-14 i.JO Eb B l 13 
1719 ED 1! 7 1 Ul IUE N UNLiERE OUC ADULT 3 NA't'OUCIAK JOS EPH 
BEGIN/END OAT[ 06 / 2 9 - 0 7/13 
Mh P.F 0730 - 1045 E O Sl l & 
172 2 £ (, 57 0 0 1 ABI:: ACT P ERSPlC TIV E 3 NAYOUCIAK JOSEPH 
BEGIN/E NO OA T( 06 /12-i:)b/27 
HTlriRF" l llJ 0 -1 4 JO ~t, 13 113 
17 20 EO 57 1 0 1 IOE r-. U"IOEl~[DUC A □ GLT 3 NA YOUCIAK JOSf.PH 
BEGJN/[N(i O,\Tf % / 2€ - 0 711:! 
HTwPF 0730 -1 0'-15 EB B116 
1725 ED 575 0 1 NONVERBAL Ctl Ht-lUNI C 3 PURDCH 8 
BY PERMISSIO!II uNLY GRAOH,G OPTIONS SU-REO 
MhRF 09 1 5 - 10 25 E:o Al za 
1727 Eu So? 0 1 SCHOC L D I SC IPL INE ' MORTRUOE G GRADI NG OPTIONS SU-REO 
MTW RF 11 00 -1 210 t6 Al 2B 
l 7 29 EO 6u2 0 1 [\/AL Of SCHOO L PRGI-' ' HORTRUDE G H T•RF 0915-1 0 ?5 E & B 112 
1712 E D 613 01 PRACT CURR CON STR ' KELSEY KEN BEGIN/ENU DATE 06/ 1 2 :.. 07/ 1 3 
MhRF 01"30-08l+5 Eb A2 30 
1 732 ED 615 0 1 INTRO Tu RESEARCH 3 SCHl-'IO T R 
MhRF 0 73 0 - 08'+0 f~ Bl 12 
1723 £0 616 0 1 PHIL or EDUCATION J MOR TRUDE , L O.:ELL 
MTWRF 11 '.J0 -1 215 EB A27.7 
1711 ED 628 0 1 SCHL + SOC IAL OGDER ' MORTRUOE LOWELL "1T.RF 0730 - 08115 Eb A229 
17 08 ED 64 8 0 1 ,-.AT + INSTP S T RAT 3 BJORK LU N fUGENE 
BY PEPMISS I ON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU -R EQ 
6EGIN/ENO OATE Ql,/12-N, /27 
MH,QF 0910 -11 3Q EB A231 
171 0 ED &59 01 PRObLEM S IN AMER ED 3 JONNSON PF.TE~ 
MT~RF 'J730 - 0elf5 E& AZ.27 
17 0 2 ED 695 02 !'IN SCHOOL PROGRAMS 2 PUTBRES E. L ARRY 
GRAOJNG ' C,PlIOt.JS SU- !H::O SPEC IAL F[l:S s.ao 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Of../16 - "'/L /22 
MT WRF 09 30-17 0 :'l Ar,C 
l 7 U3 tD b95 !"13 EFFECT ~1ID DL E SCH 2 PU TBRES[ LARRY 
GRADING OPTION:) SU-REI) 5PECIA L FEES s.oo 
SEGIN/ENU DATE Clb/ll-(lt./ 1 5 
MhQF 0910 - l 7CO Eb AMC 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN S TRUCTO R #l 
1751 EDAO 674 0 1 EDUC AOHIN OVER VIEW 3 GRUNERUO JAHE.S 
BEGIN/EN □ DUE Ob/12 -00/ 27 
HTWRF 0730 -1 030 EB B118 
1752 EOAD 676 01 SE C SCH PRINCIPAL 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
BEGIN/ENO O&TE Ob /1 2 - 06/27 
HT.Rf l H!0 -14 00 EB B112 
175 6 EOAO 677 01 PERSONNEL AlJMIN 3 RENZ LELANO 
BEGIN/END O'-TE 06/28- 0 7/13 
MT'wRF 11 00 -14 15 EB Al26 
1 757 EOAO 696 0 1 ELfH SCH SUPfRVISION 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
BEG.IN/END DA T E 06/12-Cb/27 
HTWRf 11(10-lti 0 0 E S 8118 
l 7t.8 ED6D 698 0 3 SE!" ED AO PROB SOLV 3 ANDERSON JAHES W 
GRADHH, OP TI O~!) SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DA TE 06/12 - 06/27 
MHRF 0730 -1 030 [ti 8118 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TER_M 
CREF DEPT CR SE SE.CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
1 763 · EOI\D 6 0 1 01 FOUNDATIONS ED AOH!N 3 HOLDEN DON ALD 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 08 /02-08/17 
HhRF 1100 -14 00 EE: A229 
l 76q E OAD 602 01 SCH euSIN ESS HGHT I 3 RENZ LELA ND 
6EG IN/ END DATE 08/02-08/17 
MTWRF 11 00 -14 □ 0 EB B l lll 
1 705 EDA O 610 0 1 SIMULATED EXPER EDAO 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
BEl;, IN/END DUE 08 / □ 2-0 8 /17 
HTWRF 0730- 1 030 E B A229 
176 0 EOAO 612 0 1 FIEL D STUDY DES ANAL 3 FAR RAH GE .ORGE 
GRADING OP TION S SU-REO BEG IN /£NO DATE 07/17-08/01 
MT.RF 11 00- llf OD Eb Al26 
1761 EOAO b40 'JI SCH PLANT PLP-IG MGM T 3 RENZ LELA~ □ 
BEGIN /E NO DA T E □ 7117 - 08 / 0 1 
MTWRF 0730-1030 EB Al 20 
1767 EDAD 641 03 FIELD STUDY RESEARC H 2· FARRAH GEORGE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU - RE Q 
BEG IN/Et-ID DA TE 07/17-08/17 
HOURS ARRANGED 
1702 EDA □ b'l8 0 1 SEM (0 AO COMMUI~ ED 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[O BEGIN/END DA TE 07117-08/01 
P1T WRF 0945-1245 EB A23'+ 
1706 EDAD t,<,8 0 2 SElo\ ED AO IIRlT GR ANT 3 AN DERSON JAMES W 
GRADING OP TI ONS SU - REO BEGIN/£:NO DATE 08/02 - 08 /17 
MhRF 0900- 1200 EB Bl 18 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERIVI 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN STRUC TO R •l 
1 803 ELED r-11J2 01 SP'IINAR ELEMENTARY 2 HAGEN 0 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MTli RF 0730-08i5 E6 Al26 
1904 ELEO 459 0 1 ELF.11 EDUCATI ON 5 3 PAR!< T 
HTtrrlRF 091 5 -1 025 EB B110 
1 805 (L'ED 6 0 1 01 INT~O GRAD STUD E LED 3 aA VfRY E 
GPAOING OPTIONS SU-REIJ 
MhRF 0730-08'+0 Ea 8113 
1806 ELED 62 3 0 1 PR.ACT ANAL ROG DIS J ROUCH R 
BY PE RMI!)SION O~ L Y 
MhRF 0<,15-1025 Ee Al 22 
18 OB E L EO 625 0 1 PRACT CORR ROG DIS J ROUCH R 
BY PERt-!ISSION ONLY 
HTWPF 11 00-1210 EC •122 
1 8 11 E l f □ 6.S 01 SE~H1AR ELEM [OUC ' HA GEN 0 Hhi~F 0915 - 1025 Ef:l A 12b 
1812 E L S □ 6Sl 01 EL(H LA NGUAGE ARTS 3 PUR00f4 B 
MHIRF 0730 - 084('1 EE'- Al 28 
1 8 14 E L(O 65" 01 ELEM MATHEl'U. TICS 3 SAVERY E 
MT"JjQ f 11 00 -1 21 0 El::l B llO 
20 
CRt.F Ot:VT Cr:~E ~E::CT COURSE TITLE 
l tlH 
MT" RF 
1 S 1 7 
P1 T " RF 
[L EU 6') El i' l 
1 2 1• 5 -l 3~5 [t, 
l. Li:::lJ t:,un U l 
Q7:-' 0 - 0Rll'.l fc' 
:n.-. ur r-.~ i~~su. i-CH 
~ 11 u 
t::L.i:::M cu :~!';.'IC ULU ,'-1 
!-! 11 0 
HRS INSTH:UCTOR IH 
~ SC ti" l lJ T R 
3 PHM; T 
.ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CRH DEPT Cf!SE SECT COURSE°"Tffl"°E HRS INSTRUCTO R ill 
1 8Ul ELED 495 [' l St:l/(1E_\I ELEI'. SCI pc:-o 2 KELSEY !<.EN 
B£GIN/END DATE 07/ I 7- :J 7/21 COUL TEP JOHN 
HhRf 0930 -17 GO EE-. 8 113 
1 8G2 ELED ~9~ 0 1 SE. l/ Dt. V E.LEH SCI P~U 2 KELSEY K["I 
"H-.RF 093G- 1 7l,O f~ 8 11 3 COU LTE R JOH N 
1807 ELEO 623 02 PRACT 6 NAL ROG DIS 3 ROUCH ;;, 
BY PERMI5SION ON LY Fl[GIM/FNO D ATE 07/ 1 6-08/10 
MT;.;P.f D9 15-1 02~ f B A 1?2 
1 8t,;9 £LEO 6L'"> 0 2 PRACl CORR ROG DIS 3 ROUCH R 
BY P[QM]SSION CNLY 8E.G I~/EN D DATE 07/ 1&-0!s /lU 
HTWRF llC:0-1210 :. e Al?.2 
1813 ElfD 652 fJ l ELE."'IENT.G.RY SCH NCE 3 SCHMlOT R 
bEGIN/t:NU D6Tf 07/16 - Q8 /1 '1 
MTw RF 0 7 30 - 08 4 0 Eb Bl 12 
18 15 ELED 6:.i5 0 1 EL":M ED corn • FUT 3 DA'o'f.RY E 
6EGIN/END OATF. 'J7/16 - 08 /1 1J 
MTloPF 11 00 -1210 EB 8112 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
CRH DEP T cq~E SECT- cou1-1:.E TITL( HRS H,STRUCTOP Ill 
23 0 1 El'. GL 1 25 0 1 H,.TR O Tu FICTIOr-.: I.! ANDl::f~SOI~ J I:! 
TR l 000 - 2 1 30 
23111 ENGL 1 6 2 C'l WR!TTEN CO MPO SI TIO N t+ \IO ELKE R L 
t-1HIRF 0915 - FltiS R 12 
2315 ENG L 1 D2 U2 WRITTEN COMPOSITION li \IO[LK EP L 
P-!h. RF llQ0 -1 2.3 □ P 12 
23lb £:1G L 1 6 3* 01 COMP OS AMERICAN LI T I.! BRUNCl< HORS T J 
MTloRF U730 - [J9 U!J R 218 
2317 ENG L 163* 02 COMPOS A~EPIC:AN LIT ti 0RUN Cl<H Ol1S T J 
Mh;;,F 1100-1230 R 218 
23U2 ENG L lt:,3* 03 Ctp~Po:, LITf.RATURE II STAFF 
MW 1800 - 2130 
2 31 B 
MTwPF 
ENG L 23?. 01 INTRC TU LH1 GUI STICS li HANSE.N T 
11 00 -1230 P 10 
2 319 
MT i.RF 
ENGL 2HB 01 VICT STUDI ES I POETR I.! L U/1,<00UIST J 
110 0 -12.30 PA 271 
2:30'3 
MW 




[/1.GL 31.!3 D1 SHAKf.SP[Aq( I 4 ANDERSON J 6 
2 321 
MTH!=: F 
2 32 3 
09 15 -1 0 1.!5 Pl-
[ /1.GL I.! 1; 7 Cl 
0 915-101;5 R 
ENGL I.ii.IS ~ l 
27 l 
MAST~PCt TH E AT NOVl S 
118 
NEW FICTION 
MTWRF U:l.!5-llilS PA 271 
4 GOT T SHALL J 
I.! LU/1.DCUIST J 
23t:.il Er-..G L i,,;.5 01 CREAl WI./IT POET flCT 3 M£.1SSNER W 
G'HO IN G OPlIONS SU - REO SEGl~/f.ND '.)ATE OU l l-O6 /2' 
KTi.RF 1245-1620 
2306 EN GL il S-5 02 GRAMMAR RE\11£1111 3 KEITH P 
ij[GlN/lN D DATE Ob/ll - Db /26 
11TWPF C915 -121 5 
230 8 (t,; GL li 9 5 0 3 co~PCS l'-.JVO•TION 3 A6AR1IS C 
BEGIN/E ND DATE 06/27 -(17/13 
l"iH.IRF fl915 -121 5 
23.22 U 1f.l 5li7 (11 MASTRPC( THEAT NOVLS il GO TT SHALL J 
MT k'Rf 09 15-1045 R 118 
GEOGRAPHY/FIRST TERM 
CfH. F C't.i:, T C~}E S[C T C:'.l tH~f. TITL"'. 
Z H.; 7 
HT 1<1- R F 
2 ~2 3 
Ul 'JG l 7 1 C 1 
~91~ - 1 ' >15 SH 
CE.J G 273 'll 
MTt,PF :i 73 0 - U9 1,,, G SH 
RE Gl Ot..~L HU "I~~. GF.Or: 
309 
PH Y S.IC J\L :aE OG :HPH Y 
3;5 
H~.S IN ST PUCTO? Ill 
il i::F:iCKSO r,• Gu 
4 .. DO"- l 
281.!il J l % 3SD ·1 1 A';.~ I til l'.iJTO IN TE~P 4 i<IC.!ASO\· -:i 
~.hPF J 7!iC- J9 0 0 S1 1 ..1!2 
261.!6 GEO(, ~74 '1 1 G(00, :..iF •.i£ST t.UKOPF: 4 .. 1x or, L 
t-'.h,~F 0'115 - l Oil S Sti 3"5 
28=i il GEOG 37b 01 GCOC GF 1-'If-U,, <.:: 'SOH 3 i:: R ICKSO i. r, 9 
HI.' l.:i '::'j - 2 0 :iO Stl .511 
,sot+ GL OG 4 .j5 Ill CARTOGRr.PHY ,, COPPOCK H A 
MT .. ~F ll"J fi -l.? 30 SH 3 l i'. 
2887 GEOG SJ 5 r11 CA~T OG~,).PHY 11 COPPOC K H A 
MhRF 11 1D -1 23rJ Sri .312 
29 U6 GEOG ,', ~ 1 U l RUUir-.G -T OPI CAL 'i[0(; vq COPP(.)f.K H A 
BY PE1MISSI Li N i.,'-.JLY 
HO l:RS At;}f.lf\N Gff'I 
2QlJ7 Gl:)G !:il '. 7 U l P::!l[: 11'! G- RE C1 0 t,Al GEC \/ R COPPOCK H A 
l:!Y PErrq ~<:.ION (., "JL y 
HOURS flJ.,! H fd~ f; [[l 
GEOG_FlAPHY/SECOND TERM 
CR[ F Dt..PT CR~ f SE.CT COU RSE TITL f HRS Ir-. STRUCTOR #1 
2BC. 1 GC:: OG l UI (J l WORLl.' PLA([ LUC ATIOJ\i 4 !)OC KENOORrF T 
MhCif 09 I S -1 1ilS SH 
2821 Gi'- OG 271 0 1 
MTl.'RF U9 1 5 - lf'\t+C::, SH 
3°5 
ECflr>. 0 :-'!C GECGRAPHY 
315 
2Bi6 GEOG 275 P l Uf.Of, CF TH E u:, 
MhRF ~1730 - 09C □ SH 315 
2884 GE.OG li t<6 Q l PO LI TICAL GE:OC,P ~F'H'f' 
Hh RF 0 73C - 09UC SH 311 
il HAJ..PER C W 
Ii DOCKENDORrF T 
i, HARDER C II 
2903 GEOG 5 C' 6 0 1 PO LI TI CAL (;[OGq APHY 4 HARDER C W 
HH,RF J73c-co on s11 311 
GERMAN/FIRST TERM 
C RE.F OE.PT CR!:i[ S E CT COURSE Tl TL E' HRS INSTRUCTOt;: 111 
3 020 litP 3~1 C1 l PRQN AqU JNT C. NATIO~: 3 BLOOMER 8 
MhRF 11 00 -PJ. Cl PH l 'Jil 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
C RE.F DEPT CR SE SE.CT COU R~E T fTL f HRS INSTRUCTOR ~1 
34i.;l HLTH 1" 5 0 1 HEALT H t.OUU.TIOJ\i 3 HOIHIS T 
MT.dH' on □ - G A4n HAH :c'.li 3 
3l! 02 HLTH 315 [1 1 O~G OF SCHOOL HEA LTH li ~ERDU L J! G 
l"iT\,/R f () 7 3U-IJ9L;0 HO.H 2112 
3 ti L 3 
H TWR F 
3ti Ul.i 
HH.:RF 
HLTH l.! G5* 0 1 
09 J 5 -t r2~ H,:,.H 
t-:L TH li.:i2 [1 } 
09 15-10~5 H,i1H 
MUO C "'OCIFY!N(, SUBST 3 1.,SE.~i ooRF F 
2 4 2 
EN \ll ~ON "1ENTA L HEALTH I.! HOPTIS T 
2 4 0 
3 1l 07 HLTH il 95 0 1 NUTRITION ,.,,Uf;: KShOP 2 SEP.f'JUU,, G 
GRADHHl OPTION~ SU-REO SPECIAL FEES 
BEGIN/ENG D~TE ['t:,/£~, - nt/2° 
HT11RF 09 0 0 -l tJ UfJ [6 B l 07 
31417 HLTH SC·S* 0 1 MOOu MOU IFYI NG SUBST 3 OSl:.NOORF F 
l"ih'RF 09 1 5 -1 025 H.i.H 2112 
31.! DS HLTH 5 0 2 0 1 [NV l PON t', ENTAL HEALTH HOR T IS T 
Hh RF 09 15-1025 HAH 2 4 U 
3ilOB HLTH ~95 0 1 NU TRI TIVN WOQKSHOP 2 ~ERnu L A G 
GRADIN G OP TI ONS Sll- ,HO SPECIAL FEES 
BEGll--t/EN:J Db.T E 06 /2:l- Ob/29 
HT .. RF 090 '.J-lf> OCI E t:l Rl!"l7 
10, UQ 
10 . 0 0 
HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
C'H:F' lJ i;,. PT CR:,E SLCT C'.HJfiSE TI TL f HRS lNSTPUCTOR 111 
21Sl HU L li'>'"., :: 1 HU4PJ RELATI O~IS PT l 3 GILB ERT HELEN 
CY PLP ,-, J S ! O'J ( NLY 
SP~CH.L F [ <; 
CO- C:E0 1 .. ;l$ 1f 
(;RAD l~G OPTIONS SU-REQ 
9 . 75 
HU~L 497 2152 
MToi~ F ~ 9 J - 1:1 :i :'I ':l: El JO 
2153 HLJ ,.;, L ti<,€, J 2 HU'4A~; Rt: LATI O~S P T 1 3 
SY PER1'1SSI N (.;'-<LY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
SnCIAL Fr:c: 9.7 5 
C0-1-iECJJSI T 2 HUl<L l.!97 21:; 11 
MT., RF ,; <,r,J 1r, <, rJ !: B All 9 
21 52 HU1l 497 ~ l HU'1AI\ R;.:LAT!Or-.S P T 2 3 b--iL9ERT HELEN 
av ::oe:,hdSS]Or.. V"4LY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REQ 
SPlCIAL F'.. t. S 9.75 
CO-h'EC' UIS !TF ~ HU RL '1 9c, 21Sl 
MTw RF 11 '1 0 - 12 5 '.:1 Ee 8 1'1 8 
2154 HU~ L '+'77 C 2 HUMO.t; RlLATLONS PT 2 3 
BY PERMI:. S ION O'-lLY GRADH.iG OPTIONS SU-REQ 
s 0 £CIAL f't::S 'L7 S 
CO-RfOUISIF 2 HUKL 149 t, 21~3 
Mh' Rf ll') ;J - 1? :: ·1 r:e All9 
2Hi 0 HU'.>L il 9B r.l :)C: Vl L ~ C!~ .Al ;:iEASONlr. ti RISBERG DOUGLAS 
DEGJr-;/E.~D O~T[ 06 1.:6-0 7/14 
MTWPF [' 9'1 0 - 11 5 '1 E3 411 0 
21:,6 HUR L 5'16 ') l HU~~.N cn:LATIONS PT 1 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY 0 E.P"I I SSION ON LY GRAl.lH.G OPTIONS SU - REO 
SPE CIAL F':~S 9 .7 '; 
CO - REOulStT E l. HUR L 597 2157 
l', T.,RF :l '}flC'- 1 '1~~ (G B11 8 
21 58 1-1u:iL 59~ !'J2 HU'H, .", RE. LATl :'.//lS f"T 1 3 
BY P[RMI!)SION ONLY GRO.Oit.G OPTIONS SU -REO 
SPECio. L F E E~ 9 .7 3 
CO-PEOU!STTE 2 HUR L 597 2159 
"1hPF 0 9CC -1 CS O E b All9 
2157 HU RL S'-17 11 1 HUl~AN IH .. L.ATI Cl~S PT 2 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY PEP.~.ISSION O...,LY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC 
SPE CIAL F EES 9 . 7 5 
CO- REQUI SITE 2 HURL 596 2156 
HT;.t;lF ll Cl0 - 1250 [I) BFIS 
2159 HUH ~97 C2 HU:-IAN Rt.LATIONS PT 2 3 
BY' PER..,, ISSION O.._,LY GRADING OPTIO"IS SU - REC 
srECIAL FEES 9 , 7 5 
CO-REOVISITF 2 HURL 59b 215 A 
hhRF ll •~0 -1? 50 fE .0.119 
2161 HURL 598 Ctl OE\l~l !-10RAL REASONI N II RISBERG DOUGLAS 
BEG IN/ E.ND OAT [ Ob / 26 - D7 /lti 
MTfr RF 0 9ro - 11:i o E:B All O 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CRE!" DEP T CR!:>E SECT COURSE TITLE HR-S INSTRUCTOR lf1 
2102 HU=1L l.!<;f> 03 HUMAN PLLATIONS PT 1 3 HELUilG DAVE 
BY PERKI~SION ON LY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REO 
SPECIAL FfES 9 .7 5 
CO - REQUISITE 2 HURL '197 2 163 
Mh' RF 0 730-0920 Et B l ::18 
2164 HU RL il96 Oil HUHA~ Rc:LATIONS P T 1 3 GILl3£RT HELEN 
BY PERMISSION O~ L Y 
SPEC IAL F~ES 
co-REOuISITE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU -REO 
9 , 7S 
2 HUR L 497 2165 
MhRf 0730-09~0 Eb A 11 9 
2103 HUC! L '+97 03 HU"1AN qE..LA T IONS P T 2 3 HELLWIG DAYE 
BY PEIH\ISSION 0NLY GRADING OPTIONS SlJ-REO 
SPECIAL FEES 9 . 75 
CO- REOUI SIT E 2 HURL 49b 2lb2 
HhRF 0 93U-ll 20 Eb [Hr'J8 
2 l b5 HUR L ti97 04 HU~A~J RELA T!OtiS PT 2 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY PERMISSJOti ON LY 
SPECIAL FfES 
CO - REOUISITE 
GRADI NG OPTIONS SU-REC 
t',hRF 0 930-1120 ES 
2 16b HUR L 596 
BY PfR~I SS I OI\ ON LY 
SPECUL F':ES 
CO-REQU15 IH 
9 . 7 5 
2 HURL 490 2161.! 
t.119 
n3 HUM .c t, Rl.LA T IONS PT 1 3 HELLWIG DAVE 
GRAOH1G OPTIONS 
9 . 7 5 
hURL 597 2lb7 
~T.:RF 0 71 !:'l -092 0 [6 R l'18 
SU -RE O 
CREF DEPT Ck>E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRU~TOR ijl 
232 .. ENGL 548 01 NEW FICTI Of<.: 4 LU NDQUIST J 
hh1Rf 1245-1415 PA 2 71 
2305 ENGL S<,S !Jl CREAT WRIT P('IET FICT 3 MEISSNE R W 
GRADIN G OPTIONS SU-R E.O PEGIN/END DATE 06/ 11-06/22 
HTWr:lF 1~45-lb lO 
23 0 7 Ehi GL S95 CZ GRAMl', AR REVIE'ir, 
BEGIN/ENC DATE 06/1 1-0b/26 
HTWPF Q',115 -1 215 
23 0 9 (NGL 595 03 CO MPOS INVENTIO N 
BEG IN/U.O DATE 06/27 - 07 /1 3 
f1TW PF 0915 -1 2 1 5 
2325 Et--iGL 689 01 SUI 20C 9RJTISH LIT 
l'lhRF 0730 - 0900 f..' 2 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CRE.F DEPT CRS( SECT COURSE TITL E 
2326 [t,,G L 1 2 4 0 1 INTR O TO LIHRATURE 
t1TW RF 07 .30 - 09(;0 R 2D2 
2327 ENGL lb2 03 WR ITTE N CO~POS ITIO"I 
Hh RF 09 15-1045 R 202 
232 8 ENGL 16 3• . 0 4 co-.ip os SH ALL TClo'NS 
HH. RF 11 0 0 -1 230 R 2C'2 
23 29 EN GL 2 2 1 03 
HT.H 0915-1025 PA 
INTRO TO PO t. TRY 
223 
3 t,;EITH P 
3 ABAPTIS C 
4 OTTO 0 
HRS INSTRUCTOQ #l 
4 VANPE LT L 
4 VANP ELT L 
4 MELT ON J 
3 LEJA 1,, 
2 330 
MhRF 
ENG L 2 ~2 01 MOOEJ.:N AM WRITE RS I 3 VANPELT E 
0 730- 08 40 R 102 FITZGERALD , HEMINGWAY , OTHERS 
2 3 31 
HTloiRF 
ENGL 277 0 1 
11 00 -1 210 PA 
17C 1 0 k[STORATION 
223 
3 LEJA A 
2332 ENG L 3S3 0 1 LIT FOR ~OOLE SCE NTS 3 RYl At-.OEP J 
.-.T.RF 0 730-0 840 R 2 
2333 
KTWRF 
[t,,Gl 4<+8 .. 02 
0730 -0 ?U0 R 
ARTH U.? lt.N L [G E:.NO 
2!Jf:. 
'l MEL TO N J 
2310 ENGL '+ 9 5 04 COMPUTER A I IN COMP 3 TO SH W 
BE G IN/ENC, DATE IJ7/16-G7/3I 
HTwRF 09 1 5 -1 2 15 
2312 ENGL '+0 5 05 COMP I N SEC SCH ENG L: 3 RY LANDE R J 
BEGIN/ENO DAT ~ 08 /fll- 08/ 17 E XERCISE EXCHANGE & EVALUATION 
HT WRF 0915-1215 
233'1 ENGL 548 02 ARTHURIAN L E.GENO 'l MEL TON J 
Hh RF 0 730- 09[,0 R 206 
23 11 ENGL 595 O'l COMP UTER A I IN COMP 3 TO SH W 
BEGI N/ END DATE n111 0 - n7/3 l 
HTW RF 0915-1215 
23 13 ENGL 595 05 cor-,P IN SEC SCH ENG L : 3 RYUN OEP J 
BEGIN/EIIID DA TE 08/i.J l-D8/17 EXERCISE EXCHANGE & EVALUATION 
t1Tltll?F 0915- 1215 
2335 ENGL 666 0 1 FA ULKhEF< 'l VANPELT E 
MhRF 09 1~ - 10115 :? 1 0 2 
FRENCH/FIRST TERM 
CREF .D[pT CR~E SEC T COURSE TIT U: HRS INSTRUC TOR "1 
27 01 F l1EN 13 1 0 1 ELEMft1URY F R I '4 LA NG EN WILLIAM 
HTw RF J B0- 0915 P A 223 
GEOGRAPHY/FULL TERM 
LRH OE.PT CR:..E SlCT COURSE TITL L HRS 111. STfil' ~ TOR Ill 
COPPOCK H A 2871 Gt.CG 444 0 1 INTE:>?l~SHJP - PIHC GEOG \IP 
BY PER,.., I SSlO>t ONLY 
HOUF! S AIHHt•ViED 
21 
CREF DEPT CRSE. SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
34 06 HLTH 625 C l SUPEPVISIOr~ SCHOO L 3 OSENDORF F 
HTwPF ll :J0-1210 HAH 21&2 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CQ£F DEPT CQSf. SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INS TR UC TOQ 111 
3413 HLTH 125 02 H£HTH t:OUCATlON 3 TE~i;,y P 
MhJ.IF 0730-0Ml&O HAH 2 U2 
34l 'l HLTH 305 0 1 SAFlTY EDUCATION I& SE ADULA G 
MTWRf 0730 - 0905 j,,jAH 2qJ 
3415 HLTH 'l OS • l l 2 MOOD HOl.JIFYlt-.6 ~U3 ST 3 TERRY P 
MTwR F 09 1 5-1 025 HAH zqz 
3llll HLTH 4 95 'J2 SEATTLE FOLL01<1UP 1 OSEIIIGORF F 
BY P ER MISSI ON (I NLY BEGIN/ENO OA T[ 07/16 - 0 7/16 
09~0 -1 6UO AMC 
34iJ9 HLTH 'l 95 03 PR IMARY GR AD ES WKSHP 2 OSENDORF F 
BY PERMI SSION Ot-l LY ~EGI~//ENO OAT~ 07/16-07121) 
MT. RF 090lJ •l 6~J HAH 2J5 
31118 HLTH 4 95 1) 4 SCHOO L HLTH ED WMSHP 3 SER DULA G 
GPAOI NG 0 °TI O~S Sil - REC BEGIN/[NO OATE 01/23 - 0 7/31 
MTIIIRF 0930 - l bCtll EB a 1 n7 
3"16 HLTH 5L5 • G2 HOO D MOi)IFYING SUBS T 3 T[ RQY P 
MTWRF 09 1 5-tn 25 HAH 2 11 2 
3412 HLTH 595 IJ2 S[A TTLE FOLLOW UP 1 OSENDOR F F 
BY PERMI SSION ON L Y AEG IN/ END OA TE 07 /lb- 0 7/1 6 
M 0900 -1 600 A,..,C 
3llllJ HLT H !i95 03 PRIMARY GRADES lo/KSHP 2 OSENDOR F F 
BY PERHI SSION UNLY 
MhRF U91"l0- 16UO HA H 
BEGIN/ENO OAE 07/lb - 0 7/20 
2 35 
3"+19 HLTH 595 0 1& SC HOOL HLTH EO WKSi.lP 3 
GPADI NG OP TI ON$ ~U - IHC BEGIN/ENO DA TE 0 7U3- 0 7/31 
MT., RF o~niJ -P,UO f P BHJ7 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
CPEF DEPT CASE SEC T COUJ'<S[ TI Tlf 
3103 HlST 14 0 ('1 1 M 1ERIC A TO UH,S 
MhRF 0730 - 0 9[ 0 SH 2 2 5 
31 0 6 HIS T 202 0 1 
HlwRF 11 00 -1 2.::0 SH 
31 0 4 HlST 3 4 6 0 1 
TR 1800 - 201.15 SH 
3 1 G9 HlST 35 2 0 1 
p,,TwRF 1 100 -1 230 S11 
3111 HIST 4 06 Q I 
l':HiF 0 915-1045 SN 
EUDO F-E 1715-187 0 
,2 1 
Ml~N[SOTA 
2 2 J 
N~TIVl AMEJ:'! CANS 
2? 3 
SE M 1-1,00[R N /!FRICA 
2 25 A 
311"+ HIST SU. (1 1 SE'-' r,C.OLRN HRIO 
MTF.-F OS.1~ - 104 5 SH 225.t. 
3 11 3 HIST b51 G l Rt,(i t>.ATlVE Al'[I.ICAN S 
HOURS ARR6NG[D 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CR!J DEP T CQ SE S[C T CCIURS£ TITL E 
3 102 HI~ T l"+I 0 1 US SI NCE 1&65 
MT.;Rf 09 15-1011 5 SH 2?3 
HRS l ►IS T RUC TO P #J 
u PL UTH £ 
q NAYE NG A P 
3 MASSM&NtJ J 
'l PL UTH f. 
3 NAYEN GA P 
3 tloA Yf.NG,. P 
PLU TH E 
HRS INSTRUCTOQ #1 
"+ PET f. RSON Ii 
3 1 le 
MT wRF 
HIST 2 UO 0 1 ANClH,T CIVILIZ/ITIO,,., 4 LA1<1 SON V 
3112 
M T!<JRF 
3 11 9 
MT ~AF 
ll D0 -1 2 30 SH 
HIS T 3 2 3 :'.J l 
09 15 -1 0 1.15 SH 
HI S T 3 "+ 2 0 1 
0 7 3G - □ 9 L rl SH 
221 
,tEO Eue?J PE 325 -1 50!1 I& LAWSON \I 
22 1 
CIV Ir.AP + RECON 3 q OVER Y O 1 
22; 
3 1:.'C HI ST !dS 0 1 ROG.> ANCIEN T KOME 3 LA,. SON V 
HO URS /o Ri? AN GEf) 
3115 HIST 65 1 !"2 R(Jr;S Al'I i<ECONS TRUCT J OIIE P. Y 0 
HOURS 6RkA.\GEO 
CREF DEPT CR,E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ni 
216f! HUQ L 59 6 0'1 HUIHN RELATIONS PT 1 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY GRADING OPTION S SU-REU 
SPECIAL F f. ES 9 0 75 
CO- REQ UISITE 2 HURL S97 2169 
MH1R F 0 730-0 Q20 Eti Al 19 
2167 HUQL 597 03 HU"4,t.N PELATI OJ.IS PT 2 3 HELLWIG DAVE 
BY PEP.MISSIOPI. ON LY t:RiOING OPTIONS SU - REC 
SPECIAL F EES CJ . 75 
CO-REO UJSIT E 2 HU ~L 59b 216b 
MTW RF 0930 -112 0 fb Bl US 
2lf.i 9 HU ~ L 5'77 0 4 HU"'AN Q( LATIONS PT 2 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY PERKISSION ON L Y GR4DING OPTION S 
SPECIAL Ff[ S 9.75 
CO-REQuI SI TE HURL ~96 2lli€ 
HhRf O'i13Ct -11 211 El:- Al19 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FULL TERM 
CR [ F [.,£ PT ci.sE S[C l COUF!SE TITL E 
3FII ~8 J lloD 'l98 0 1 IP.. TERNSHI P 
6Y P[AMI~ SION UNLY 
hOURS ARR6 floGfO 
3!3t>3 H.G 59S 0 1 HJTERNSHIP 
BY PE RM I SSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRA~G EO 
HRS I NS TRU CTO P •1 
VR BR AU~ T 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
VR BRjUN T 
GRADING OP TIONS 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CRE F DEPT CRSE SlCT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
3A4 l 1'D 1 .51 
MTWR F . C9 1 S-l n 4 'i HH 
38l! 2 11\ IJ 1 bl 
Ml1d(F 0 730-09 0 0 HH 
0 1 
0 1 




3 B43 IND l t:9 0 1 T OO L S + MACHltloES 
MhRF lPJ0-12 00 HH 1 1'J 9 
38 32 
J P 
IN ') 19 2 
l B•,0 - 2 13 ".J HH 
0 1 ttO !) ERN TECH + CIVIL 
2 lO 
3 SANT ALA C 
3 SANTALA C 
l SANTALA C 
'l · ~Y AN R 
SU-REQ 
SU - REC 
SU - RH, 
3845 Il; O 2 1n 0 1 U?HCILST[RY 2 \16N OU[l'.ELBERG A 
MHRF 11 '10 - 12 15 HH 215 
38'l6 
MT wRF 
l~D 2L 'l• C l 
11 0 0 - 12 31') HH 




INf) 2411 ('1 1 WEL DING I 2 VAN OUEKE LBE RG A 
. 3811 B 
~. T'o. RF 
38 4 9 
MhQF 
0 73C - 0 8 4~ HH 
INO 32 1 r l 
n 1s-1 0 1s HH 
I t-. n 3 .2 1 C2 
1.50(, -lll L) rJ HH 
1 22 
EL EM SCHOO L IND AR T S 2 NAL TON H 
2 25 
EL fM SCHOO L It-ID ARTS 2 WAL T ON H 
2 2 ~ 
38 33 H JO ~51• C l COU~SE CO NSTRUCTI ON 3 KE MP 1,· 
Mh RF 09 15-1'1 25 HH 113 
38 $ 3 IN D U27• 0 1 GR.!PHlC tRTS PR O!') \IQ KEMP W 
BY P(Q MISSIO~l UN LY GR ADHG OPTION S 
HO UPS A~r! ANG[f'I 
38.54 I tl. fJ 'l :i2 fll LA'3 Plf\:G + SAFE TY 2 WHTON H 
MhRF ll 'J0 - 12 0 ~ HH 12 J 
3P.~6 1:,.., 4 93 '.J l IN S TIT U TION THER.tPY 8 i3RAUN T 
BY PE Rt\lS.SIO~I ON LY GRAO iP..G OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRA'"'lG(n 
3€3 □ !N ".'t 11 95 i: 1 PA Tf.1~/".l< .'iG + F Ou rrnRY 3 NESTEL G 
UU T N/ (r,,0 DATE Q7/ [. 5 - '17/l 3 
,_.,h Rf D915 -ll, f, !l HH l ?.2 
3 f- 35 Ir.~ 5~2 :-0 1 L~~ PLN i, + S.H[TY 2 •ALTO~ H 
~.r.. ° F 1u1a - 12 c o HH 1 20 
Je3 1 IN D 5QS Cl PATRNMKt,jG + fOU~ORY 3 NES T( L G 
BEGIN/ E._ D O~ TE 07 / U~ - n7/13 
Mli. RF 0 9 1 5 - 16 U1 HH 1 22 
SU -RE C 
su - REQ 
3%5 I~D f,iS Jl SE'1l"-'AP !MPL CURR 2 11•N CUEl<ELBERG A 
MTwRF 0 91 5 - tn ~JD HH 1 2..; 
22 
CREF DEPT CR:.E S!:.CT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRU CTOR Ul 
3!1.t,6 l'W t,4 0 0 1 T ECH p ~•u~ ~P,UFAC T /~[$HL r. 
HT .. PF 0 73 D- 09i..'O HM 1 2 " 
3 8 Jb !N O 605 0 1 T ECH F-RU EI CO~I ST H U C T 
TR t an □ - 21 30 H H 1 11'>' 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CQEF DEPf CRSE SECT CO URSE TITL E HRS IN S TRUCT0° #l 
3134 q 
M l',, R F 
3850 
M T~ lff 




H: D l 13 1 fJ l 
ll ')O -1 2JO HH 
1N0 3t.5 0 1 
1£ 3 LJ - 1U CO I-IH 
H, O 39 4 0 1 
!J730 - 0B 4rl HH 
I r-.i n li 1 7 CJ l 
0915 -1 025 HH 
S HALL GAS ( t,, (i ll\! ES 
1 2 1 
PLASTIC~ T;:C HNfJL OG Y 
'1 l 
S AS AUH1 S YS + MAI "J T 
1 2 1 
O:::!G + 6 U OF !NO -ED UC 
lll 
2 OJ OR II. L UNO L 
3 ~JO RKLU NO L 
3 SCH\o/ ALL ER A 
3 B J Ofl KLlJ NO L 
38 5 4 IND 1\31 J l E \IA L IN mo SUB J EC T S 3 l.A CPO IX If 
MT•R F 0 730 - Gij 4 0 HH 1 2 0 
3 83 7 rr--n. 4 34 * Cl SO L [HR FA e + I"-: S TL 3 '3EHGS TROM P 
BE GI N/E ND DA TE 08 / 02 - 08 /17 
t-'. T,. Rf 0 915 -1 215 HH tr 9 
38 5 5 HW 4 3q 01 ENf.:R CONS RlS CONST 3 dERGS T RO M P 
MhRF o n o - □ 9 C 0 HH 1 09 
3 839 INO IH \ 4 0 1 SOL ENE~ CONC + O[S 3 SCHW AL LER A 
BEGIN/ENO DAT E (1 7/1 7 - 0C./ O l 
MhRF 0915 -1 13 5 HH 121 
3 85 7 IND ti93 02 I NS TITU T I ON THERAP Y B B RAUN T 
B Y P ERMISS ION C "I L Y 
HO URS A RRAJIIGEO 
fiRAOING OP TION S 
3 8b0 INO 5 17 0 1 0!1G + t> O OF IND EDUC OJORl< L UNO L 
HT.RF 0 91 5 -1 □ 25 HH 1 1 3 
386 1 IND 531 C l EVAL IN TN O SUBJEC T S 3 LACROIX W 
HT ir.'RF 0 73 0 - 0tl. 4 .□ H H 12:J 
383 8 IN n 53 4• 0 1 SO L E N[ R FA 6 + INSTL 3 B ERGSTRO M P 
BE GIN/ E NO D ATE 08/li2 - 08 /17 
Mh RF 09 1 5 -1 215 HH 1 ') 9 
38b2 I ND 538 0 1 ENER CONS RES CONST 3 6£1,IGS T QOM P 
MT. RF 0710 - ll9[,Q HH 1 09 
38'+0 I N D 58'+ 0 1 SUL (NER cor.c + DE S 3 SCHWALLER A 
BE G IN/ END Ot.Tf 07/17 - 08 / 0 1 
MH. RF 09 1 5 -1 135 HH 1 2 1 
S U-Q EQ 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION (IM)/FIRST TERM 
-CRE.F DEP T CPS( S LC l CO URS E. r°IlL t. ~ HRS lNS TR iJCTOP #1 -
35:d I M 1L4 0 1 IN T RO L £ ARN Rt.SOURCE ?. J ENSEN HARLAN 
GR.ti.DIN G OPTIOtlS S U -REO 
Mh R F 0 91 5 -1 0 00 Cl-t 1 3u 
3 55 4 IH 4 6R 0 1 MEDI.A ►1AT 3 STAF F 
MT\ilRF 0 7 3U- 0900 Ch 13'+ 
3555 I M ii oa 02 Hf.DIA HAT 3 STAFF 
MTlilRF 0 915 -l 0 4'i CH 13 4 
3577 IM '+71 C.il PHP OF !H 
~[GI N/ENO DAT E 07 1 02 - 0 7/1 3 
Hh RF 
3558 
HH.i R F 
1300 - l 7 Li 0 CH 
IH '+ 73 





350 0 IM '+75 0 1 A OMI N F lJNC 
BEGIN/ENO DATE %/25 - 07 /13 
Hh RF 110 0 -135 0 CH 1 3 0 
3562 IM 476 0 1 SE L EC T MA T 
BEGIN/ E NO OA H 06/12 - 0 6/22 
HT WRF 11 00 -1ii s s CH 1::!0 
3552 IH 5 1 0 0 1 EDUCATIONAL T OUR 
BY P ERMISSION ON LY 
BE GHI/E.NO DA TE 06/14-06/28 
HOURS ARRANGED 
4 N E LS ON J MICHAEL 
4 NELSON J ~ICHHL 
4 HILL FRED 
4 KEAB L E DOREEN 
3 SCHU L ZETENBERG ANT 
GRADING OPT I ONS su - REQ 
CRE.F OE.PT CKSE SECT CUUR SE TITLE 
35e 2 ]M 57?- tll If. CH P i?JC l 
BE1.:i P I//Er,~ C.4Tf '.1 7/ 17 - '>, t l"! 
l' T wF<'f l43 C - l Oi J C H l "t> 
35 b 3 1 11 6l'4 !1 1 If" 11\i SOC I E T Y 
£,EGIN / ~1~[.; Gt.TE: 8 7/17 - ':'13 / (.1 _~ 
~11 i. ~F 
3 50 ii 
" 
l.1 '.:H.J - 12~5 CH 
1 M 6 1 5 
H, IG - 2 14 5 CH 
C l 
l :? S 
MO TI ON 1-' lC T I 
12:: 
3593 II', f.5& 0 1 RE F ~R;;.NCE 
MTI.PF l l CG - 1 2 1 \1 CH 1 ?5 
3 1;,85 IM 639 l'.' l Rf:4u LIS V[ £ \,, 
E:,[t, Jt./ E~D DATE J 7/17 - n 7/27 
Mlw ;" F 0 7 30-112 :0 CH 13 J 
35t7 It', 6411 Cl S TClfs'tiGf I 
b[C:, JN/ tr,o D .t. TE !)7 /17 - f)O / l fj 
Mh RF 1 1 :1!'.l - 12 30 CH 134 
356b I~- &SS ': l SYTf. "i S U f S I G'i 
BEGINl:::NO Of>TE 07 / 1 7- ns 11 n 
Mli. h F 14 30 - 1 0 0 0 0-1 1 2 5 
3568 1H f.. t:O CiZ J .iiT E ::?~, ,;, h IP 
BY PERMISS I ON O'~LY 
H OURS A RR ANGED 
~ 5C9 IM 6 b l 
BY PC:RMIS SION ONLY 
H OURS ARRA NH[l 
3 59 2 IM 6H:? 
BY PERMISSION U'~LY 
HOU R S A R fHNGEI; 
0 2 REAUINGS 
02 RESEARCH 
HRS I NSTRU<.:TOH #1 
3 HE D IN 3.JN ' JIE 
3 HILL Fnr.o 
J O~~P H SON RICH 
CL AQK':: ~J OPMA/1.i 
GU I O 3 BUSSE L b. ,. D[NCE 
3 RYDBERG O ftVI O 
3 F I E L DS C E."l ~ IS 
VR STAFF 
3 S T fl FF 
V R S TA F F 
35 73 ]M 6'3 0 4 SE'1 OIHL • H~D OOCUM 2 CLAl?l<F.' NO PH, AN 
GRADING OP TI ONS SI J- RE'1 PEGIN/ENO OATE 07 /17- CJ7 /27 
Mh' RF l4 3 iJ -l bJ') C H 13'+ 
3 595 IM f, 8 3 Of: SEM A C !:'! • MAINT EOU IP 2 J ENSE N HARLAN 
G R ADl "IG OP TI ON S SU - REO P.EG I"J/ f.NO nnE □ 1111- a1121 
HlwR F C9 1 5 - 111 5 CH l :?t, 
3591 11'1 6M4 0 1 F H L C S T UD~ VF! STAFF 
S Y PERMISS I ON ONLI" GIHO I NG OP T IONS SU-R£0 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
MANAGEMENT/FIRST TERM 
C REF D E. P T CRSE s([f" - L .OURSf TITL- E H RS lJliSTRUCTOR ltl 
"3 Gl MG~F 36 1 0 1 ~ G'1T PRlN + PRACTICE 4 S l<AL BE CK eRUCE 
Ht.. R F 0 915 - 11'145 RB 2 1 8 
4 3 GB MGMF 3b2 0 1 Pl:: RSONNE L A UM IN 
MTI. R r 1"30-16 0 0 8 ~, 21 8 
'+31 0 MGMF 363 0 1 PR OD UCT ION MGH T 
MH,RF 073D - 0900 Bl< 320 
4313 MG,..f 37 1 G l HA N A G( RIA L FH.ANCE 
Mh RF u n □ -1 230 BB 320 
431 9 MG ,..F 373 Cl I NV E S H H:N T PDIN 
Hh PF 124 5 -1 415 BE. 2 1 0 
'+32 2 11C:, ►1 F 3 78 Cl REAL ESTHE PRI N 
Hh RF 1 100 -1 2.50 BC li d 
4 3 2 R 
MH.RF 
4 3 3" 
MTw R F 
"3 3e 
HHiRF 
Ii 3 39 
MhRF 
4 341 
H T WRF 
4 3 35 
Mh RF 
t-', C, "'IF 4 t>2 0 1 
1 2 45-141 5 BE. 
MGMF '+07 C l 
0730 - 09UD flB 
MG~F ti 6A 0 1 
□ 9 1 5 - J01j5 86 
HGMF 4 68 0 2 
11 00 -1 230 PB 
S M~LL 9 USHJESS HG HT 
3 ~o 
ORGAN TH F.O PY 
2 1 , 
BUS i t. ESS POLICIES 
32:J . 
BUSHJ£SS PO LICIES 
n s 
HG MF '+71 0 1 CORP FIN POLICIE S 
U9 1 S-1 0 " 5 Bb 
~Gt-4F 507 0 1 
073 0 - 09[;0 Bb 
11 6 
O~GAN THE OR Y 
2 1 8 
4 BURNES B RU C E 
ii SULBECK BRUCf 
" CHRIS TI AN SEN ROLF 
'+ CHR I S TIA~SEN RO Lr 
4 MO OD Y GEOl?G[ 
'+ B U RN ES B RUCE 
Ii kriE N hORTH DARRE L L 
'+ VORA JAY 
4 VOR A JAY 
4 MO OD Y GEQQGf 
4 lifENTWORTH DARRE LL 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CRlf Dt." T (.,~· :,i: Sc.C T l OUl,'.:::.E llT L f . HRS lt,,S T RUCTOP 
4 ~2 0 ,..l'i {iF, 7 3r.; 0 3 P.U(" I N i:.S'.:::, Lf> 1oo 4 C AL HOUN R 
J-\T',, GF 1.:1.1 ~ - 1 1< 1 :0 !:!ti ~19 
4 52 1 ~~r. GB .~2~l '~ l J r,.TRC, T C HAl.'K[ TI NG '+ S TAFF 
r-tTl<I R F C.,9t5 - 1 Ll ➔ 5 Pf. 3 1 9 
4 5 22 
MT 1o;N f 
" 5 2 3 
MT ~ R F 
4 524 




/-lh q F 
MK Gb 3;,:n 
lZ4~: - 1415 
C2 
MKG B 3.: 1* 112 
1"3) - 16 [ ,0 Al, 
MII. G~ 3.;zi, U l 
1 1 1[ -12 } □ f-8 
"' 11. Gb .?23« C2 
0:,,15 - 1 04S 8b 
"' K GB 3.56 ~I L 
0730 - Q9 UO Pc 
H iT RO T C MO.HK [ T it; t, 
3 '2 2 
CU"ISUl',[J:; bE HAVI OR 
319 
4 STAFF 
4 S TAFF 
, 
IN TR O T O A O\I E"R TI S I "JG 4 BENSON R 
3 1 9 
P[R.:,Ot<.AL S E LLIN G 
3 22 
tlU5l~ESS L A i. 
3 1 9 
'+ STA HL EC l< EQ W 
II C ALH OUN R 
4 52 7 H KG E 4 23• Cl AOV!:RTISING ,..Gl't T " l::IENSON R 
HTw R F 09 1 S - 1n ii 5 k , 11 9A 
4 530 MIi. GS 11'118• D l 
IH PERH I SSl(l N UNLY 
HO UQS ARRANGED 
SMf.. L L R:.-S CA SE ANALY ti STAHLECKER W 
45 2B I-I KGC ~-.':. 3• 0 1 ADVLq TISI NG ~G,.. T '+ B E NSON R 
Mh ,RF 09 1 5 - lOi. S t'n l lQA 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CRt:: F- DEP T CRSE SEC T CO U F::SE TIT L E HRS I N STRUC TOR #l 
l'+iJl C 0 '1M ?20 0 1 I iHR O T o MA SS CO~M 4 V OE L KER F 
MTWRF 0915 -1 043 P A 2 .?3 
1'+ 0 3 C O"!H 31.9 0 1 PR 6 CT I CE IN P. AOIO 1 MONTESANO R 
IH p[qM I S~!CN ONLY 
HOUP.S ARRANGED LA B A RR ANGED 
14 0 4 C O"I M 3L 9 02 P ~ at.TIC£ IN R ADIO 2 MON T ES A N O R 
B Y P [~t-: 1 SSIO'-/ ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
14US co~. M 3 ()9 
BY P E RMIS S IO~J Or!LY 
H OURS ARRA NGED 
14 0 6 CCi~M 3iJ9 
BY PERMISSI CN ON L Y 
H OURS AP.RA NGED 
14 1 1 CU!1M 3' 33 
HT ~ R F 124 5 - lljl 5 PA 
1 4 1 2 C0'1M 371 





PRACTICE. IN TV 
PR ACT ICE IN TV 
ANNOUNCING 
Z23 
LAB APR AN G[ D 
l BRYCE E 
LA B ARRANGED 
2 BRYCE E 
LA B AR R ANGED 
4 BRYCE S 
R ADI O BROA DCASTING I ti MON TESA NO R 
1 3d 
1111 3 CC'1 M 'l U9 01 ADV PRAt I N PAOIO 1 MONTESANO R 
BY PERM IS S I ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN GED LH A RRANG E. □ 
1414 CO~M II LJ 9 02 A O\I Pl.A C IN R ADIO 2 MONTES A MO R 
B Y P E RM I SSICN ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN GED LAB ARRANGED 
1111 5 C OMM 4 (i 9 0 3 ADV PR A C IN TV l BRYCE E 
S Y PERMIS SION ONLY 
HOU RS ARRAN GED LA B ARR ANGED 
1416 CO "M '+ U9 
BY F'E RMI SSION ONL Y 
HOU RS ARRANGED 
[1 4 
14 21 co~,M IISS 0 1 
SPECIAL FEES 
MT 111R F □ 9 1 5 -111 5 PA 
14 22 CO~H '+ 9 5 02 
~P E CIAL FEES 
"1T WRF 09 15- 1 215 PA 
1423 C OM M 4 c;,5 IJ3 
SPE CIAL FEES. 
"1TiiR (1900 -l'+ SO PA 
ADV P R AC IN T\i 2 BRYCE E 
LAS ARRANGED 
T '.' ~PTG/E D T G /PROO 2 BRYCE E 
10 . 110 8[ GIN/ENO DATE 06/ 1 8 - □ 7113 
1 SB 
TV RP T G/[O T G/P RO D 4 BRYCE E 
10. 00 8£ GIN/END D ATE 06/18 -07/13 
1 sa 
C0Mt1UNITY / EDUC PR 2 DESA~ TO R 
l!J.00 8EGIN /ENO DATE 06/18-06 /22 
223 F 0915- 145 0 SH 12 9 
CREF DEPT CHSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
3576 l"1 571 01 PREP OF IH 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/02-07/13 
HTlrlRF 13 QO -l7 00 CH 1 2b 
35 59 
HT,Hff 




3561 IM 575 01 AO>l!N FUNC 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/25-07/13 
HTW RF lHl0-13 50 CH 1 JO 
3563 IH SH, 03 SELECT MA T 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/ 12-06/22 
MHI RF ll 00 -H 50 CH 1 30 
3561+ HI 606 0 1 ORG ANO SUPV 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/25 - 07/13 
Mh RF 11430-1&25 CH 130 
35b5 IM 60A 01 RSCH HETH 




18(1 0 - 2045 CH 
01 TV IN IH 
12 5 
3569 IM bbl 01 TR ENDS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/12 - 06/22 
HTWRF 1500-1800 CH 13 0 
35H IM 680 01 INTERNSHIP 
BY PERHISSION O"ILY 
HO URS ARRANGED 
3575 IH 681 01 READING S 
BY' PERMISSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3576 lH 682 01 ~ESEARCH 
6V PERMISSION ONLY' 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3570 HI 603 01 SEM MICRO COMP 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC 
TR l~l'J0-213 □ et1 1 25 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
3 NELSON J ,-,ICHAEL 
3 NELSON J MICHAEL 
3 HILL FRED 
3 l(EABLE DOPEEN 
3 SCHULZETENBERG ANT 
3 FIELDS DENNIS 
3 POLESAK FRED 
) JENSEN HARLAN 
VR STAFF 
3 STA FF 
VR STAFF 
3 JO SEPHSOJ\I RICH 
!H.GIN/fNC DATE 06/26-07/0b 
3571 IH 6d3 02 su• MEDIA F OR TEACH I.I SMf.LSf.R LAWR ENCE 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC BEGIN / ENO □ "-TE D0/25-D7/Db 
MTWRF 11 00 -1'+5 □ CH 134 
3572 IM 683 03 SE"I ADOL VP HATERALS 2 WES T BY' GEl;' ALD 
GRADING OPTIONS SU -REO BEGIN/END DATE □ 7102-07/13 
MTIIRF 11 00 -1 255 CH 126 
35&7 IM 6 & 3 0 5 SE>\ S TU FIU\ "4.AKER 2 TU RNER 11APY' LOUISE 
GQA OIN G OPTION S 
Hh RF t•n □ -163 □ CH 
SL' -R EQ e:EGIN/ENO DATE 06/12 - 06/22 
1 25 
359 0 I~ 0B3 0 7 SEM SPE CIALIST OEGQE. VR BER LI NG JOHN 
BY' PERrHSSION UNL Y' 
HOURS ARRANGED 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
(IM)/SECOND TERM 
CIITT 1IT"PT CfHE SECT COURSE TIT LE HRS I NS TRUCTOD 11:l 
35 5 6 IH 466 03 ~tnIA ~AT 3 STA FF 
HTwRF 0730 - 0900 CH 134 
3557 IM 4eiB 0 4 HEOP !'!AT 3 STAFF 
Hhl RF 0 915-1045 CH l 34 
3579 IH 477 01 BASIC Rt:F I.I JIESTBY GE~ALO 
BEGIN/EJ\ID O.A TF.: 8 7130-0 8/ 10 
HTW RF 0730-ll i.JO CH 130 
358 1 IM 478 0 1 TECH P~OC I It HE DI N BOJ\INIE 
BEGIN/END DATF: !J 7/l7- 06 /1 0 
t1Tl.iRF 1430-1 620 CH l ?U 
3594 IH 1+ .:! l 0 1 READ LIS VU GUIO It BUSS E L AWR[NCE 
BEGIN/ENO [l.ATf 0 7/1 0 - 07/27 
HT. RF 0730 -113 0 CH lEJ 
3580 lt1 577 0 1 BA'iIC '?LF 3 WE STBY GER ALD 
!!EGIN/E.N.J [;.A.TE 07 / 3 □ -nu1 a 
HhRF 07?D-1 1CO CH 130 
23 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1131+ 2 
MH.RF 
HGMF 571 Q l 
.J915 - El"15 Sb 
COQ P Fl ,\I POLICIES 
118 
MANAGEMENT/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT C~SE S~tC T COUPS[ TITL E: 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
11 MOODY' GEOPG[ 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
4302 11G"1F 301 0£ MG~T PRlt~ • PRACTICE 4 S"' ENS ON ALF 
MTWRF 0730 - 090D BB 
11303 MGM F 302 02 
MT~~F 09 1 5 -104 ~ F\6 
11304 MGMF 3ti3 G£ 
MTWRF 0 730- 09 0 0 80 
118 




4 RAJENOEP GAJ\IDI 
II 6ATOOPF LELAN D 
4312 MGi1F 370 0 1" ORG BEH AVION I N BUS 4 PA 6S T ALFRED 
MH.RF □ 73D-09UO E.b ,ns 
1+305 i-,G".F 371 C2 MANA GERIAL FINANCE 




0915 -1 (145 13 b 
0 1 RISK MGM T • INS 
1 18 
4 FARRELL Cl=!UHPTON 
4 SWENSON ALF 
li30t, M(,~F 4t5 0 1 MOT! O~ • TIME STUUI' 4 BAf □ ORF LfLAN □ 
MTWRF 1 100 -12 3 □ 86 320 
4307 MGMF l+b7 02 ORG THEORY II PABST ALFRED 
KTWRF 09 15-10115 Ab 218 
l!3ll MGMF 472 C l FINANCIAL INST '+ FARP£LL CQUMPTON 
MTIIIRF 110 □ -l2 3n Btl 2 18 
l!343 MC:iMF 477 0 1 STRATEGY • oqG 4 w[NH.OR TH DARRELL 
MhRF llOD-1230 P,i:. ll-8 
434C P'.G l'F 565 0 1 MOTION + TIM E STUDY 4 bA TOORF LELAND 
HTwRF 1100-12 30 Bb 3?. U 
4309 M(,Mf 5tl 7 02 ORG TH EO RY' 4 PABST ALFPE.D 
HH,;Rf 09 15- 10 45 P.E 2 18 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FULL TERM 
CRE.F OE:PT CR' S[ SE.CT CClJRSE TITL E HRS INSHcUCTOR Ill 
4515 HK GB 4411• 0 1 H:TEPNSHIP 16 STAHLECKER W 
BY PEPKISSI0N ON LY 
HOURS ARRANCE □ 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM · 
CRU- □tPT c~ n C~SE TITLE HRS U'tSTlWCTOQ #l 
45Gl MKG B 235 0 1 BUS INES ~ Lh' 
MH.RF 0 730- 0900 BB 319 
4502 ,..KGB 235 02 BUSH.•ESS LA "' 
HTl.'PF 09)5 -ln45 % 319 
45D3 1-'Kf-i:I 32() 03 IJ\ITRO T O MARl(ET!NG 
HTWRF 11 00 -1 230 es 319 
4 50 11 MIi. GB 3.21• 0 1 CONSUM~R BEHA'w'IOR 
Hh/RF C915-1Jll5 ea 322 
45 C5 MKGS 323• 01 PE RSONAL SELLING 
MhRF t'J915 -10 4S BS 3:?l 
45U6 HK GB 336 Cl 
MHI RF ll '.J0 -1 230 l:!B 
BUSINES~ lA1,j 
32' 
I.I BUCHANAN M 
4 SCHOFIELD R 
4 HODGDON J 
4 HODGDON J 
4 STAHLECKER W 
I+ SCHOFIELD R 
45C7 MKGB 4 2 :J • 0 1 RET AILH,G MANAGEMENT I.I STAFF 
HhRF 11 00 -1 230 Bb 
1+5 09 Mk(';6 4 25* 0 1 
MhRF 111:i:0-16 0 0 SE, 
li 5 13 Hf(SB 4 3 7 0 1 
MTWRF 09 15-liJIIS Bi:, 
4508 l'.KGB 5€0 * 0 1 
MTwRF ll □ D -1 23C Be. 
451 0 '1KGB 525+ 01 
MT.RF li+30-lb 0Cl Ab 
4 5 14 MK GB 537 0 1 
HhRF 09 15-tn4S Pf. 
119 a 




I.I SCHNEIDER K 
1 BUCHANAN M 
RETAILING HAt..'AGEMENT I.I STAF F 
119 6 




I+ SCHNEIDER K 
4 BUCHANAN "' 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
111 2 4 COMM 495 o• 
SPE. CIAL f EES 
Mh' 0 9 0 0-11+50 PA 
li+25 CO"l~I 595 0 3 
SPECIAL f'::E S 
MWRF 0900 -14 50 PA 
142 b COHM 595 0 4 
SPECIA L FEE S 





1 0 • 00 
223 
4 DESANTO R 
fl'EGIN/END DATE 06118-00/29 
~F 0915-ll!50 SH 129 
'2 DESANTO R 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/18-Db/22 
T 0915-145 0 SH 129 
CO~HUNITV/EDUC PR II OE.SA NTO R 
10. 00 8EGINIENO DATE 06/18-06/29 
129 TWR 0900-1450 PA 223 
MASS_COMMUNICATIONSJSECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR N1 
111 02 COl1M 273 01 fILM OOCUHENTARV ii BRYCE E 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07 /17-08/18 
HhRF 124 5 -llllS PA llJl 
ll! 07 COMM 3 09 OS PRACTIC E IN RADIO 1 MONTESANO R 
BY' PEPMISSIOtJ ONLY 
HOUR S ARRa.rvGED LA B ARRANGED 
14 08 CO!-lM 3 0 9 Ob PRa.CTICE I N RADIO 2 MONTESANO R 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOU RS ARRa./li GED LA B ARRANGED 
111 09 CO t"\M 3 0 9 07 PRACTict: IN TV l BRYCE E 
BY PERMISSION O~LY' 
HOURS AR R ANGED LAB ARRANGED 
141 0 COf,IM 3U9 OB PRACTICE IN TV 2 BRYCE E 
BY PERMISSION ONL V 
HOURS ARRANGED LA B ARRANGED 
1417 COMM IW9 OS ACY PRAC IN RADIO J MONTESANO R 
BY PERMISSION ON LY' 
HOURS ARRANGE D LA B ARRANGED 
141 8 CO~ r-1 11 0 9 
BY' PERMISSION ONLY' 
HOURS ARRANGED 
1419 COMM q (.:9 
BY' PEPI-\ISSION ON LV 
HOURS ARRAJ\IGEO 
06 ADV PRAC H I RADIO 
0 7 .ADV P~AC IN TV 
1420 CO"IM qc,q 06 ADV F RAC IN TV 
BY' PERMI SS ION ONLY' 
HOURS ARRo\NGEO 
2 MONTESANO R 
LAB ARRANGED 
1 BRVCE E 
LAB ARRANGED 
2 BRYCE E 
LAB ARl<ANGE.O 
1427 COMM 1195 05 PRNT JRLSM PPU lo.'KSHP 2 NORLE/1 B 
SPECIAL FE ES 
HH.RF 1245-14115 PA 
10• 'JO 
271 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/17 -08/17 
144.'.8 COHH 1195 N, PRNT JRLSH PP[; I.K Sl-!P Ii NORLEM B 
SPECIAL F EES 10.00 BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/17-0B/17 
MH.RF 1245-1530 PA 271 
11129 COMM 49 5 07 PRIIJ T JRL SH PRO i,,:l<SI-IP 6 NORLEM 8 
SPECIAL r::Es l Q. 00 SEGINIEND □ ATE 07/1 7-0 8 /17 
HhRF 124~-l";,45 PA 271 
11+3 0 CUMM 495 08 H JF1NLS"1 Pli: OD i,,' KSl-lP 2 8RVCE E 
SPECHL F':E S 1(1 . IJU BE.G IN/ENO DATE 07117-08/17 
MhJ:;F 09 15-1115 PA 1 01 
111 3 1 co~"' 49S 09 TV JR~LS"1 P~OD WKSHP ii cfRYCE E' 
SPECIAL F EES 10 . 00 BEGIN/END DATE 07/17 - 08/17 
HH,RF 09 1 5 -121 5 PA 101 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CREf Ot.PT - CPSE S(C T cO·uRsE TITLf HR S INSfifffCTOR •l . 
00111 I" ~~ 6t'H 01 M~NI\EiERIAL ACCT 4 ORLSON R 
t-:H.PF lc.'.4 5 -11115 BE .31t, 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS[ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
11 3 111 1".bA f. 70 fl l CO RP STRATEGH.S ~ ■ ENTWORTH DARRELL 
t1TNRF 0730 - 0 9 LC BJ 3'2 1 
24 
MA TH EMA TICS/FIRST TE RM 
C~EF OLPT CQ'.>f: SfCT COURSE TITL ~ H~S lNSTRUCTOO Ill 
4 f!U l l'lA TH 1 2 1 0 1 CU LT Ul< Ai. l•ATHEMATIC S 4 vANHIN £VERETT 
MhiR F ll '.10 -12 :Sn MS 11 5 
4002 "1ATH 130 0 1 JNT[R,-:EUlATl ALG(8RA 4 CARI:> ?HPH 
MH,Rf U9 15-l 045 t-'S 11 5 
40 03 "IATH l :'1 1• C l COLLEGE ALGEBR~ 4 BRI"IK ALLf:"N 
Mh, RF · ll ':10 -1?3J ~5 11 0 
11 0U 4 "1ATH 2::iO 0 1 FOUND OF ARJTHM(TJC 4 DU LL AL'nl 
r,T,. RF 0915 -1 045 M:; llG 
4 flLi5 MATH 2!:14 0 1 FUNDIIM[J'.TALS I II LAHPEN DAVID 
t-',T.. RF 0 7 3!J - 09u0 r-:S llS 
4 00b ~ATH 1115* 0 1 NI.J~d ~R THEO R V I.I tjRINK ALL~N 
Hll.RF 0730-090 □ .. S 110 
4 03(1 ~A TH q95 0 1 CALCULATORS CLASSR ~ "2 MILL ER DON AL [, 
6Y P EPMISS I CN ONLY GR JiDIN G OPTIONS SU-REU 
BEGIN/E.ND 08TE 06 /1 8 - [")6 /29 
MhRF 0930 -1 2U0 "'5 1 71..1 
li OU7 ~ATH 515* 01 NUMBER T HEORY SRINK ALLfN 
Mh RF 07 3 □ -09CO MS l I O 
4 [13 1 HATH 595 01 CAL CULATORS CU.SSR ~ 2 MILLER DONALD 
BY PERMISSION ON LY GIHOH,G OPTIONS SU - f'I EQ 
BEGIN/END DATE 0 6/lR-06/2Q 
MhR F 0 930-12 UO MS l 71J 
'1 008 l"ATH 610 0 1 REC TREN JR HS MATI-I 3 MIL LER DON ALD 
MT..Rf 0 730- 0fl 4 0 HS l!J2 
ilO C9 HATH 6 1 6 01 TCI-IG GEUM IN SE C SCH 3 \/A NA K! N EVERE TT 
Hh RF 0915 -1 025 MS 1 02 
401 C MATH 62 4 0 1 MOO(IH-1 GF.OMETRY I 3 LAHREN DAVID 
Mh RF 11 00 -1 2 10 MS 102 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF OE.PT C-RSE :::.lCI LOUrfSE TITL ~ HRS lN S TRUCTOP Ill 
40 2 6 MA TH 130 02 INT(RHE"t)IATE. AL GEBRA 4 J OHNSON MONTE 
HhRF 0 73 0 -D9 00 MS 11 9 
4013 MATH 131* 02 COLLEGE ALGERRA 4 5 AhA.U00IN M 
Mh RF D 7 30 - □ 'Hl □ MS 11 5 
4 014 MATH 231 01 CALCULUS I 4 KI SHTA MAHMOUD 
MTI. RF 0730-0 9 1..,0 "4S 1 _14 
4015 MATH 250 02 FOU/11 0 Of ARlTl--iMETIC 4 ERNST CHAPLES 
MHRF 1100-123!:J MS 114 
4 0 16 MATH J~9• 01 T OPICS UES Hff 5TH 4 bIRO HOWAP.0 
Mh·RF 09 15 - 1!.145 HS 114 
4017 MATH 356 C·l f100ERN ALGEBRA I ti B AHA UOD IN M 
MTW~F 0915 - 1 045 MS 11 5 
t.01 8 MA TH 455 01 F OUNO 0 ~ ~ATHE"1ATICS 4 NUMMELA ERIC 
MTwRF ll:i □ -123'.J MS 102 
4 0 19 MA TH 555 0 1 FOUi~ O OF MATHE MATIC S Ii NUMMELA ERIC 
MHr/ RF 1100-1230 MS l 02 
4 020 MATH 619 C l T CHG ALGEB._A SEC SCH 3 ERNS T CHAQL£S 
HhRF 0730 - 08l!D ""5 
40 2 1 MATH 6 2 5 01 
,Hh RF OYlS-1025 '°'S 
l 02 
HO OlR ~ l,fO l"E. TRY I I 
l 19 
3 KI SH TA "IAHl'IOU O 
4 022 MATH 643 01 CALCULUS FOR SEC TCH ti i~UMl'IE.LA ERIC 
MTW RF □ 915 -1 025 "' S l !J2 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL~ H~S lNSTAUCTOQ lil 
47 02 HUSM 1L4 01 ART MUSIC/NATIVE AM 2 ABBOTT THOMAS 
BEGIN/ENO DA TE Ot:,/12 - 00/27 
MHIRF 1'+30 - 1605 PA 14J 
q 7 cJ HUSM 1 30 0 1 "IUS!C FOR RECRETION 2 AB~OTT THOHAS 
BEGIN/E~ O DATE Ot:,/;::8 - 07/13 
MT ilRF 1430-16US PA 140 
MUSIC-PERFORMANCE/FIRST TERM 
C IH.F □ £P T C>?~~ St.CT C:'>!..if."Sf. T I TLF HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
1!721. ~L;SP 1\.. 6 2 1 CLlSSIO.L GU :TAP. 1 wlLME.NS ELIZA9ETH 
T CC. l~-lJ..l n Pi- 1 41 
47L5 MuSP ! Gf. 0 2 CLAS~ICt,L GUI TA ~ 1 .,JLMEN S ELIZABETH 
R [9 15- l l s:0 PA )(11 
4720 ~IU S P lL.b C3 CL -~SSl C.U GUI T!H.' 1 i. ILKENS EL IZA BE TH 
T 11 0U -12 4S PA 1111 
47 2 7 '1uSP l t., 6 rJ 4 CLAS~lCAL EUI T~R I .;IUiENS ELIZABETH 
K 11 :1 ~ -I 2li5 p,. ~41 
47 ;::~ MU SP 1 1) 6 O:-, CUSSICAL Gl.'!TAR .-ILl<E'lS ELI ZABETH 
R 1 21.i5 -14 J:J PA 1 1♦ 1 
l/7 33 MLiSP Ill Ul f-F: l. [ SSL~:S PTA r~o l MAIIC HANT SUSAN 
BY PERMISSIO~ C~LY 
HOURS t.RRA~G Er) U 3 Ar;-f;ANG [O 
li73l! MUSP 111 Cl PR L E SSU!iS ~IANO 1 ~ILHITE Ct.RMOJ 
bY PERMISSI0/4 C 'JLY 
HOURS >IIH<A:-OGEO L~ ~ AR R ANG[O 
4735 MU<;P 111 r) 3 PR LE.SSCfS PIA ' lO 3 Mtl RCH .IINT SUS AN 
BY PERMISSio;-. O"I LY 
HO URS ARRAtiGEO LAU A1H,' Af,i G[0 
4736 MUS? 111 0 4 PR L E SSC! ". S P!At;Q 3 NILHIT E CARMEN 
lsY PER,_.!~SIO"l U"ILY 
HOURS ARRld·,GfO LA [! APRANGEO 
t.7 37 MUSP 113 0 1 PR LESSONS OPGfdi 1 MARCHANT SUSAN 
BY PERM I ~-SION O"ILY 
HOURS ARRANGE D LAB ARRANGEfJ 
47 38 !'4 USP 113 
B Y Pl RMJ SSIO"I CNLY 
11 C0 -11 5C! PA 
4741 MUS P 11 7 
B Y P[RM]SSJON O~JL Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
471i 2 ,_.USP 119 
BY PEPMIS$10/II fJ NLY 




'4743 "1USP 1 i::'D 0 1 
6 Y PEtlM'I SSION U~LY 
F 15 r. □ - 15!>0 PA 
P~ LE.SS~I-IS QP(:,AN 3 MARCHA NT SUSAN 
242 L.e. O AR R ANGED 
PR L E SSUNS P[RCUSSTO 1 t:IRA'W MO~PIS 
Lllb ARRA/'iGlD 
PR U SSONS bUITAR l WILKOIS ELIZABETH 
LIIB ARRANGED 
PR L E SSONS STRINGS 1 JOH~JSON JAMES R 
147 Llo B ARR a.l'iGEO 
l!745 MUSP 12(' r,3 PR L ESSONS S T RINGS 3 JOH~lSON JAMES R 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
HOURS ARRAN GE D La. a AQNAl'.GEO 
l!747 MlJSP 1..F] 0 1 PR L ESSO NS BR.l:.SS 1 MO ORE. AL BERT 
BY PEPMISSlCN ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGE[') L~ 3 AP.RAl~GED 
ti71l 8 MUSP 130 G2 PR L [ SSC!~S BRASS 3 MOORE ALB l:R T 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED L 8.S ARR AN GEfJ 
47 53 MUSP ti~l 0 1 P R LESSONS PIANO l MARCHANT SUSAN 
BY PERMISS I ON OflJ LY 
HO URS ARRA ,\GED 
l/754 HUSP 611 CZ 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
U.B ARRAl'.GED 
PR lf SSO'-iS PIANO 1 WdlHITE CARMEN 
U B ARRANGED 
47 05 ~USP l2b 0 1 PR L ~SSCNS STRINGS 1 JOHNSON JA..,ES R 
BY PERMl~SION ONLY 
HOURS ARi<Ar-vGED LILI:! AR R AN GED 
4756 MUSP 638 0 1 P~ L ESSONS BRASS 1 MOO RE ALBERT 
EiY PERMISSION ON LY 
I HOURS ARk/LNGED L6 8 ARlaNGt.O 
MUSIC-PERFORMANCE/SECOND TERM 
CR£F-- OEP T- CRSE- SE.C T COURSE TIT~ HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
4739 HUSP 1 15 0 1 PR L ES SONS VOICE 1 PETERSON CHARLES 
BY PERMIS SION ONLY 
HO URS ARRAN GED LA B ARf.lANGED 
CREF DEPT ChSE SEC T COURSE ~ ITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR #1 
:lOH1 PE 1 3fl n 1 BEGl/.NT 1'. G s .. I,.,.M IN G 1 MCCLELLAN R 
GRAO! '-H, QPTIO IJ::O E!THEP 'SPC:CIH HES 
Mh,RF l 'JOU -l C''lS H:.H P 
5 0 11 p:._ 1 38 • C- 1 INTEPM~DIAT£ SWlM MIN 1 MCCLELLAN R 
GRAO!r~G OP TI Cl~S t.IT4t:R SPECIH F[ES 
Mh· Rf ll G0 -114 5 HA H P 
501? Pt. liol.i 0 1 VULLC:YaHL 
URi'DrnG UPT JON S E IT HER 
1':l.. RF COl 5 - 09 (!'1 HkH F:B 
5013 Pl 213 0 1 B ICYCLING 
GRAD I NG OP TION S flTHEP 
T R 0 9 1 5 - ll C(' HAH 05 
1 THOMPSO"l I( 
SPE.CIAl FEfS 
2 HiCM PSON K 
5r114 Pt. 222 r:1 1 BEGINNING eOI. LI NG l GRELSON M 
GR t.OIN G CP TI ONS E.JTHEP S P ECUL FEES 
l", T. Rf C81~, - ~9 C □ AMC 
50 1 5 pt_ 222 02 BEGINNING ROWLING l GRELSO N M 
GRAD IN G OP TI ONS El TH E.q SPECIAL FEES 
t',hRF 11 ·':D - 11~ 5 AM C 
5010 Pt: 2 2 2 03 E!EGH,N I NG BO WLING 1 STANEK J 
G.:iADING OP T IONS E ITHt::Q SPECIA L FEES 
HH.RF 133 0 -1'+ 15 lo.MC 
50 17 Pt ?j0 'J l BEGINNING TE. NNIS 1 B A SCH C 
(:,RAOING OPTIONS EITHEQ S P ECIA L FEE S 
MhRF 0730·0815 HAH TC 
5D18 PE 230 0 2 BEGit\N 1NG TENNIS 1 BASCH C 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER SP ECI AL FE ES 
HT. RF Qb l S - D9U5 HAH TC 
5019 PE 230 G3 BEGINNt/~G Tl'~NIS l BASCH C 
GRADING OPTION S EITHER SPEC IAL F EES 
MT. RF D<.1 1 5 -l ~U 'J HAH TC 
502G PE 230 Oto 9E.Gir,Nit-.G TU!NIS 1 BASCH C 
GPAOING OPTIONS U TH ER SPECIAL F EES 
HhRF 11 00 - 114 5 HAH TC 
5021 PE 2.rn 05 BEGH!IHIJG T[ ' H,I S 1 B ASCH C 
GR ADI NG OPTIONS EITHER SPEC IAL FEES 
MhRf 133 0 - 1 4 20 H H! TC 
SOU3 PE 231 
GRADING OPTIONS 
01 INTE~MfOIATE:. . T ENN IS 1 BASCH C 
EIT H ER SPECIA L FEES 
HW 18 D 0 -2 0GO HAH TC 
5022 P£ 238 0 1 BEGINNING A RC HERY l MC CL ELL AN R 
GRADING OPTI0"-1 S E.ITHE~ 
MTWRF 1245-1330 HAH AR 
5023 PE 2 l! B 0 1 ANlo.TOMY 4 ODOOU W 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HAH 240 
502ll PE. 265 rll COACHI NG BAS[~ALL 3 STANEK J 
SPECIAL FEES I . DO 
MTW RF 0915 - 10 25 HAH 241 
5025 PC: 273 Cl CANOEING 1 SIMPSON W 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
TR 1330-1515 HAH OS 
5026 PE 273 02 CANOE I~G 1 SIMPSON Ii 
GRADING OPTIONS LITHER 
MW 133 0 - 1515 HAH OS 
5027 PE 348* 0 1 KINESlO L OGY 3 ST ANEK J 
MTlolRF 0730-0840 HAH 241 
5028 PE. 392 0 1 ELEM SCHOO L PHY S EO 2 ODDOU W 
MHiRF 11 □□ -1111S HAH 2l![) 
5029 PE l\ 08 IJ l P R IN + PHILOSOPHY 3 SIMPSON ~ 
MH,RF 11 0 □ -12Hl HAH 241 
5031 PE 415 0 1 ORG + AOMIN REC ACT 3 BUCKLEY C 
MTWPF 11 00- 1210 HAH 235 
5 03 3 PE 11 3 6 IJ l AD,_, It-.T£RSCH ATHLETI 3 ANFENSON R 
Mh'RF 0 730 - 08'l0 HAH 235 
5070 PE:. 4 95 0 1 MODERN DANCE ._ORKSHO 2 SCH WERDTFEGER T 
l. ~O 
1.00 
l . oo 
12 . 00 
1 2 . oo 
12. □□ 
1.00 
1 . 00 
1. 00 
l . QO 
1 • 00 
1 • DD 
GQAOrnG OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/END DA T E 06/18 - 0b/22 
HHIRF 09 1 5- 1 5 15 HAH OS 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
47Glf MUSH 223 01 HISTORY OF MUSIC IrI 3 JOHNSON Jil.HES R 
MTWRF 1245-1415 PA 142 
lf705 HUSH 229 01 BLUES • JAZZ HISTORY 4 FROHRIP KENTON 
MhRF 09 15-1 045 PA 23:J 
4708 l'IUSM 446 01 OOUOLE REED CONSTR 
BEGIN/END DAT E 06/12 -l'J 6/27 
HTWRF 0900 -12 00 PA 
47U7 HUSH 447 0 1 
HHiRF 0730-0900 PA 
113 A 
TEACHPH, TOTAL PERC 
llH 
4 ERNEST DAVID 
2 BRANO HORRIS 
4731 MUSM 4 0 1 Dl WKSP BRASS INSTR LIT 2 MOORE ALBER T 
BEGIN/END DATE OC/23-07/0 1 
SAT&SUN!J930-16CD PA 230 
lf710 MUSH 4 02 01 lrlKSHP CHORAL DEVEL 2 FULLER STEPHEN 
BEGIN/~ND OATr 07/09 -07/1 2 
MTJIR 0830 -16 0 □ PA 140 
4715 MUSH 546 01 DOUCLE RE ED CO~ISTR 4 ERNEST DAVID 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/12-0b/27 
MTWRF 09tJ0-12UO PA 113A 
4716 HUSH 547 01 TEACHING TOTAL PERC 'l BRAND MORR I S 
MTWRF 0730-D9 DO PA 11 3 A 
1+732 HUSH 561 ·0 1 WHSP ERASS IN~TR LIT 2 MOORE ALBERT 
BEGIN/EN[J DAT£ 06/23-07/01 
SAT&SUNC930-16 UO PA 230 
4719 HUSH 582 01 WKSHP CHORAL DE\IEL 2 FULLER STEPHEN 
BEGIN/END D.6.TE 07/ 09 - 07/12 
HTlolR 0830 -1 6(;0 PA 140 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR SE. TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR dl 
'+701 MUSH 123 01 THE "1US!CAL 0.PERIEN 4 WALTON BRIAN 
IH'ir!RF 1100-P30 PA 230 
4751 MUSH '+ U4 01 ELECTROl>iIC HUSIC 2 FLOM JAMES 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/17-07/27 
MTioRF 1245-1525 PA 127A 
4706 MUSM II US 01 EL ECTRONIC MUS COMPO 2 FLOM JAMES 
BEGIN/END DATE 0 7/ 30 -0 tl/ 1 0 
MTiiRF 1245-15 05 PA 142 
4711 MUSH '+83 01 lrlKSHP CURINE"T PED 1 LA'r'NE R DENNIS 
BEGIN/END OflTE 08/03 - 08 / 04 
FS 0 930-16 CO PA ll'H 
4712 MUSM 464 01 WHSHP FLUTE PEDAGOGY 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07128-(17/29 
SAT&SUN0930-l6 00 PA 113A 
4713 MUSH 486 01 WKSHP WOODWI ND PED 1 LAYNE R D["INIS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/21-07/22 
SAT&SUND93 □ -lb[J0 PA 113A 
lf752 MUSM 5C4 01 EL'::CTR ONIC ,-iuSIC 2 FLOM JAl-1ES 
bEGIN/HiD DAT[ 07/17-!17127 
MH.RF 124 5-1525 PA 12 7A 
1+714 MUSH SLS 01 ELECT~ONIC MUS COMPO 2 F L OM JAMES 
BEGIN/END DIIH 07/30-01:1/10 
MT1,jRF 1245-1505 PA 142 
4720 MUSH 583 01 .'KSHP CU.RINET PEO l LAYNE R DENNIS 
BEGIN/E NO DUE QS/03-08/Uti 
FS 0930-1&00 PA 113A 
4721 HUSH 58~ 0 1 •HSH P FLUTE PEDAGOGY 1 LAY NE R DfNNIS 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07128-07/29 
SAT&SUN0 93D-160'1 PA 11 H 
4722 MUSH Seib 01 WI\SHP WOO OI.INO PED 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/21 -07/ 22 
SAT&SUN0930-16G □ PA 113A 
25 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT 
4740 MUSP 115 02 
SY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOURS Af.'RANGEO 
COURSE TITLE 
PR LE"SSONS VOICf. 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
3 PEHRSON CHARLES 
LAB ARRANGEO 
1.17144 MUSP 12 0 02 PR LESSUNS STRINGS 1 WALTON BRIAN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR ,1.NGED L"-B ARRANGE.O 
lf746 MUSP 120 0 1.i PR LE SSONS STRINGS 3 lolALTONBRIAN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS AR R ANGE □ 
471.!9 11USP ll10 0 1 
BY PERMI SS ION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
LA 3 ARRANGED 
PR LESSONS lol OOD WINOS 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
L aa ARR.6:NGED 
4750 HUSP 140 02 PR LESS ONS i.OOOWINOS LAYNE R DENNIS 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED U3 ARRANGED 
4755 MU SP 615 01 PR L ESS0"-15 \IOICE 1 PETERSON CHARLES 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRA~GED lAt, ARRJ\NGED 
4757 MUSP 626 02 PR LESS ON~ STRINGS l .wALTON BR IAN 
BY PER"1ISSI ON ONL Y 
HOURS ARR,1.NGED LA!:! ARR&.N GEO 
4759 MUSP 648 01 PR LESS ONS WOODI.It-lOS 1 LAYNE R OfNNIS 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
HOURS ARRANGED LAB ARRANGEO 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS:'.: SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS IN STRUCTOR Ill 
5 3 51 
TR 
PHIL 1 0 1 01 PHIL EXPL HUMANITIES 4 PHILLIPS ALA N 
1800 -2130 BH 101 
53bl PHIL 120 0 1 11--iTRO T O LO GIC l.i ANDERSO N M G 
HTWRF 11 00 -1230 BH 101 
5371 PHIL t22 n1 INTRO TO ETHICS 4 1:iAHD[ JOHN 
HTWRF (1915-10115 BH l lJ l 
5381 PHIL lb O 0 1 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 4 PHILLIPS 11,LAN 
HTW Rf 0915-1045 SH 
5382 PHIL 160 fJ2 
H',,' 1s ao -213 :J BH 
214 
INrno TO PHILOSOPHY 
1 Jl 
~HILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CPEf DEPT CRS[ SEC T COURSE TI TLf 
4 BAHDE J OHN 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
5352 PHIL 1L3 01 PHIL (;(PL HUMMNITIES 4 BOYf R OAIIID 
MT wRF 0730 - 0900 !3H Hll 
5372 PHIL 122 02 INTRO TO ETHICS IJ CORLISS RICHARD 
Mh'RF 0915-1(1115 9H lnl 
5390 PHIL 140 01 ELE ME:\iT~ OF RE LI GION 4 CORL I SS RICHARD 
M',,' 18'10 -21 30 CH Hll 
5383 PHIL lt, CJ :J3 INTRO T O PHILOSOPHY If tJOYF.:R OAIIID 
TR 18r:J0 - 2130 8H 1!:ll 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE.CT COURSE TITLE HRS H!STRUCTOR 111 
50(J5 PE 12n 01 AEROUC~ 2 SIMPSON M 
Gl;>AOING OPTIONS E !THEO SPECIAL FEF.:S 
MH1RF 0915-lOGO Hl>H OS 
500~ PE. 1 25 01 B ALLROOM OAl\iCE 1 HCCLELLAN R 
l .DO 
GRACING OPTIO"i~ l TTHEQ SD REST RICTION FEM HE 
MhQF 0815 - 09;:'.·0 HA H OS 
50U7 PE 12. 5 02 8 .e.LL PQ()M Q.8/,jCE 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHf P 
MTioRF 0815 - 0 9Lf} HA}-1 OS 
5008 PE 1 .!.l 0 1 STUNTS + G.8M ~ S 
GRADING OPTIONS EI TH [R 
MT'N RF 133 U-l 415 HAH fE:, 
l MCCLE.LLAN R 
Si:X RE.STRICTION 
1 OODOU lol 
SPECIAL FE.ES 
50U9 Pt:: 133 0 1 CRrATIVI:. + TRAO DAI.IC 2 MCCLELLAN R 
GRADING OPTI ONS I:. TTH[R 
Mh,l'iF 0730-tlP,l~, HAH 115 
H.8LE 
1. GO 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 
5072 Pt. 40,5 02 VOLLEYBALL WORKSHOP 2 THOMPSON I< 
.'.i RADING OPTION= SU-REO 8EGIN/END 0.8TE 06/18-Db/22 
MT.,RF 12 1JO -l 730 HAH ,_,G 
S074 PE 495 03 JA ZZ DANCE WORKSHOP 2 SCHWEPO TFEGER T 
GRADI~G OPTIO!\IS SU-REO BEGIN/END DATE 06/25-06/29 
MTWRF □ 915 -1 5'l5 HAH OS 
5076 PE 495 04 TRACK • FIELD WKSHP 2 THOMPSON K 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO SPECIAL FEES 
BEGIN/END Dl>Tf D7/D9-07/13 
HhRF 12 00 -17 30 HAH MG 
5030 PE SGS 01 PRIN + PHILOSOPHY 





PE 515 01 
1 1 00-1210 HAH 
P:: 5~6 01 
0 730-0B<ln HAH 
ORG • AOM IN REC ACT 
2 35 
ADM INTERSCH A THLETI 
2 35 
3 SIMPSON W 
3 5UCK LEY C 
3 ANFENSON R 
5071 P£ 595 0 1 MODERN DANCE WORKSHP 2 SCHWERDTFEGER T 
10.00 
GRADING OP TIONS SU -R EO BEGIN/ENO DA TE 06/18-0~6/22 
MHiH 0915-1515 HAH OS 
5073 PE 595 02 \IOLLEYBALL J/ORKSHOP 2 THOMPSON I( 
GRAOI"IG (.)PTIONS SUwR(Q BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/18-06/22 
MH,jRF 1 200- 1 730 HAH HG 
5075 PE 595 03 JAZZ DANCE WORKSHOP 2 SCHWERDTFEGER T 
GRADING OPTIO"!S SU-REO !?(GIN/END DATE 06/25-06/29 
MTti RF 0915-15'15 HAH OS 
5077 PE 595 04 TRa.CK + FIELD WHSHP 2 TH OMPSON K 
GRADIN G OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/END DIITE 0 71 09 - 07/13 
Mh'RF 12 C10 -17 30 HAH 1'1G 
SPECIAL FEE S 
5035 PE 610 01 COMPARATIIIE PHYS EC1 3 BUCKLEY C 
Mhi RF 0915 -1 02 5 HAH 235 
5 03 6 P E: 6S4 0 1 C01'1PARATIIIE ATHLETIC 3 ANFENSON R 
MTI.R F 0915 -1 02 5 H,D,H 243 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CR EF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5Ci46 PE 123 01 W[!GHT TRAINING 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MT.RF 0815-09LJO HAH NB 
5047 PE 11+4 02 IIOL LEYBALL 
G!;!AOING OPTIO"IS EITHfq 
MT1,,iRF 08 I 5 - 0900 HAH ES 
HRS INSTRUCTOQ #l 
1 'VINJE J 
SPECIAL FEES 
l WINK J 
SPECIAL FEES 
5048 PE 152 0 1 PHYSICAL FIHIE.SS l VlNJE J 
GRADING OP TI ONS E. ITHER SPECIAL FEES 
MhRF 09 15-lO GO HAH GG 
5049 PE lbO 01 SL O PITCH SOFTBALL 2 ~INJE J 
GRADHJG OPTIONS EITHER SPECIAL FEES 
TR 1245-143n HA H 05 
snsc PE 2rJ6 01 STANf)AR[J FIRST AID 
MhRF 0730-084:J HAH 21.13 
5051 PE: 2 2? 04 BE G!Nt-.l t,jG BOWLING 
GRAOI'-.IG OP TI ONS EITHrn 
MTW RF 13 nC -13 Sf} AHC 
5052 PC: 23Q OD BEGINNING TENNIS 
GP.AD!NG UPTION::, ETTHEC? 
MTWRF 0730-0815 HAH TG 
5053 PE 230 07 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING ODTJONS EITH[q 
MhRF Cl915 -1 000 HAH TC 
5'J54 F'[ 23 0 na BEG INN[t,jG T[NNIS 
GRADIN G OPTION~ EfTHER 
MTl,,RF 1000-rnsn HAH TC 
3 RAINE R 
l GRELSON M 
SPECIAL FEES 
1 1,/ !NH J 
SPECIAL FEES 
1 ■ INK J 
SPEC! H FEES 
1 111INK J 
SPECIAL HES 
5055 PE. 230 09 BE GINNING HN~IS 1 WINK J 
GRADHJ G OPTIONS EIHIEO. SPECIAL FEES 












CH:lF OEPT CH ~[ St.CT l tJ Ul< SE TITLE tiR S I NSTRUCTOR #1 
s r st- f'~ :' J1l t.: f(L(i lJ\' NTM, ru, 1111~ l lo l tl.K J 
G~A('l l ~~- ,JCI T TON::. f.T THLr, SP[CIAL FlfS 
MT• RF 1 .3~ .J -14 15 ►lt.H TC 
5('Ut1 P[ ?.5! ll .;_' Ir-. TLRMfGI ~ Tf Tf~N l ~ l 0LS0t,, N 
GPAGINL, JP TION:, E. I THER SPECI AL FEFS 
TR }t, ,; C - 2t1Lll1 H AH TC 
5058 P£ :'.~fl Q~ SEGHH,;JNG ARCHERY 
GRAD I NG 0°T!ONS [ J THER 
H h RF 0730 - 0 3 15 H AH Ak 
sosi; PE. 2~1 01 COflCHlNG 8A~l<l TB AL L 
l . "10 SP[C l,IIL FEES 
Hh RF ll00 -1 210 HA H 2 4 0: 
SDb O Pt. 275 C l GO L F 
GRAC>ING OP T IONS 
TR Olr l 5 -1 1Un HAH 
EITHER 
OS 
S'Jbl Pf. 275 02 GCl f 
GRAD I NG OP TI ONS EITHER 
TR tu □ D -1 145 HAH OS 
500 1 PE 349• 0 1 PHYSIOLOGY 
BEGIN/ENO O.H E 07/16 - nS/10 
Hh RF □ 730-0Q15 HA H 1 1 0 
$078 PE 495 05 ATHLETIC TIHINI/1,G 
6EGIN/ENO CATE D7/23 - 07/'2.7 
11hRF 1245 -1 80'1 HAH TR 
5079 PE 595 as ATHLE T H TRAH;H,G 
BEG I N/END OAH. D7/23 - Q7/27 
Hh RF 1 2 4 5 - 18lJO HAH Tk 
5062 PE 601 0 1 RESEARCH METHODS 
MT.RF 0730 - 0840 HA H 235 
l VINJE J 
3 OLSON N 
1 RA INE R 
1 VI NJt J 
3 KE L LY J 
'2 RAIN[ PEX 
2 RAl"'I E Rf::X 
3 WAXU,X R 
5063 PE 609• 0 1 SPORT + SOCH:TY 3 wAXLAX R 
MHIRF 11 00 -1 21 □ HAH 2141 
5002 PE 620* 0 l SEMIN AR PH YS EXERCIS 3 l\[ L LY J 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/16 - nB/ l 'l 
MH. RF 09 15 - 1 1 00 HMH l lLl 
5064 
HhRF 
PE 652 01 
0915-1025 HAH 
TESTS + HEASUI-IEMENTS 
240 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F Dt.P T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE' 
550 1 PHYS 1 U6 Gl P L ANE T ARIU~ 6.STRON 
Hh ?F 11 0 0 - 1230 !'IS 24 
5502 PHYS 101:> 02 PL&NfTA R!UH ASTRON 
MT.R F 0915 - 1045 MS ?4 
5503 PHYS lUb 03 PLANEJ.!.lilUM ASH/ON 
MT~RF □ 7:30 - 0900 MS 24 
5504 PHYS 208 0 1 ENE'RGY ANO ENVIRON 
HT ~RF 1245 - 1 4 15 MS 12" 
5505 PH YS ?. 12• Cl GE"lERAL PHYS II 
MH IIRF 0915 -1 0 " 5 MS 124 
5506 PHYS 235• 01 CLASSICAL PHYS II 
MTW RF 1100- 12 4 5 MS 1 24 
5507 PHYS 32E • 0 1 MODERN PHYS I 
MT ~RF 1 100 - 1230 ,.. 5 103 
1 OL SON N 
HRS INSTRUCTOR jj 1 
4 EL LIS BRUCE 
ti YOU'-IGNER PHI L IP 
4 ECl<ROTH CHARL ES 
4 JERDE o~vro 
l! MCWILLIA MS Al 
5 POU \.!ENOE LL 
4 GARR IT Y MICHAEL 
5 5U8 PHYS 6 1 8 ♦ 01 ATOMIC PH YS SC I TEAC It GARR IT Y MIC HAEL 
Hh RF 1 100 - 1230 MS 103 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPTC RSF. SEC T COURSE TI TL !':: HRS It,,iS TRUC TOR #1 
5511 PHYS 106 0'+ PLAN[ T ARIUM ~STRON 4 JERDE DA VID 
MT WR F 09 15- 10 '+ 5 MS 2 " 
5 5 1·2 PHYS 2 1 3* 0 1 GENERAL PHYS III If TRU HMEL DONALD 
HT liRF 09 1 5 -1 0 4 5 ~ S 1 24 
55 13 PHYS 236• 0 1 CL ASS I CAL PHYS III 5 TRU MH EL DONALD 
MT. RF 11 00 -1 2 '+ 5 MS 12'+ 
1 . uo 
1 . oo 
CHU DLYT ClbE St.C T COURSE:: TITLE" 
5%9 PSY 39 0 r:1 QI FF[ iH,\T!JiL PSYCH 
Mh,RF ll '.:C - 1 23 'J f.S B2 rJ& 
591 0 PSY 4,Jl 0 1 FI ~ L O I.I UR K 
6Y PEPMISS ION U~LY 
HOURS ARR~NHD 
59H, PSY 43 0 0 1 SEM ENVIRNMTL STRESS 
Mh RF 12115-1415 E [; r2 110 
5973 PSY 4 3 0 0 2 SEM MEMORY I MPROVMNT 
~hP.F ll"J0 - 11'+5 f.5 i:1 21.S 
597'+ 
TR 
PSY 4 3Q C.:3 SEM PSYCH OF SHYNESS 
1245-1515 Eb B213 
HRS I NSTRUC TOR IU 
" HA ~I< E 
VR PE TRANGFLO 
'+ JAZwtlNS K I C 
2 lt.MWERS L 
11 HE H,..EN J 
5978 PSY 430 1 1 SEM PSY DYN OF FAMI LY 4 DWYER M 
MTWRF 0915-1045 EB A 240 
5970 PSY 430 14 SEM RELIGION + PSYCH 4 MERTENS G 
MTWRF 1245 - 1415 EB 8209 
5976 P SY '+ 3 8 '.J l BE H ·tPPROAC H TO SELF '+ MER TENS G 
~ Ti. RF :J 73D - 0 9 0 0 f t'I A2 ? o 
599 0 PS Y 43 8 !'.::2 BE H Ar.ALY LA NG OE\lf.L 4 L UBECK R 
Mh.RF l o:: 45 -141 5 > t, A240 
5949 PSY "44 0 1 I N TE RNSHIP VP PE TPANGELO G 
B Y PERMI SS I ON :,N LY 
HOURS AR h'~ NGE rJ 
5958 PS Y 4 t, 3 DI PRI NCIPLES OF L E ARN 4 HA RK E 
MT.I RF 0 915-liJ45 ES 9213 
20'+2 PSY 466 r. 1 GUIDANC E OF HAN DICAP 4 SC IH BN[ R DICHARD 
,..,T.,Pf Q73 0 - J 0 ..i □ EB A233 
6 00 " PSY urn 0 1 POSI T !Vt_ BE H OISCIPL 11 LUKER A 
Mh RF 1 2 115- 1 11 1 5 f 8 e2n1 
.: □ 11 4 PSV lf72 0 1 PSY ExCi:.P T CHILDRL"I q 3CIHB"11ER RI CHARD 
MT.,.RF l H'0 -1 ~30 EB A2'35 
20'+5 PSY '173 Dl PSY ME.NHL RE TAFW 4 AYERS FLO YD 
/',H.•P F 1245 -1 415 EB A235 
5989 
H TflRF 
PSY 474 1 1 
!)730-09 0 0 EB 
HITERPHtSONA.L DYN 
82 09 
:>920 • PS" 474 0 2 INTE RPERSONAL OYN 
Mh RF C9 15 -1 0i+5 [b 82 0 9 
4 WOLL I N D 
4 ',t/OL LI N D 
5999 PSY tt l:i 5 0 1 THEORY OF Pt:RSONALIT ll BO LT UCK C 
MTl,,RF l l □ C! -12 30 EB A'2?6 
6067 PSY 495 0 1 L IFESTYLE ASSE.SSHENT 4 LESAR D 
BE GIN/ ENO OHE IJ6/2 S-rnt u 6 
Hh RF 090 0 -1 3LO £ 6 A244 
597 1 PS Y 53J 01 SEM ENVIRNMTL STRESS 3 J A2WINSt< I C 
MhRF lZ ti :>-1415 f t> B2(!8 
5917 ?S Y ~.SO 02 SEM MEMORY IMPROVMNT 2 LAM WERS L 
MH;RF 110 0 - 12.30 £b 821.3 
59 19 PSY 53'J 03 SEM PSYCH OF SHYNESS 3 HEM'1EN J 
TR 1245 - 1515 EB B213 
59U6 PSY 53 ,J 09 SEM COUNSEL CONSULTN 3 KRUEGER A 
HH.' RF l l OG - 1230 EB (SCHOOL COUNSE LI NG EMPHASIS) 
5922 PSY 530 10 SEM STRESS MANAGEMT 3 LES.6R 0 
MH.RF 0 730 - 09 L,1 f. B "239 
-5979 PSY 530 11 SEM PSY DYN OF FAMILY 3 DWYER M 
MTWRF 0915 - 1045 EB A240 
20'+6 PSY Sb6 01 GUI DANCE. OF HANDICAP 3 SCRIBNER QICHARO 
MhRF" U730 - 0 9 u0 EC A233 
59'+5 PS'f 570 :)1 POSIT I VE BEH OISCIPL 3 LUKER A 
MhiR F 1245 - 14 15 EB 820 7 
20lf8 P SY 572 01 PSY DCEPT CHILDREN 3 SCRIBN E R RIC HA RD 
HhPF ll!l0 - 12 .rn £6 A235 
2 0'19 PS Y S 73 81 PSY M(N TAL RETARD 3 AY ERS FL OYD 
MB ,R F 12 45 - 14 15 EC A235 
CREF OtPT CPSE SEC T COURSE TI TLE HRS I NSTRUC TOR #1 
00 10 PSY ll.3! 0 1 8E.HAVIOR ANALYSIS I ii ROSEN TH AL E 
HTWRF U915 - l 0 45 EB 
601:>8 PSY 4il4 02 
BY PERMISSIOt\ ON LY 
HOURS ARRHJG£0 
8 2 Cl8 
INTERNSHIP VR PE TRANGE L O G 
GRAO i t-lG OPTI ONS 
59 C2 PSY '+ l;:3 rz PRINCIP L ES OF L E ARN 4 HARi< E: 
t".TW RF llC0 - 12.;, o ES 821'lO 
b0U2 FSY <169 Cl H<DI\'IOU AL APPR AIS AL 4 HARK E 
MH. RF CSIS - 1045 Eb 
5 9.29 PSY 471 Cl 
Mh: RF 0 915-1C45 F. 5 




4 BOLT UCI( C 
5925 PSY 475 Cl ABNOFM .e.L PSYC HOL OG Y 4 LU BE CK R 
MTl.·RF 1100 - 12~0 E6 R.? 0 7 
6008 PSY 510 GZ RUSSIAN T OUR 2 DWYER H 
B Y PE.RH1SS1CN ONLY 
HOURS Ah'.R .ANG(fl 
5912 PSY 530 0 '+ SEM BEH AP DRUG ABUS 3 ROSE NTH AL E 
1100 -1 3 [.' 0 EB B2 0 7 HWF 
596 3 
HT. 
PSY 5 30 (: $ SEM \•/ORK EVAL ADJUS T 3 PETRANG EL O G 
12U5 - }6 (l0 ( b A239 
b 079 PSY 530 Ob SEM HYPNOS REL PHENM 3 MURP HY R 
HhQ F 0915 - loi.s Ee A239 
6 0 !:IO PSY 5 3 0 8 7 SEM SL EEP AND DREAM 3 ANDERSON D 
MhRF 1245-1415 EB A24 0 
5927 P5Y ~, 30 0 8 SEM PROFESSNL ISSUE VR MASON J 
BY PERM I SSI ON 01\'LY 
HOURS ARR A~GEO 
5942 PSY 530 12 SEM CAREER DEVELOPMT 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/17 - 08/01 
MTWRF 0900-1300 EB A244 
5944 PSY 530 13 SEM AFFIRMATIVE COUN 3 DWYE R M 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/02-08/ 1 7 
MTWRF 0900 - 1200 EB A244 
5 93 7 
MTIII RF 
PSY St9 01 INDI VIDUA L APPRAIS H 
F!206 0 915-1045 EE 
0 009 PSY 571 01 MENTA L HYGIE.NE. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MhRF 11 00 -1 230 EB 820 9 
5936 PS'l' 57S 0 1 ASNORH.AL PSYCHOLOG Y 
1-t n.·RF 1100 -1 230 El:\ B21J 7 
593 '+ PS Y 651 01 COUNSE.L TH EORY 
CO - RE QUISITE 2 PS Y 6!:ot: 5939 
MHIRF 11 n o- 1230 Eb A239 
5933 PSY 663 01 APPL THEORY OF LEARN 
MT IJRF 1100 - 1230 EB B2 1 3 
5939 PSY 608 0 1 COUNSE L PROCE DURES 
CO - REQUISI TE 2 PS Y 65 1 593 il 
Ml lol RF 0915 -1 045 EC A2 1f 0 
59 '+ ? PS Y f.70 01 DE. VELOPHF. NTAL PH CH 
MB- RF 12!15 - 1415 f!:i 8206 
59"0 PSY 678 03 GR ADU AT E STA T IST I CS 
MTwR F 12'+5 - l '- 15 EB B213 
3 HARi< E 
3 SO L TUCK C 
3 L UBEC K R 
3 REDDING A 
3 PROCHNOW P 
3 REDD I NG J 
3 PROCH NOW R 
3 NUNES 0 
59 '+1 PSY 696 02 COUNSE L I NTERNSH IP VR MA SO N J 
BY PERM I SSION ON L Y r.RAO TNG OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRANG ED 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
~YSTEMS/FIRST TERM -
SU-REQ 
SU - REQ 
CRE.F □ [PT CRSE SEC T COURS E T I TL E HRS INSTR UCTOR ,r 1 
7 90 1 OHIS l !JO 0 1 BUS I NESS ST AT I 4 L U M 
HTw RF 0915 - 1045 BB 315 
7 90'2 OM IS 1 4 0 02 BUSINE SS STAT I 4 HEAT ON L 
HTW RF 11 0 0-1 230 SB 3 1 5 
CREF DEPT CHSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ijl 
5514 PhYS 329• 0 1 t1 0 DE R r~ PHYSIC S II 4 ELLIS 9R UCE 
HTWRF" 11 0 0-1230 ~s iru 
5S15 PHYS bl9• 01 NUCLU R P HY S CI TEAC 4 ELLIS BRUCE 
MhRF 11 00-1230 MS 103 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
(:° Rtf DEPT CR S E S ECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTO R 11 
5713 POL lilt4* 0 1 I NTER NS HIP VR OillllAM S OU . HOMER 
BY PEFHUSSION ONLY 
HOUF.S ARRANG[ O 
POLITICAL SCIENr.E/FIRST TERM 
·cREF"- --□ EPr cRsE st CT co-uRsE r ITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
5701 POL 211 01 NATION/IL GOVERNMENT 4 FRANK STEPHEN 
MTWRF 0915 -l OtiS BH 3')9 
5708 POL 282* 01 STH E AND LOCAL GOVT 4 MERRICK JANNA 
MHilRF 0730-0900 SH 3 ') 9 
5727 POL 315 01 U S FOR E IGN POLICY 4 tc;!Ll([LLY JOHN 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BH 203 
5771 POL 320 0 1 WOMEN AND POLITICS u HERRICK JANNA 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BH 3!J9 
5737 P OL 334 01 t-!10 [AST GOVT + POL ti KAIPOUZ AKL 
HTWRF 0915-1045 BH 203 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DE.PT C!<SE SlCT COUR SE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR lll 
5710 POL 2Gl 0 1 POL IDEAS + !NSTITUT 4 SCHMIDT OR\IILLE 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BH 309 
57'43 POL 403* 01 AHER POL TH OUGHT 4 JONES EVAN 
HhRF 0915-104S BH 3 0 9 
5752 POL 492• C! l COURTS ANO CIV RIGHT 4 FRMJK STEPHEN 
MTWRF □ ni0-0900 llH 309 
57411 POL Sb3* 01 AMER POL THOUGHT 4 JONES EVAN 
HTWRF 0915-1045 BH 3!19 
5753 POL 592• 01 COURTS ANO Civ RIGHT 4 FRANK STEPHEN 
HTWRF 0730-09(,Q !3H 309 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSf. TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
5903 PSY 1 2 1 01 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 44 BRYAN A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HaRF 0915-10'45 ES B20b 
5905 PSY 250 01 P R INCIPLES OF BEHAV 4 NUNES D 
HTWRF 12'45-1415 EB A226 
5904 PSY 2S1 0 1 INTRO TO COGNITIVE 4 ANDERSON 0 
HTwRF 1245-1415 £B B206 
5966 PSY 259 01 PSYCHOLOGY STATISTIC 14 LAMWERS L 
MTWRF 073 0 -0900 Eb B213 
5915 PSY 202 Ql HU"1At. GROWTH + DEii 4 dRYAtl: A 
HTwRF 12t15 -14 15 EB 8 200 
51;107 PSY 270 01 PSYCH OF WOMEN 4 DWYER M 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HTWRF ll □ C-1230 E& A;i::39 
5967 PSY 271 01 SHHL GROUP PROCESS 4 KRUEGER A 
MTl,;RF 091~-1045 F.:i! A22U 
5908 PSY 315 01 SOCIAL f'SYCHOLOGY 4 JA2W"INSKI C 
MTWRF 0915-1045 EB 92t:17 
59bB PSY 3o2 01 ED MEAS + TE.ST CONST 4 LUKEN A 
MT\oiRF 1100- 1 245 Eb £1.2n7 
51;109 PSY J°bO 
GRADING O.,PlIONS ; 1 
Cl PH (;f AGill.:G + DYING 14 
SU-REC 
ANDERSON fl 
HhRF 0915-1045 Eb fi:t'.08 
27 
CREF DEPT CR SE S£CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
5991 PSY Cj74 01 I N T[ RP ERSOMAL OYN 3 WOLLIN 0 
"1hRF 0730 - 09 0 0 EC 9 2 09 
S998 PSY 57"' fJ2 INTE. RP€RSONJ.l DYN 3 WOLLIN 0 
MT.RF 0 915-1(145 EC 82 '.1 9 
5921 P S Y SP, 5 ,JI THE ORY OF PERSONALIT 3 BOLTUCI( C 
HTwRF 11 0 0-1230 EB A2 2b 
59 Gl PSY 595 'J l LIFESTYLE ASSESSMENT 3 LESAR 0 
MHIRF 090D-13 JO Eb A2 t14 
6 00 1 PSY 6 !:15 01 ADV ISSUES REHA B PERKINS E 
MTWRF lZ45-1415 E & A23 9 
000 9 P SY 665 l'Jl APPRA. ISAL TECHNIQUES 3 PERKIN$ E 
MhRF 110 0 -123 0 Et! A240 
5962 PSY 6b7 01 CAR EER UE VE L Of'M l NT 3 PETPI.NGELO G 
Hh: R 0 915-1045 EB A239 
60 0 7 PSY 078 0 1 Gl?A OUATi STATISTICS 3 HEM"IER J 
HTI.RF 1100-1230 EB B209 
5923 P SY 67A C2 GRADUAT E STATISTICS 3 KUKIJK W 
MTI.RF 0 730- U9l•O F:!3 P.208 
5 913 PSY H O 0 1 OR GANIZATIO N AL PSYCH 3 KUii.UK W 
MT .. RF D915 -1 0 ti5 U 3 A2 2 0 
5930 PSY 696 01 INTE RN SHIP VR MASON J 
BY PERMIS S I ON ONL'r' 
HOURS ARR.eiNGED 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE n-cr COURS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
bOUO PSY 121 □ 2 SE"I ERAL PSYCHOLOGY 4 HERTENS G 
MTWRF o n □ - 3 9 00 E6 A220 
5904 PSY 222 0 1 INOUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOG ~ KUKUK ti 
MTWRF 124 5 -l"'l'i Ed 8 2 □ 8 
5 9 26 PSY 25 0 0 2 PRHICIPLES OF BEH 
HTwRF 09 15-1!"145 Et3 A22 6 
59 2 4 PSY 2 :> 1 02 
MTlriRF 11 0 0 - 1 2 30 EB 
I~TRO TO CO GNITIVE 
8 206 
"4 MERTENS G 
4 AN DERSON 0 
593 5 PSY 2 5 9 02 PSY CH STATISTICS 4 NUN~S D 
MTWPF 0915-1 0 '15 Ed 13 2 I 3 
592E PSY 202 D2 HU~AN GROWTH + DEVEL l! LUBECK R 
MTWRF 0915-1 0 4~ Eli A2 09 
5983 PSY 275 01 EFFECT REL WITH CHIL 'I COL TUCK C 
BY PERMISSI ON ONL Y 
MTWRF 1100-1 2 30 E B A 2 26 
5932 PSY 3 6 2 rJ2 ED 11EAS • HST CONST 4 KUKUK W 
NHd•F D73 U- ;J 9 0 J Eb 
6003 PSY UGI 0 2 
BY PERMI SS I ON ONLY 
HOURS AR R ANG E£) 
B209 
FIELD WORK VR PETRANG[LO G 
5914 PSY 43(1 0'+ SEM BEH AP DRUG ABUS 3 ROSENTHAL E 
MWF 11 0 0-13 UO Eb 82117 
5931 
"" 
PSY 430 GS SEM WORK EVAL ADJUST 4 PETRANGELO G 
1245 -1 6 0 0 f. B A239 
S911 PSY 43 0 0 6 SEM HYPNOS REL PHENM 4 MU l~PHY R 
MhRF P.915-101.!5 Eb A239 
5938 PSY 4 .D 'J 7 SEM S LEEP AND DREAM 4 ANDERSON 0 
HTWRF 12115-11415 [E, A211 G 
5910 PSY 4 3 n 08 SEM PROFESSNL ISSUE VR MASON J 
BY PER~l SSION GNLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
6081 PSY 430 12 SEM CAREER DEVELOPMT 4 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/17-08/01 
MTWRF 0900-1300 EB A244 
6082 PSY 430 13 SEM AFFIRMATIVE COUN 3 DWYER M 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/02-08/17 
MTWRF 0900-1200 EB A244 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
7903 QHIS 141• 01 BUSINESS STAT II 4 HOLM C 
MTWRF 0915-10115 BB 11 98 
7904 DMIS 250 01 DATA PROC FOP. BUS 4 HEATH R 
HTWJ?F 073 0 - 0 900 B~ 315 
7905 QMIS 3::il 01 INTRO TO HIS 4 HEATH R 
MTtiRF 0915-1845 BB 220 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
7910 QHIS 140 03 BUSil-!ESS STAT I 4 LU H 
HT.RF 091S -1 045 813 315 
7'Hl CMIS 141* 0 2 BUSINESS STAT II ti SONG J 
MTlo' RF 0730-09GO BB 315 
7912 QHIS 4111 01 OPERATIONS RES I 4 SONG J 
MhiRF C915-l04S 1m 1198 
7913 Q11IS 456 0 1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING 4 LU H 
MlWRF 11 0 0-1230 BB 315 
7914 QMIS 556 01 LIN E AR PROGRAMMING 4 LU M 
HTWRF 1100-1230 BB 315 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CR ~ £ SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
5037 REC 212 01 CA"1PING EDUCATION 4 GREENE J 
MhRF 0730-09D0 EB 8107 
5 0 38 REC 2'13 01 WILDERNESS SURVIVAL 3 GREENE J 
MTWRF ltr10-12'1J HAH 243 
5039 REC ij44 01 SENIOR IN TE RNSHIP fl KASPER J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
CJ:!EF DEPT CRSf SECT COURSE TITLE HHS INSTRUCTOQ #l 
5065 Rl:.C 2 12 U2 CAMPING EDUCATION ~ GREENE J 
MhRF 0730-0900 HAH 2~0 
5Db6 REC "'41 01 OUTDO OR EDUCATION 3 GREENE J 
MTwRF 1100-1210 HAH 240 
5068 RE.C 444 02 SENIOR INTE RNSHIP 8 MOROHOSHI Y 
SU-REQ 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADil'¥G OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
5067 REC 541 01 OUTUO OR EDUCATION 3 GREENE J 
Hlt,jRf 1100-1210 HAH 240 
SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF Ci E PT CQSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
1270 SCI llQ 0 1 METRIC SYSTEM 2 KENNEDY KA 
MToiR 11no-11 s s BH 3'15 
0830 ~ CI 4n 01 INSECTS IN THE 4 GUNDERSEN R 
MWR 1100-l'fL;/J 811 236 FIELD--BEHAVIOR & COLLECTING 
0838 Sc.I '4 6 3 !'.1 1 BIOLOGY & ENERGY 3 COULTER J 
BEGIN/END OAT[ □ 7n3-!Jtl/l'.J LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 
HTWRF 0 915-1230 HS 37c 
0837 SCI Sb2 01 INSE C TS IN THE 4 GUNDERSEN R 
MWR 11 11 0 -1 4 0 □ SH 236 FIELD--BEHAVIOR & COLLECTING 
0839 Sc.I Sb3 C l BIOLOGY & ENERGY 3 COULTER J 
BEGlN/ E t-.D Qt.TE 07/ 2 :':-0 o /1~ LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 
Mhi RF 0 915-1230 MS 376 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRsE SECY COURS( TITLE HRS - -iNsT-RiJCTOR il l 
2053 SE:. □ ij48 01 SECONDARY SCHOOL 2 3 HORK VERNON 
MTW~F' 1245-14li0 Eb A233 
28 
(RU- Ot:Y T cw~L '., t.C T \.Uuh"~E 11 l L L tm!:. l N~, Tf~UC TOH Il l 
2 r ~~ ~ l'" l' ~, ::. ~ P l Ji;> H.l. b ll :')Cl, 1 1-, r· ,.;r i r~ 1 Jr.t-. r ~ Ji\C I< 
~Tl. O F 1.:!.!~ - 1:t'. !:>'i f"l fJ : 'll 
2r59 SE F:C (, .. 9 Cl ~T."" '.T Tl~!~ 4 J 1H L'-" JJIJl?II.LU~' FUl>l.N [ 
B£G J N/t'- C ;HH- Gt1 2f - ~7 /l 1 
Mh RF ("9 11C - 113 ( ':i_i A2! l 
2n !.- 2 S Ef ll 6C l 0 1 SfClll\l~ o\ i\ 'r' CL''if.:IC lf ll l M ~ Mor;K \/ERNM.J 
MhPf C .,, l ~ -1 □ 3 1 f°:l~ A2.1:J 
285 1 St: fO ~iS 1~ 1 IM P Cf Sl C SCti l IN S T 3 JOHNSON Pf.TER 
Mh ,RF 0 91 5 • 1030 E tl 11 22 7 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CRE F D[D T c P ~f s·t.CT CO URSE T IT LE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
2054 SLEO 6 0 7 C l ~co TRENOS Jt,/ SEC E O 
BEG!N/E.ND DATE Q7/l7 - (l6/Fl 
MTI.RF 124!::, - l !.l u O E El A230 
205t· SU'. D 02° Cl A{JOL ANO TH E SCHOOL 
BEGINIE.N □ DATE 07/17 - 08/1 0 
MTWRF U9 1 !:> -1 0J □ f B A2 3 l 
2057 SE.ED 665 Cl J R HI SCHL SEMINAR 
Bf.GIN / E.NO DA TE !)7/17 - 08 /Hl 
MhiRF 1 2 t1 5 - 14[1[) [O 1123 1 
2055 SEED 6t& C l SR Hl SCHL SEMINAR 
8E1,lN/EN0 DfJTE 07/17-0B /llJ 
MT WR F 0730 - 0845 E 6 f..227 
SQCIAL SC!ENCE/FIRST TE_RM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE 
690 1 SSCI 10 4 Cl GENERA L SOCPL SCI 
MHi RF 0 7 30 - 0900 SH 2Qo 
6902 
MHIRF 
SSCI 1 0 4 D2 
09 1 5 - 1 □ 45 SH 
:;ENE.RH SOCIAL SCI 
2 15 
6903 SSCI 1 U4 03 GENERAL soc1n SCI 
MhilRF 1100 - 1230 SH 2 10 
694 1 
MT '-RF 
SSC[ 32 0 0 1 
llD □ - 12 1 0 SH 
(l[MENTS OF SOC SCI 
2 0 7 
69 7 5 SSCI 495 0 1 DECIS I ON - MAKING 
BEG I N/END DATE 06/18 - 06/29 
MhRF 0910- 14~0 SH 2/J6 
6985 SSCI 59S 0 1 OECISl O~-l'IAKING 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Obi 16 - 0b/29 
MT -.. RF 0 9 10 - 1450 SH 206 
6990 SSC I 630 01 PRO BLEMS IN SOC SC! 
HTwQ 09 1 5 - 1045 SH 210 
. SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREf, DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE 
690 4 SSCI 1 04 0 4 GENERAL SOCIAL SCI 
MhRF 0 915 - 1045 SH 22a 
6905 sscr 1 (!4 05 GENERAL SOCI AL SCI 
HTwRF l l □ 0-1230 SH 21 5 
3 MO Rk; VE RNON 
3 PU T BRESE LARRY 
3 PUfSHS E LARRY 
3 MORTRUD E l.O'- EL L 
HRS INSTRUCTOQ 11 1 
t1 DO WNES A J 
ti HAN!FF G M 
ti ROUFF W 
3 HANIFF G "' 
4 OOo1NES A J 
4 DOWNES A J 
3 LIEBER MAN H 
HRS INS TRUCTOR Jl l 
4 STl::NSLANO A G 
6 926 SSCI 2C4 01 DEATH DYING ANO LIFE 4 STENSLAND A G 
Mh RF 1100-1230 SH 2 2 8 
b942 ~, SCI 320 112 ELEMENTS OF sec SCI 3 WOLFER A C 
MT !oiRF 0750 - 0901) SH 204 
6976 SSC! 4 95 0 2 ASIAN-AMER HIN0 1UTY 3 WO L FER A. C 
BEGl N/H1D DA TE 07/17 - 0 8/03 
H T WR F 09 1 5- 12 1 5 SH 204 
6 986 SSCI 595 02 ASlAN - AME.R MINOR IT Y 3 WOLFER A C 
B E G I N/ENO DA TE 07/ 1 7 - 08/03 
H H t RF 09 1 5 -1 2 15 SH 204 
SPANISH/FIRST TERM 
l.YL I l l LPJ Cl,", f S LCT cnu~-~r rtTL [ HQ S IN S TRUCTOR Ill 
t.,f. (I \ ~-F~"I 1 5 1 G l [Ll:Mlt,,T><RY SP I 4 ON E ILL JA'l [S 
,-, T., ~F (' '-,\', - lr?45 M~ 1 Q3 
SPECIAL EDUCATIONlF IRST TERM 
C Rt. F DE.PT CR~f. SE.C l CO U;?SE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 1 
195 1 S P'. □ 4 l, l 0 1 I NTRO E'XC:'.:P CHILO 
Mhi1RF Ll73 0 - .J 9 .:. □ E i:;. A235 
l? C>3 S P rc 4 (J 7 0 1 EDUC CHILO UH; G 01~ 
"'1 HiiRF 12 4 5 -l tllS E C A2 36 
19 5 4 SP':D 4 2 1 0 1 EDUC MO U MEN T RE T 3 
BY PERMISSION o rJLV (D I STRICT #28 7, MIN NEAPOLI S ) 
MTl., RF 13 30 -1 530 
19 Sb 
HHRF 
SPED (t 22 0 1 EDU CATI ON CI F G IF TED 
A 2 13 
4 L OIIEL ACE WILLH M 
11r □ - 1 230 E B 
19b'l SPE D 42~ 0 I D IAG Tt:/TM T L P/\j G OIS l 4 ROC L EY QUENTIN 
BY PERMISS ICl "J ONLY 
MHIRF 1 245 - 1415 
2 0U6 SPED q,25 02 D i:A G T l TM T L P.1\G OISl 4 CI GLER JOAN 
BY P E.C? MlS SlON ON LY 
MhRF 1 2 45- 1 41 5 
2 00 7 SPED q25 0 3 0 1AC, T Q Tt-i T U?t; G DISl 4 KR AUSE LYNr, 
BY P ER M] SSIO N ON LY 
IHWRF 1 2 45-1415 
1955 SPl::D 4 2 7 01 BASIC SIi.ILLS t-;ANU 
MT WRF 09 1 5 -1 0 45 EB A23 5 
1977 SPED 5 u 7 D l EDUC CHILO LPNG DI S 
~HIRF 1 2 45-lt115 f.LI J\236 
1971 sn D s 2 1 0 1 EDUC MOO MUJ T RE T 3 
BY PER MISSI ON ONLY (D I STR ICT #28 7, MINNEAPO LIS) 
MhiRF 133 0 -1 5 3 f'J 
19 7 3 SPF.D ~, 22 01 EDUC AT I ON OF GIFTED L O"F.LACE WI L LIAM 
MTWRF ll QD -1 230 !:E A<'.33 
1978 SP ED 525 DI DIAG TRTM T LRNG OI Sl 3 ROB L EY QUEN TI N 
BY PERHISSION ONLY 
HTWRF 1 2 45- 1 415 
2033 SPED 525 02 DIAG TRPH LG'NG DISl 
SY PERMIS SIOJ\J o r~LY 
MT WRF 1 245 -1 415 
2034 S P E:D 525 0 3 DIAG TRTMT LPl'.G 0 151 
E;Y PERMISSION UNLY 
MhlRF 1 2 1+ 5 - 1415 
197?. SPED 527 0 1 BASIC SKI LL S HAND 





SPE D 6U l 0 1 
0915-1 0 25 Eb 
SPED 6 0 2 01 
0 730 - 0840 Eb 
CLl~R TRENDS SPEC EO 
A2 36 
R['C,[ARCH SPEC ED 
A 2 3 1 
3 B I GLER JOAN 
3 KRAUSE L YNN 
3 KNOX STANLE't' 
3 AY ERS FLOYD 
19 68 
t', H, RF 
SPED 6 u 3 0 1 PR OaLE ~S SPEC ED 
A 2 38 
3 LO VELACE WILLIAM 
1245 -1 3 55 EB 
1989 SPED 6 C4 01 Rt.C RESE.ARCH MEN T RT 3 
MTI.RF 1 100-1210 EB A237 
199 1 SPED 61 1 0 1 CURRICULU M SPEC ED 
HT.iRF 0915 -1 025 EB A238 
1980 SPED 613 0 1 AU" I N SPEC i:D UC 3 J OHNSON RIC H ARO 
MHIR F 11 00 -1 210 E B A238 
19!:>C SPED h50 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y 
H T .,RF osco -1 2co 
0 1 PRACT PROF SE\/ RE T 3 
GRADING OP T IONS 
(DISTRICT !287, MI NN EAPO LI S) 
198 1 SPED 6 ~ 1 0 1 PRHTICUM SPFC ED 3 KNOX STA NLEY 
SU-REO 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY GRAD I NG OPTIONS SU - REW 
HOURS ARRANGED 
CR E.f DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE T JTLE HR S IN S TRU CTOR 1 1 
1976 SP f O 6S2 □~ PRAC TI CUM L RNt. DIS 3 B I GL ER JOAN 
BY PERMI SS ION UNLY . GRADH, G OP TI ONS 
BE GIN/t. ND DATE IJ 7/l7 - '18/ l !'.I 
MhlRF C ts □ D -12 [: <J 
1 962 SP:.O 6 5 2 2 6 PKi!.CllCUH L R~J c; D I S 
B Y PERMIS S I ON (..' NLY 
81::(,JN / EN) DATE 0 7/17-(1 6 /10 
MH.RF Cb l1 D - 12 L.: □ 
3 K RAUSE LYNN 
GRADrnG OPTIONS 
1 959 SP ED 6't 0 0 1 SEM I SSUE Pllo.C HAND 3 KNOX ST ANLEY 
6€: GIN/END Oil.TE 0 7/17 - n S/10 
Hh RF fJ915 - l C4 5 [6 1121 8 
SPEECH/FIRST TERM 
CRc:F OE. 0 T CR SE SECT COU RSE TI TL E HRS, 
b70 1 
HTWRF 
SP C 161 DI IN TRO TO SP EECH COMM 14 
6 702 
IHW,·QF 
0730 - 09l10 PA 
SP C lU 
0 915 - 1 0 4"> PA 
221 
C2 INTRO TC SPEECH CO MM 4 
222 
INSTRUC TOR #l 
SIKK I NK O E 
VI CK C f 
6 703 SPC l 61 03 INTRO TO SPEECH COMM 4 STOCKER G H 
HT',,ilff ll00 - 123 1J PA 222 
6737 SPC 226 Dl INTERPE RSON AL COMH 4 1/ I CK C F 
GRACIN G OPTION S SU - REO 
MlioiR F lHl 0 - 123 0 PA 22 1 
b7 5 3 SPC 3 3 1 0 1 ORAL HHERPRETA TI ON 4 ST OCKER G M 
MHIRF 1 24 5 -1415 PA 221 
b756 SP C 4 20 01 TH EOR OF PERSUASION 4 S I Kk;JNK O E 
MTlroiRF 09 1 5 -1 0415 PA 2:?l 
b775 SP C 4 8 0 :J l SEMI NAR SPE EC H COMM 14 GRACHE K A F 
SU - REO 
SU - REQ 
MH: qF 1FlU - 1?3"J PA 2 2 3 ISSUES & TOP I CS-SPC ED , IN THE SEC SCHL 
b 1 b 1 
MT. R F 
SPC sin 0 1 
09 15 - 101+ 5 PA 
THEO R OF PERSU ASION 
2 21 
4 5 I KK I NK D E 
6796 SPC 5 80 Cl S[I-IH: AR SPEECH COM M 4 GRACHEK A F 
MT '-RF 1100-123 0 PA 223 ISSU ES & TOP I CS-SPC ED IN T HE SEC SCHL 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SECT 
b 7 DI.I 
MhRF 
SPC 1 b 1 
0915 -1 045 PA 
o, 
COURSE TITLf 
INTR O TO SPE£:CH CO MH 
27 1 
HRS I NS TRUC TOR Iii 
'I BERNARD J R 
6705 SPC !bl 05 INTRO TO SPEECH CU"I M 4 VICKER L A 
MlwRF ll lJ0 -1 230 PA 
6 7 30 SPC 220* 0 1 
H T ... RF 1 100-1230 PA 
22 1 
PU~LIC SP E AKING 
271 
4 BERN ARD J R 
674'1 SPC 230 0 1 CONTEHP PROB SPE ECH 4 VI Cl< ER L A 
H H R F OC.15 -1 0 45 P >< 22 1 NONVERBAL COMMUNI CATION 
6779 SPC 1+ 95 01 I NTERPERSONAL COM- 4 KEND AL L R D 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/06 - 08/17 MUN I CA T IO N SKI LLS FOR CLASSROOM 
MT..:RF 0900 -1 530 PA 222 T EACHERS 
6795 SPC 595 Cl INTERPERSO NA L COM- 4 KENDAL L R D 
6EG I N/END DATE 08/0f. - 08/1 7 MUNJCATIO N SK I LLS FOR CLASSROOM 
MhRF C900 - 1530 PA 222 TE AC HERS 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATI-IOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7066 SSPA 637 0 1 OYSARTHRIA 
MhlR F 11 00 -1 2U) EB 8239 
7069 S S PA 65 1 
BY PERMIS S I ON ONLY 
1430 - 153 □ EB 
0 1 GRADUA TE PR A CTI CUM 
82 39 
7070 SSPA 65 1 0 2 GR ADUA TE PRACTI CUM 
82 39 
BY PERM I SS I ON ONLY 
T 14 30 - 1530 EB 
711 3 SSPA fi60 D l SEMINA R LA NGUAGE 
H T -..RF 09 1 5- 1 □ 25 EB B239 
HRS I NS TRUCTOR # 1 
3 KA MMERHE I ER M 
1 POWERS G 
2 PO lrjE RS G 
3 P OWERS G 
SOCIAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSf. SECT COURSF. TITLE HRS 
7251 SST 353 0 1 TCHG SE C~OY SOC STUD 4 
HHIRF 0730-09 00 SH 20t+ 
INSTRUCTO R lit 
NUtl!N W H 
7256 SST 6110 0 1 RECENT TREND [CON ED 3 NUNN W H 
BEGIN/END DUE 06/18-07/0b 
HTWRF 0915-1215 SH 20'+ 
SOCIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SECT colJRs·r TITL E HRS IN S TRUCTOR #l 
7259 SST 695 0 1 TCH G FUTURE SKIL L S 3 HOTT L E 
8EGIN/EN,J DATE 07/17-07/27 
Hh'RF 0915-1111S SH 210 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUkSE TITLE HRS INSH!UCTOR° itl 
64 75 5" 210 01 SOCIAL ~ELFA RE • TW!NA"':[ - OUNGAN H 
HTWRF 0730 - 0900 SH 325 
61176 5" 213 0 1 ADOLESCENT PROBLEMS • T'.INAM[-OUNGAN M 
HTWRF 0915-1045 SH 3 25 
6t+77 Sli 1ppu 01 INTERNSHIP SOC WORI< B 8RE.N~t.N N 
BY PERMISSION ON LY · GRAO II\G OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSt SECT C-6lJRS[ TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
6'178 S'lrl 420* 01 SEMINAR SOCIAL WORK 4 PR~SENT .R 
BY PERMIS.SION ONLY 
HT ltiC0-2120 SH 3 25 
6 4 79 $'Ir; 444* 02 INTERNSHIP SOC WORt< B BRC:NN AN N 
BY PERMI SS ION ONLY GR ,e,OJNG OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
SOCIOLOGY /FIHST TERM 
CREF. OE. PT CRSE SE.C T COURS E TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOP Ill 
6351 soc 2b0 01 PRINCIPLES SOCIOLOGY • OELZOPPO C 
HHiRF 0730-090D SH 3 36 
6352 soc 273• 01 SOC OF SEX RO LES • PASCHALL ~ 
HTWRF 0915-10'15 SH 3 36 
635 3 soc ,,, 0 1 COUR TSHIP+Mf. RR I AGE • BRUNCKHORST L 
HTWRF 0730-0900 SH 329 
6 35'1 soc 36 7• 01 CRIMH•OLOGY • BRUNCKHORST L 
MHIRF C915-10'15 SH 329 
8102 SOC 41!) 51 SOC SYS ISRAEL/USA VR GOOORI CH H 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOU RS ARRANGED 
b355 SOC 4t,5 ♦ 0 1 SOCIAL PSYCHO L OG Y 4 PASCHALL B 
MTWRF 110 0- 1230 SH 336 
8103 SOC 510 51 SOC SYS I SRA~ L/USA VQ GOODRICH H 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARiH,NGEO 
SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT 
635b soc 2b0 02 
MTlitRF ono-oqo n SH 
63 57 soc 201 • 01 
HTWRF 11 00 -1230 SH 
6358 so c 3b6 ♦ 01 
MTWRF 09 15-1045 SH 
6359 soc 3 7 □• 01 
MT-.RF ll'J0-1230 SH 
2-9 
COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 




Ii DAVIS L 




4 BAER R 
SU-REQ 
SU-R[Q 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE.CT COURH TIT L E HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
19 82 SPED 652 0 1 PR•CTICUM LRNG CIS 3 J./OBLEY QUENTIN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GR40ING OPTION _S SU-REQ 
HhRF 0800-1200 
20S0 SPED 6 5 2 0 2 PR4CTICU!-! LR~JG DIS 3 BIGLER JOAN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MhRF 0800-1200 
19 83 SPED 652 03 PRHTICUH L RNG DlS 3 KRAUSE LYNN 
BY PE RMISSION ONLY GRAOH•G OPTIONS SU-REO 
HTWRF 0800 -12 00 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF- OE.P T (PSE SECT COU RS E Ti i"l.t HRS INSTRUCTO R #1 
19S2 SPEC. ti LJ 4 0 1 CULT DIVERS AfJO EDUC 'I AYERS FLOYD 
BEGIN/ENO 0.0TE 07117-08/10 
Mh RF 09 15-1115 [ E: A235 
1953 SPED 405 Q l BEHAVIOR PRO BLEMS 'I AYERS FLOYD 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/17-08/10 
HhRF 12tiS-lli45 EB A23S 
199 5 SPED ti? □ n1 EDUC SEV + PROF RET II 
BY PERMl~SION ONLY 
Mh RF 1330-1530 
BEG IN/ENO DATE 07/1-7 - 08/10 
(DISTRIC T it287 , MINNEAPOLI S) 
196 5 SPE"D 1.1 26 01 OIAG TRTt-,T LRNG DIS2 ii ROBLtY QUEN T IN 
B Y PER"ilSSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/17 - 08/10 
HTWRF 12115 - 1 1+15 
2010 SPi:: □ &i 2 6 02 DU G TRH'.T LR~G DIS2 I.I BIGLER J0.6N 
BY PERMISSION QN LY 9EGIN/ENO DATE 07/ 1 7-08/10 
MTwRF 12145-l!i l5 
2011 SPED &i26 03 DIA G HHMT LR NG DIS2 4 KRAUSE LYNN 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 9EGI N/ENO OATE 07/17-08/10 
Mh RF 1245-l'IJS 
1994 SP!':D 4 95 IJ l CAPEER VOCAT PROGRAM 6 SCRIBNEP P.ICH.6RO 
BEGI N/ E.NO OATE 07/16-08/03 
MhRF 0900 - 15 .30 EB 
19 69 sPi:::D SC.II 0 1 CULT ti IVERS AND EDUC 3 AYERS FLOYD 
BEGIN/ENO DA TE 07/17 - 08/10 
MTWRF 0915 - 1115 EB A235 
1970 SPED 5 1J5 C'l BEH AVIOR PROALEMS 3 AYERS FLOYD 
BEGIN/ENO DA TE 0 7/17 - 08 /1 0 
MhRF 12115-11145 EB A23 S 
20.23 SPED 521J 0 1 EDUC SE V • PROF RET 
BY PEP.MISSION CN LY BEGI N/ENO DATE 07/17- 08/10 
Mlr.RF 133 C-1S 30 (DIS TRICT 1287 ~ MINNEAPOLIS) 
1 979 SPED 526 01 OlAG TRTMT L PNG DIS2 3 ROBLEY QUENTIN 
BY PERM!~SI ON ON LY UGIN/H,0 DATE 07/17-08/10 
MHl~F 1211S-1'115 
2037 SPED 526 02 OIA G TRT~T LRNG DIS 2 3 BIG LER JOAN 
BY PERMISSION ON LY BEGIN /END DATE 07/17-IJ8/lU 
MlWRF 12 4 5 -l'IE, 
2038 ~PED 52 6 03 DI AG JQTMT un~G DIS2 3 KRAUSE LY-.iN 
S Y PERMIS~ION O"IL'f A(GIN/END DATE 07/17-08/10 
MTW RF 12'15- 11.115 
20&il SPED 595 0 1 CAl? EE R rnCAT PROGRAM 6 SCRIBNER RICHARD 
BEGIN/END DATE ')7/16-06/01 
MhRF 09n0 -1~3 0 EB 
1985 SPED 6L5 0 1 St: HAV H,Al HANO CHLO 3 R[ESE SANDY 
EiEGIN/ENO DATE 07/17-0 8 /l'J 
MH.RF ll l 5-l21t5 EB A235 
1992 SPEU 612 0 1 PSYCHOLIN GU ISTICS 3 REESE SANDY 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/17-08/111 . 
MTwRF 0730 - 0900 EB A235 
2012 SPED 650 02 PiUCT PR OF SEV REY 
BY PERMISSION O"'J LY GR.I.DING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
BfGIN/EN) DATE 07/17-0t!/l!J 
MhQF Ol:i:JC- 12 U!J (DISTRICT -l!-28.7~ MINNEAPOLIS) 
2013 SPED 652 DI.I PR4CT ICUM LRNG DIS 3 ROBLEY OUE"NTIN 
BY PERMISS ION (.)~LY GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE(.l 
!,EGIN/E.ND OATf !J7/17 - IJ8/ln 
MT '., RF 0 800-12 (.'Q 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SlCT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IJl 
7055 SSPA 3!.12 01 SP RONG AND AUD TR"JG • JACOBSON J 
HhiRF 0915 - 10115 EB B2 39 
709'1 SSPA 651 03 GRADUATE PRACTICUM I DAVENPORT R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
T lt+30-153n E B B239 
7 095 SSPA 65 1 014 GRADU ATE PRACTICUH 2 DAVENPOR T R 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
T 1'130-153!) EB B2 39 
7 09 7 SSPA 651 05 GRADUATE PRACTICUM l J ACOBSON J 
BY PERMISSI ON ONL Y 
T 1'130-1 53 □ ES 92 39 
7096 SSPA 6!>1 06 GR40UA T t: PRACTICUM 2 JACOBSON J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
T 1430-1530 EB 82 39 
7 068 SSPA 671 01 SE~INAR ARTICU L ATION 3 LJAVENPORT R 
HTWRF 1100-121 □ EB B239 
STUDENT TEACHING/FIRST TERM 
EDT -- BY PERMISSION ONLY~ .. i::O NTACT TEACHER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
PRIOR TO SUBMITTING COURSE REQUEST AT ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
ON MAY 4. 
TECHNOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS( SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOP. ill 
7279 TECH 10 1 0 1 AERO NAUTICS I • COLOHY J 
MHIRF l!.130-1 600 HH 12 0 
7280 TECH l S 1 01 TECH HATH I • MATTICK 0 
M TWRF 0915 - 1 0 '15 HH 120 
728 1 TECH l b5 01 PHOTO H.CH I . HOCKE.RT R 
SPECIAL FEES 5 . oo 
MTWRF 0730-0915 HH 2 21 
7 28 2 TE CH l bb 01 PHO TO T ECH I I • GAMMELL J 
SPECIAL FEES 5 . no 
MTWR F 1430-1600 HH 120 
7 2B 3 TECH 326 Cl QUJiLITY ASSURANCE 3 HA TTICK 0 
HhiRF 0730-0900 HH 120 
7261 TE.CH 495 0 l SOLID SH.TE ELEC • GOt<E J 
BEGIN/ENO DATE !)6/11 - 06/22 
HTwR F Ot!00-1'130 HH 227 
7263 TECH !.195 !J2 A'JIA/AERO EDUC 6 COLOMY J 
GRAD[NG OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/11-06/29 
HTl,jRF 0800-lt.00 HH 23C 
7265 TECH '1 95 03 PHOTO EDUC ATORS 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
BEGIN/ENO onE 06 /11 - 07/06 
MTwRF 0011 0 - 16 00 HH 1 20 
6 HOCKERT R 
GRADING OPTIONS 
GAMMELL J 
7267 TEC H 495 Ot+ HICROPR OC COf'(P + CIR 2 L AF L ER L 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/18 - 06/22 
HhRF U800 - l&i30 HH 227 
7269 TE.CH 495 OS MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 2 LAFLER L 
BEGIN/END Oi\ TE 06125 - 06/29 
HhRF 0800-1430 HH 227 
727 1 TECH &i95 Ob SOL ST MTR CNTRL - 1 2 STAFF 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/02 - 0 7/07 
MTRFS 0800-1430 HH 227 
7273 TE.CH &i95 07 SOL ST MT R CNTRL - 2 2 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/09-07/13 
MTwRF □ 8ou-1ii:rn HH 221 
7262 . TECH 595 0 1 SOLID STATE ELEC q GOKE J 
BEGIN/ENO OHE 06/11-06/2'.2 
HTwRF 08(10-1'131J HH 2 27 
726'1 TECH 595 02 AVIA/AERO EDUC 6 COL OMY J 
SU-REO 
GRADING OPTIOrJS SU-RE ·:,! BEGIN/END OAtE 06/ 11-06/29 
MTWRF :JSOQ -l&i l.JQ HH 23 0 
30 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLF. 
7266 TE.CH 595 03 PHOTO EDUCATORS 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
Hlw RF 0800-1600 HH 12 0 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
6 H0Cl<ERT R 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/11-07/06 
GAMMELL J 
7268 TECH 595 04 MICR0PR0C COMP ♦ CIR 2 LAFLER L 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/18-0b/22 
HhRF 0800 - 1430 HH 227 
727 0 TECH 595 05 MICROCOHPUTER SYSTE"H 2 LAFLER L 
BEGIN/END DATE :J6/25-06/29 
HH. RF 0800-1'130 HH 227 
7272 TECH 595 06 SOL ST MTR CN TRL - 1 2 STAF F 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/02-07/07 
HTRFS 0B'J0 -14 30 HH 227 
7274 H.CH 595 0 7 SOL ST HTR CN TRL-2 2 STAFF 
BEGIN/ E ll: □ oaa: 0 7/ 0 9-rJ7/13 
kTW RF o a n □ -14 30 HH 't. 27 
TECHNOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CR[F Q[DT CRS E S[C T COU RS: TITL E HRS IN S TRUCTO R Ill 
72 84 TE.CH l 6S 02 PH OTO TECH I " STINSON J SP l: CIAL F f.ES 5 . Q0 
HT.. RF C 73 1J - 09C □ HH 114 
72 8 5 TE CH "' J2 PH OT O TECH 11 " S TINSON J SPECIAL F EES 5. 00 
I", T1ri'R F 09 15-1 0 1.15 HH ll" 
7 286 TECH 2 o0 Ol !NIJ MAT C:R IALS + PROC " TO RBORG F Hh RF 0915-1 0 45 HH 12 !J 
7 26 7 TECH 3 4 5 Cl l~T"R O T O 0C CUPA S H " T0R S0RG F H 1" .. RF 0 7 30 - Q(H!IJ HH l .'.?O 
7275 ECH 4'1=i 08 Tio 0 -1<1 .H COMH SYSTEMS 2 S TAFF 
B[GlN/[ N0 0 ATF. 0 7/1 6 - 0 7/2 n 
t1Tl<I RF 0800 -1'1 30 HH 22 7 
7 277 H.CH 49 5 09 PHOTO ~0UCAT 0R S 6 ZACl<0SKl J 
BY P£R MIS S I 0N ON LY GRrn I NG OP TIO NS SU - REQ 
BEGIN/EN O DATE 07/Ib - '1 8 / U3 
MhRF OOIJ 0-16 u'J HH 23 0 
7276 TECH 595 r-e TWO-WAY COM M SYSTO1S ? STAF'f 
BEGIN/U,D DUE 0 7/1 6 - 0 71 20 
/'\Tl. RF 08 0 0 -14 3n HH 227 
7279 'Tt.CH 595 09 P HOT O EUUCAT 0RS 6 ZACl<0SK I J 
GR ADIN G OP T IONS SU - R£0 P EG lN/ E N0 D ATE 07/16-0 8 / 03 
Mh/ RF 0600 -1 6LO HH 23 :J 
THEATRE/ FIRST TERM 
CREF DE PT CR ~ F S£CT coui.:sr TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTO q ltl 
74 01 TH 140 Cll I N TR O T O TH EA + FIL M If PE RRI ER RONALD 
GRADING OPTION S SU-RE 0 
MTI.RF 11 00 -1 23 ~ PA SH, I 
7ti 66 Th 3 2 3 0 1 ACT +,.. OV t. MUS C0H(0Y 4 CONRAD HYQ UM 
8E GIN/l.N0 O.H f 06/27 - 0 7/13 
MT,. RF C93 Cl -15 CD PA STGil 
746 0 TH 4,;~ 0 1 CREATIVE M0 Vf.11ENT 4 CO NR A D HYRUM 
BE GIN/ END DA TE 06 /13- 0o nn 
Mh i<F G930-16 0 0 PA S T G!l 
74 6 8 TH 1.195 0 2 Plt\Y PR00U CTiuN I.I LO NG TI N RUSSELL 
BEGJl'-f/END DATE 06 /1 8 - 06/29 
MH11 H 093 0 - 1 6li □ PA lf]l 
7435 TH 4 9 6 0 1 Su!'1 M[R THEA TR£ VR JURIK H~RYEY 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
7461 TH 59~ 0 1 CRE ATIV E ,-:ovEHENT U CONRAD HYRUM 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/ 13-00/26 
MT.:RF 0930 -1 6CO PA STGI I 
74 6q TH 595 02 PUY PP.OC UC TI ON 4 LONGTIN RUSSELL 
bE GIN/END D ATE 06/l~ -'1 6 /2q 
MTi,Rf 0930 -16 ()0 PA 1 0 1 
7449 Th 596 0 1 SU:-tMfR THEATRE YR JURIK HARVEY 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR~E SECT COURSE TITLE 
74 36 TH , 96 02 SUMM E R THEATRE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRA NGED 
74 50 TH 596 02 SUMMER THEiTRE 
BY PERMI SSJ0N ONLY 
HO URS ARRA NGED 


























- Atwood Center 
- Alumni House 
- Administrative Services Building 
- Business Bui lding ' 
- Brown Halt (Science and Mathematics) 
- Campus Laboratory School 
- Carol Hall 
- Education Building 
- Eastman Hall 
- Halenbeck Hall, Archery Range 
- Halenbeck Hall, Dance Studio 
- Halenbeck Hall, East Balcony 
- Halenbeck Hall , Gymnastics Gym 
- Halenbeck Hall , Main Gym 
- Halenbeck Hall, North Balcony 
- Halenbeck Hall , Outside 
- Halenbeck Hall, Pool 
- Ha lenbeck Hall, Tennis Court 
- Halenbeck Hall, West Balcony 
- Headley Hall (Industry and Technology) 
- Kieh le Visual Arts Center (Art) 
- Mathmatics and Science Center 
- Performing Arts Buildiny 
- Riverview Bu ilding 




INSTRUCTOR # l 
JURII< HARVEY 
JURIK HARVEY 
General Ed ucat ion Courses 
The following courses are designated as appropriate for general education . 
(See the Undergroduate Bulletin for complete details.) 
COLL EGE OF BUSINESS 
BEOA - 101, 167, 208, 216 
MGMF - 361, 362, 363, 368, 370, 375 
MKGB - 235, 238 , 320, 321, 322, 336, 437 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EO - 103, 207, 436, 475 
ELED 200, 290, 310, 312 
HLTH - 125 
HURL - 498 
IM - 104, 204, 468 
PE 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 126, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 144, 145, 150, 152 , 159, 160, 
180, 200, 201, 202, 203, 205, 208, 210, 212, 213, 219, 
222, 223, 225, 226, 230, 231, 232, 234, 235, 236, 238, 
~.~.m.m,a,m,m,m,m,m,m, 
276, 277, 290, 307, 308 
PSY Ill, 121, 270, 275, 390 
SPED 401 
COLLEGE OF FlNE ARTS 






100, 101, 102, 123, 124, 130, 221, 222, 223, 228, 229, 
305, 306, 321, 404, 421, 422, 423 . 
101, 102, 103, 106, Ill, 113, 115, 117, 120, 130, 140, 
151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 160, 162, 164, 167, 
169, 270, 271 
140, 260, 261, 262 
COLLEGE OF [NDUSTRY 
DTS 290, 295, 390, 394, 492 
IND 124, 130,134,144,161,169,181,184, 186,,192, 210, 
224, 234, 245, 365, 394 
TECH 101, 102, 165, 166, 170, 175, 305, 306, 317 , 345 
COLLEGE OF UBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
AMST 101, 102, 302, 490 
ANTH 250 
8fOL 101, 104, 107, 201, 202, 203, 303, 307, 332, 343, 344, 
345, 349, 350, 411, 460, 475, 498 
CHEM - 102, 201, 202, 203, 208, 213, 215, 216, 217, 251, 252, 
327 
CJS - 101 
COMM 201, 220, 246, 273 
CSCJ 169, 269 
DAN 131, 132, 133 
EAST 363, 364 
ECON 259, 273, 274, 280, 281, 360, 445 , 451, 460, 461, 465, 
471, 478, 480, 483, 488 
ENGL 124, 125, 162, 163, 221, 232#, 250, 268, 269, 290, 
291, 292, 293, 294, 391, 394, 455 
ENV 210 
ESCJ 104, 105, 109, 206 , 209 
FREN - 131 , 132, 133, 210, 211, 212, 243 , 311, 312 , 313, 321, 
322, 323, 341, 351, 411, 414, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 
436, 437 , 441, 460 
GEOG - 101, 171, 270, 271, 273, 275, 276, 371, 372, 376, 379, 
471 
GER - 131, 132, 133, 210, 211, 212, 243, 311, 312, 313, 321, 





322, 323, 341, 411, 
432, 433, 435, 436, 
101, 105, 111, 131, 
121, 251, 254, 440 
140, 141, 200, 201, 202, 203 
101, 102, 103, 120, 122, 140#, 160, 270#, 281, 282, 
442# 
PHYS 103 , 106, 107, 207, 208, 211 
POL - 201, 202, 211, 215 , 251, 334, 335, 336, 361 








131, 132, 133, 210, 211, 212, 243, 311, 312, 313, 341 , 
411, 414, 421, 422, 423, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 
437, 438, 439, 441, 460 
161, 220#, 222#, 223#, 226#, 280#, 321#, 324#, 325#, 
331# 
~r - ~.™,m,~.~.m.m 
I May be used only as electives in meeting general education 
requirements? Part F. 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State university 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORM SRS009.1 
Please Fill In Or Circle The Proper Items 
Must Be Returned By May 4, 1979 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM 
4H1 I 1 1 1-Ll-l, 1, 11,,,,,,,, 1,,, 1 1,,,,,, 1 1, 1, 1,,,, I 





University Residence Location 
1. Twin City Metro Area 
2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 
1. Minn . Resident 
2 . Non-Resident 
Ethnic Group 
1. Oriental/ Asian 
2. American Indian 
I I I I I I I 
Month Day Year I I I I I I I □ 
Of Birth 
File No. If Known 





Eligibility requires 9 or more credits 
(Circle One) 
(Circle One) 0. None {$0.00) 
Permanent Address and Phone 1. Veteran 
2. Non-veteran 
1. Single ($20.00) 
2. Family ($120.00) 
4H2 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 I 
Street Address (Line 1) 
I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc .) 
Send Grades To -
1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
□ 
L_J 4H3 ~~-~-1 /1 I I - ---~---
City State Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address-----------------------------
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H2 2 I r 1 1 t 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 , , , 1 1 1 , ) 
Street Address (line 1) 
L-1 Li_J 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 




I I f2. Au.dill 
2. 
3. I I 12. Audit I 3 Bepeat 
4. I I I 12. Audit I 3 Repeat 
5. I I I 2. Audit I I 3. Re eat 
6. I I 12, Audit I 3 Bepeat 
w 











I I I I 
Name: Last/First/Middle 
ALIE RNA TE REQ.U.IB 
CREF* 
, 2 . Audit 
3 Repeat 
2. Audit 
I 3. Repeat 
, 2 . Audit 
3 Repeat 
12. Au d it 
3 Repeat 
2 . Audit 
I 3. Repeat 





I I I I 
Street Address (line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
L...,L__J, 4H3 21 I I 1/1 L._J-1 I I I I 
Zip Code 80 Area Code Telephone 
You must have completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register for 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes _____ No ____ _ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. ______ Year _____ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for 
a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
4A 1 ! NI S I DI I I I I I I 
GOA 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the course listing. 
,l Academic Affairs Office 
Facu,lty Adviser , 
''' Counseling Services "' 
Student Life and ' 
Developmen,t Office .' Ac 142 
COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Academic Requiremen~s 
·• F acuity Adviser ~ 
Activities, Clubs, etc. 
Address of Stude')t 
Registrar ,,, , 
Student ;0.ctivi'ties 
,l:Jniversity Directory · 
, Student Life and , , 
• ' 'Deyelopment Office ACJ42 ' 3111 
Address of Alumnuj 
Applicati'on for Major 
Program , 
Banquet Facilities ' 




Bulletin: ' Undergraduate 
·Bulletin: 'Graduate 
Calendar, Qfficial 
" ' · Calendar of Activ ities 
Change of Addres~ 
Career 'Planning 
Change of Course ' 
(Drop 'Add) , ' 




Alumni Office AH 4241 
COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE 
College of Business·'l BB\124 321'21 
College of Education I EB A110 ·~023 
College of Fine Arts KV AG '1 11 3093 • 
Col(egeoflnd~stry • ' HH216 · 3137 






Graduate Office , 
Undergraduate and 
Graduate Bulletin 
Student Activities ' Admissions and Records 
Student Life and 










~ ' ,, , 
AC 222J, 
AS 120 
• AC 1!12 
' AS 101 
Admissions and Records AS 117 











College of Business BB 124 3213 
College of Educ~tiori EB Al 10 3023 
College of' Fine Arts KV¼C 1'11 3093 
, College of Industry HH 216 t 3137 
College of Liberal Arts ' 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 
Admissions and Records ,AS 12Q 2111 
Advis~r , .7 
AS :?09 ' 
; 
3143 
AS 121 2047 _. 
SH 118 3171 
AC 1'42 3111 ~ 
Vocational 
Academic Affairs Office 
Financial Aids Office 
Counseling Center 1 
Stu'dent Life and 
De"ieloPm, nt Offic~ ', 
Placement Office 
[{1 I '\ 1 









Admissions and Records 
College Dean';s Office 
\' Adv.iser 
Registrar 
Financial Aids Office 
Student Employment 
• 1 Service , :~ "';. 
8ou nsel i ng 'Cehtlir, 
Graduate Pffice > 
F.inancial Aids Office , 
Academic Affairs Office 
Faculty Adviser i,, 
Admissions and Records 
Adviser ~ 
Department Ch,airper~on' 
l;ieal th Services 
, Speech Science! , 
P,ithplogy & Audiology 
Health Services 
Director of Ho~sing 
Student Life and 
Development Office 
I 
SH 118• 3171 
AS 117 2111 
AS 118 .• '21-11 
AS 121 2047 
, ASJ0,1 , 3756 
SH •118 3171 
, AS 116 2113 · 
AS 121 ' 2047 AS 209 3143 
< 




EB A216 2092 
HiH 3191 
CRH' 216,6 
~3111 ' AC 142 
ii 
L'.o~t and Fpund 
/'' 11. '' 
l,-,_ •l 
,Loans 
Major" Assistance In 
Choice . , 
Married Housing 
New Stu'dent Orientation 
Pa'y :checks ,, 
Personal Prpblems' ' . 
• f 
Parking ' 
Health &e,rvices t. 
(See Health Services 




Financial Aids OfJice 
~ CoUnsel i n9 Cent~r ·.,, 
G;a~ua'te Qffice ,1 
Di ~ector of Housing , 





AS .1~11 ' 
Sf+ 1181 
,AS 116' .• ~ 
, yRH 









Placement ,(Career ' 
, Counseling Center 
Student Life and 
'Development Office 
,., Auxiliarv, 'services 
1--jeal,th Servir:es 








, Duplicating; etG. 1 




, Recreation: Bowling,, 
Billiards, Table Tennis, 
Cards, etc. ' 
Refunds 
Rooms for Student 
Meetings 
Scholar,ships 
, Scholastic Standings 
School Suppli~s· ,1 
' Speech D_ifficulty 
Student Newspaper 
Student, Teaching • 






;i Information Se;vices 
coinsel ing Center · 
' 
Games Area ·, 
Business bffice 










(Mair, Desk', for Atwood 
Reservations Only) 
Financial 'Aids Office AS 121 
Adviser ' ~ 
2047' • 
Admissions and Records 
'stewar~ Hall B0bokstore 
Speech Science, 
Pathology & Audiology 
,Chronicle ' 
Oirector of S.tudent~ 
Teaching 
Counseling Center' .. 
•Fina~cial Aids Office 
• Student Employment 
Services 














' AS 101 3756 
SH 118 3171 




Veterans '.1 1nformation , 
CounseJin'g Center ., 
Stewart Hal l Bookstore, 
Academic Records 
Student Activities 
"' Records Office , 
Bsrnt. 251-0061 
AS 120 2111 , 
AC 222 ' 2205 
,AS 118 211.1 
Main Desk AC ?202 
Studen1 ,Life and • 
; vocational '1nfbrmation 
·'withdrawal From ,College 
0evelopment Office AC 142, 
Pl <J.cement Office • AS ,1 01 
,l\dmissions ·and Record~ ' AS ,117 ' 
I TELEPH'ONE NUMBERS ' ' ' J,_ ' 
, Off Campus,- 255• must b~ dialed and then the last' four nu ,!n bers. 
' On Campus ' Only t,ti'e last fou r numbers tieed to be dialed. 
' f ' ' 'if 
., 
' . 
( ' ,Jo I ti ' 
SCSU ,is :3n equal OJ?POrtunity / affirp,ative actio~ .employer and is in 
compliance with all state and federal· laws prohibiting disqimination. 
St. Cloud Stat~•Uni,versit:V, is accredit,ed by the Nprth Central Ass'o-
ciation of ~olleges and Schools, th{ Nfltional Co~ncil for.Accreditation 
of'Teacher Education, the National Association of Schools of Music 
and the American Asse,;,bly of Collegiate Schools of Businl ss. . , 
, Additi~nal copies ~i'f this booklet ']'lay ,be obt,ained from •the' Direct; r 'of 
Summer School, St; Cloud State U,niversity, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 , 

